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Individual or group concern for human care is natural 
intuition (instinct). It is under its stimulus that individuals 
• • • . • • • • . . ' ' ' 
volunteer themselves tliTOugh an of^ainlzed effort. It may 
• .' - -
assume the form of wttaf is . . call^d^ service. Service is 
basically, a caring instinct an^ah inner concern for others. An 
orientation in services generates dedication for and devotion 
of time and energy to a good cause. It begets the noble quality 
of sacrifice for others without reward. Public service has been 
characterized as the noblest and the most delicate one. 
Voluntarism has been defined as any metaphysical or 
psychological system that assigns to the will a more 
predominant role than that attributed to the intellect. It is not 
a new phenomenon in this world. We find many activities 
inspired by Voluntarism, as India's freedom movement is also 
a selfless efforts. 
Scores of the NGOs have been contributing to the 
upliftment and economic development in recent years. NGOs 
have a vast range of diversity in their aims, objectives and 
functioning. The range of service offered by these 
organizations is mind boggling, from targeting the poor in 
hygiene to digging wells, from educating children and 
building roads to arranging a decant funeral for the dead. 
Some NGO works, for example, as documentation set up, 
some runs dance school and so on others are engaged in 
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different activities. Some NGOs are also working for the 
upliftment of Indian Muslims. So the role-played by them, the 
mode of functioning and their achievement will be under the 
study. 
The NGOs organize the people for their betterment by 
showing how to use the local resources in an optimum manner 
and distribute the benefits. The NGOs augment and support 
the effort of the State towards reconstruction upliftment and 
development. Some NGOs also function independently 
without the support of the government. They mobilize the 
resources from different sources and more importantly 
professionalise voluntarism by training the local population. 
Unlike the Government organizations, they lack the official 
machinery and face paucity of funds. In view of the various 
constraints faced by these organizations, their contribution in 
the socio-economic development of Indian Muslims appear to 
be an effective one. Their success and exemplary results of 
their efforts in various areas of activities justifies the 
encouragement and support they deserve from the 
Government, International Agencies and donors. 
For the development of various sectors of the economy, 
the Indian government has taken many steps. Also the 
government has undertaken various experiments for rural 
developments under the Five Years Plans. During the Seventh 
Five Year Plan the Government recognized the importance of 
NGOs in development process. An experiment was undertaken 
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by launching specific programmes for a select class or target 
group of people aiming to reach the outreached. Here, the idea 
was to involve the people in the development administration. 
The documents of the successive Five Year Plans laid 
emphasis on the need for involvement of Voluntary agencies 
as an important aspect of people's participation in 
development dynamics. It was felt that to serve the needs of 
the poorer section in the rural areas, local institutions should 
be developed. The Government also took different measures 
for the upliftment and development of weaker and neglected 
section of the society. But the Indian Muslims, being the 
largest minority of the country, are still living under deprived 
conditions. 
India has one of the largest Muslim populations in the 
world, next only to Indonesia. According to 2001 census, 
Muslims form the largest minority group of over 130 million 
persons constituting over 13 per cent of India's population. 
Majority, 64.5 per cent of Indian Muslims stay in rural India 
while 35.5 per cent live in urban India. 
After more than fifty years of independence and a 
positive economic growth, it is generally felt and also 
corroborated by analytical reports that Muslim community is 
lagging behind in a number of outcome indicators of 
development, compared to majority community. However, it 
appears that Muslims have failed to keep the pace of 
development so as to reap the benefits of general progress in 
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India. This has been felt in every sector and is acknowledged 
by most analysts, who have put forth a number of reasons for 
this state of affairs. According to the Minority Commission, 
the share of Indian Muslims throughout India in Public Sector 
employment, including the Central and State Governments and 
public sector units even in the lower levels of administrative 
hierarchy has never gone beyond 6 per cent. In other areas as 
well conditions are no better. 
NGOs have a closer interaction with the people, and 
therefore, are better placed in involving the people in the 
schemes of socio-economic development. This is more 
important because the people have a lot to teach us and the 
NGOs have an important role to play here. The NGOs can 
show how and what the government can learn from them. For 
example, the people have integrated their life styles, skills, 
knowledge, experience and services and they practice self-
reliance. They do it with a great deal of dignity and 
understanding. The NGOs again have a role to play here. They 
can guide the people through training and support as to how 
best the latter can look after themselves and what their 
development needs are. 
Hence, the present study was undertaken as a modest 
attempt to highlight this crucial aspect of economic 
development. 
Objective of the study: -
The purpose of the present research work is to study the 
role of Voluntary sector in socio-economic development of 
Indian Muslims. Muslims in India constitute the biggest 
minorities. But due to certain historical and political factors, 
they have suffered from state apathy and the sense of 
deprivation, so much so that they have started crying for 
reservation. They have very insignificant presence in private 
sector. There is no hope to increase their status in the 
saturating public sector. 
The aim will also be to analyse the problem faced by the 
NGOs, evaluate their prospect in the light of their 
performance and lastly to highlight the major conclusions and 
recommendations which have policy implications. Keeping 
this in view, the present study proposes the following specific 
objectives: 
1 To discuss the theoretical concepts, characteristics, 
field activities, various classifications and definitions 
of NGOs in India. 
2 To analyse the role of NGOs in involving the people 
in different activities. 
3 To present an overview of the socio-economic 
condition on Indian Muslims. 
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A To study the organization, administration and 
functioning of few NGOs operating in western Uttar 
Pradesh. 
5 To assess the potentials and limitations of Muslim 
Funds which are working as NGOs and assisting the 
community. And also to envisage the inherent 
strength and built-in-capacity of the infrastructure, 
their weaknesses and advances as well. 
6 To highlight major conclusions and make 
recommendations for improving the work efficiency 
and better involvement of the NGOs in their 
development programmes. 
Hypotheses: -
The hypotheses to be tested in the present study are: 
1. The role of NGOs is to be recognised as a catalyst 
between the government and the community as an 
effective alternative independent institution in 
promoting a more responsive and sustained approach 
to development activities for spurring socio-economic 
development. 
2. Neither the government nor the private sector have 
sufficient political will or adequate economic 
capacity to respond effectively to the growing and 
diversified needs of the vast majority of poor 
population at the grass-roots 
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Methodology: -
To study the functioning and problems of NGOs the 
"Case Studies" method was applied. For this purpose the case 
study of six NGOs based in western Uttar Pradesh engaged in 
the development of the locality, providing aid, giving loans of 
various types have been made. 
The analysis of data, which is collected through 
structured and unstructured interviews with NGOs leaders, 
members and beneficiaries, is supplemented by field survey as 
well as discussion with officials and experts. In addition to 
the materials collected through direct interviews and field 
observations, the materials are also drawn from published and 
unpublished reports of government and private organization, 
journals, articles and books, besides documents on policies 
and procedures framed on the NGO sector in India. 
Beside, the Questionnaire schedules, personal interviews 
of the manager of the Muslim Funds were conducted to 
ascertain their views about Muslim condition, problems and 
their perception for their development. Moreover, other 
functionaries of these Muslim Funds were also interviewed to 
ascertain their perception and views. 
An attempt has been made to assess organizational 
potentials and needs of capacity building using qualitative 
assessment tool rather than statistical methods and 
quantitative indicators. It is believed such an approach may 
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have more meaningful conclusions than application of 
quantitative methods. This approach, nevertheless, implies a 
certain amount of subjectivity, which must be acknowledged. 
Establishing rapport with the management of the Muslim 
Funds was rather a difficult job. They were not ready to 
disclose the functioning of the fund. In order to overcome this 
difficulty, several numbers of visits was made at the funds. It 
was also necessary, some times, to take the help of local 
leaders as well as other functionaries to get the information 
required. 
The period of study has been taken from 1996 to 2002. 
In these periods, the deposits, advances, loans dispersed, aid 
given to the poor and other activities will be under study and 
also what are there future plan will be studied. In this given 
perspective, an attempt has been made in the present study to 
examine ^the dynamics of NGOs in socio-economic 
development of Indian Muslims. 
Limitations: -
NGOS never maintain any proper records of their 
borrowers because they use to lend money in a very traditional 
manner, just like moneylenders. Moreover, they are unwilling 
to provide the financial transactions that they maintain with 
their borrowers. Apart from these most of the borrowers are 
illiterate and so it is also difficult to get proper information 
from them. Finally only few selected districts of western Uttar 
Pradesh are covered under the study because of time and 
financial constraint of the researcher. 
Chapter Scheme: -
The study has been divided into the following five chapters-
Chapter-I primarily deals with a brief introduction on 
Non-Governmental organizations (NGOs) and socio-economic 
conditions of Indian Muslims and the importance of the study. 
Moreover, it describes a brief review of literature on NGOs 
and their activities, and also some review of articles and 
books on socio-economic conditions of Indian Muslims. Apart 
from these, objective, hypothesis, methodology and scope of 
the study are taken into account as well as chapter scheme. 
Chapter-II deals with the concept of NGOs in theoretical 
perspectives. It presents a descriptive analysis relating to 
definition, characteristics, field activities and various 
classifications of NGOs, role of NGOs and sustainable long-
term approach towards nurturing and supporting NGO in 
national development at the grass-root level. It also covers 
typologies and the problem faced by the NGOs and the 
challenges ahead. 
Chapter-Ill deals with the socio-economic condition of 
Indian Muslims, their demography, their condition before and 
after independence, their educational condition and their 
representation in parliament and administrative service. 
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Chapter-IV is the core chapter that deals with the case 
study of six selected NGOs based in western Uttar Padesh. 
Moreover, it shows the analysis of their economic 
performance, social performance and managerial performance 
and also shows their problem and future prospect. 
Chapter-V and last chapter present summary, and 
highlights major conclusions and recommendation having 
policy implications. 
Conclusions and Recommendations: 
Here we present conclusions and makes suggestions, 
which have policy implications. 
Voluntarism has a long history in India and its 
philosophy continues to influence our development dynamics. 
There has been tremendous growth of voluntarism and the 
NGOs long before independence. In the post independence 
planning era various experiments have been made starting 
with the Community Development Programme in the First 
Plan to the 'people's Institution' in the Eight Plan to Micro-
Credit in the Tenth Plan. In view of the official recognition 
received by the NGOs due to their exemplary results shown as 
an indispensable instrument of economic development and 
transformation, the present research work highlights their role 
in socio-economic development of Indian Muslims. 
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There are numerous examples of the Government 
incorporating the ideas generated by the NGOs in different 
sectors. Moreover, the Government departments have tried to 
involve NGOs in their programme implementation expecting 
to reach the beneficiaries. But the relations of the NGOs with 
the Government have not always been cordial as there are 
laws governing the funding and functioning of the NGOs. The 
Government of India established The Council for 
Advancement of People's Action and Rural Technology 
(CAPART) in 1986 with the twin objectives of promoting 
NGO involvement in rural development and also promoting 
technological innovations through NGOs. There are other 
bodies also such as Central Social Welfare Board, National 
Wastelands Board, which like CAPART provide financial 
assistance to NGOs. Approximately 90 percent of funding to 
the NGOs in India comes from foreign sources. Although 
some NGOs prefer funds from government agencies as it saves 
them from various cumbersome formalities and time, and at 
the same time government funding provides them the 
legitimacy that they require and protects them from 
harassment by local vested interest, political or otherwise. 
However, the dependence on Government funds leaves NGOs 
susceptible to changes in Government policy and may result in 
programme modification to accommodate official funding 
priorities, or cooperation by the Government. Most of the 
NGOs seek a blend of funding from Government funding 
agencies and the foreign sources. 
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Though Muslim Funds are well spread through out India. 
144 of them have been identified by Bagsiraj, though there 
may be more operating in various nooks and corners of India. 
However their operational size and reach is too small to have 
a wide spread impact on the economy or society of Muslim 
India. To have an impact on Muslim society, financial and 
moral support is required. 
Muslim Funds mobilize spot Deposits and provide 
interest-free loans. Most of the interest-free loans are given 
only against the security of gold. Where as at least 35% of 
Muslims, possibly more are living below the poverty line in 
India. They do not have gold or assets to secure interest-free 
loans, though they need the Qard-e-Hassan loans most. 
Muslim Funds have been enhancing economic welfare of 
people and creating favorable social impact not only on 
Muslims but also non-Muslims. However, Muslim Funds on 
the whole are catering to only 3%-5% of non-Muslims, which 
they need to increase to make a greater socio-economic impact 
in the coming years. 
Muslim Funds are generally promoted and managed by 
amateur social workers rather than professionals; hence their 
operations are generally not well organized or very efficient. 
Their staff is also untrained. They even do not follow a 
uniform accounting and monitoring practices. But they have 
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been auditing their accounts by professional Chartered 
Accountants. 
Many of the problems of Muslim Funds of India are 
emerging from lack of Regulatory Authority. Lack of 
transparency, diverse accounting and auditing practices, 
difference in calculation and collection of Service Charges, 
problems of doubtful and bad debts and so on, can be solved 
with the help of Regulatory Authority. Perhaps there will be 
hype and cry from Muslim clergy, as they do not like 
government regulation on Islamic principles, meant 
exclusively for Muslims. Moreover it is difficult for the 
secular Government of India to promote Muslim Funds on 
Islamic principle. 
Muslim Funds are generally providing interest-free loans 
only against the security of gold jewellery. As nearly 35% of 
Muslim living below poverty line in India cannot be expected 
to provide gold or any security. They can be assisted with 
only Zakah and Sadqah grants. Therefore it is necessary for 
Muslim Funds to arrange for mobilization as well as disbursal 
of Zakah and Sadqah funds, so that Muslims living below 
poverty line can find organized relief and succor. 
The deposits of Muslim Funds are very short-term 
current deposits, as there are frequent withdrawals by the 
depositors. These Muslim Funds in the mobilization of these 
deposits are reaching saturation because long-term depositors 
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expect rightful returns. Hence public deposits can be 
increased, by distributing profits to depositors based on 
Profits and Loss sharing Investments. 
There are various areas of Muslim Funds that require 
further in-depth research, such as fund mobilization and 
deployment policies, tools and techniques of profits earning 
and non-profit earning etc. 
Waqfs like many other institutions established by 
Muslims can be utilized as Non-Governmental Organizations 
(NGOs) for ensuring participation of minority communities in 
the government sponsored schemes. Waqfs are organization 
registered under Waqf Acts and are like other NGOs, which 
are registered either under the Societies Act or the Trust Act. 
Schemes run by the government through the NGOs, facilities 
given to NGOs for schemes on literacy, primary education, 
women and child development, family welfare etc. should be 
entrusted to Waqf institutions that want to take up these 
activities as NGOs. 
Improvement in the balance of influence of Indian 
Muslims on the process of social and economic transformation 
of their country must be of the broader objectives of any big-
push effort for the economic advancement of Indian Muslims. 
It is the essential condition, therefore, that the deterioration in 
the employment pattern of the Muslim minority must be 
checked immediately, and the forces must be set to operate for 
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increasing their participation in the corporate and the small 
scale organized sector as well as in important services 
included in the tertiary sector. 
Indian Muslims, rather, need such financial intermediary 
as could ensure greater security and a good package of 
supportive services to the entrepreneurs, along with providing 
less risky-high yielding investment opportunities to the 
savers. At the same time it should act as an instrument of 
creating public enthusiasm for greater saving and investment, 
and should bring the savers and investors closer to each other 
in the business so that a larger part of the Muslims population 
is brought under the category of entrepreneurs. 
The present study reveals that the economic problems of 
Indian Muslims are very wide, acute, complex and deep 
rooted; they cannot be solved by patch works. They need 
concreted efforts and short and long term wide range planning 
to improve the whole situation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Individual or group concern for human care is 
natural intuition (instinct). It is under its stimulus that 
individuals volunteer themselves through an organized effort. 
It may assume the form of what is called, service. Service is 
basically, a caring instinct and an inner concern for others. An 
orientation in services generates dedication for and devotion 
of time and energy to a good cause. It begets the noble quality 
of sacrifice for others without reward. Public service has been 
characterized as the noblest and the most delicate one. 
Service is value laden and as long as it remains the 
operational ideal, one is able to maintain himself above 
suspicion. It discourage possessive tendency and thereby, it 
checks selfish nature of man. He commands respects and 
admiration of his clientele. The relationship between them 
will be that of a benefactor and beneficiary. 
Voluntarism has been defined as any metaphysical or 
psychological system that assigns to the will a more 
predominant role than that attributed to the intellect.' It is not 
a new phenomenon in this world. We find many activities 
inspired by Voluntarism, as India's freedom movement is also 
a selfless effort. 
1 Encyclopedia Britannica, (Micropaedia, Ready Reference and 
Index) (1977); Vol. 10, p.491 
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When Voluntary action is viewed as a viable 
development alternative, different terms are found being used 
such as Voluntary Organizations (VOs) or Voluntary Agencies 
(VAs), Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), Self-Help 
Groups (SHG), Social Movement Groups, or social action 
groups etc. for those voluntary groups who are active in 
different tasks in development dynamics. The use of a 
particular term for a Voluntary group depends primarily on 
the task undertaken by it. 
Scores of the NGOs have been contributing to the 
upliftment and economic development in recent years. NGOs 
have a vast range of diversity in their aims, objectives and 
functioning. The range of service offered by these 
organizations is mind boggling, from targeting the poor in 
hygiene to digging wells, from educating children and 
building roads to arranging a decant funeral for the dead. 
Some NGO works, for example, as documentation setup, some 
runs dance school and so on others are engaged in different 
activities. To quote Panigrahi, "These Non-Government 
Voluntary Organizations represent a force beyond the 
government and the business sector. They represent 
independent, autonomous and non-profit seeking 
organizations, which work on social and development 
problems of the country. They also have a sense of 
commitment and concern that the profit seeking business 
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sector does not much care for."^ Some NGOs are also working 
for the upliftment of Indian Muslims. So the role-played by 
them, the mode of functioning and their achievement will be 
under the study. 
The NGOs organize the people for their betterment by 
showing how to use the local resources in an optimum manner 
and distribute the benefits. The NGOs augment and support 
the effort of the State towards reconstruction upliftment and 
development. Some NGOs also function independently 
without the support of the government. They mobilize the 
resources from different sources and more importantly 
professionalise voluntarism by training the local population. 
Unlike the Government organizations, they lack the official 
machinery and face paucity of funds. In view of the various 
constraints faced by these organizations, their contribution in 
the socio-economic development of Indian Muslims appear to 
be an effective one. Their success and exemplary results of 
their efforts in various areas of activities justifies the 
encouragement and support they deserve from the 
Government, International Agencies and donors. 
For the development of various sectors of the economy, 
the Indian government has taken many steps. Also the 
government has undertaken various experiments for rural 
developments under the Five Years Plans. During the Seventh 
2 Panigrahi, D.K. (1993); "Voluntary Agencies in Tribal 
Development", Social Change; June-Sept,:Vol.23. Nos. 2&3, p. 93 
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Five Year Plan the Government recognized the importance of 
NGOs in development process. An experiment was undertaken 
by launching specific programmes for a select class or target 
group of people aiming to reach the unreached. Here, the idea 
was to involve the people in the development administration. 
The documents of the successive Five Year Plans laid 
emphasis on the need for involvement of Voluntary agencies 
as an important aspect of people's participation in 
development dynamics. It was felt that to serve the needs of 
the poorer section in the rural areas, local institutions should 
be developed. The Government also took different measures 
for the upliftment and development of weaker and neglected 
section of the society. But the Indian Muslims, being the 
largest minority of the country, are still living under deprived 
conditions. 
India has one of the largest Muslim populations in the 
world, next only to Indonesia. According to 2001 census, 
Muslims form the largest minority group of over 130 million 
persons constituting over 13 per cent of India's population. 
Majority, 64.5 per cent of Indian Muslims stay in rural India 
while 35.5 per cent live in urban India. 
After more than fifty years of independence and a 
positive economic growth, it is generally felt and also 
corroborated by analytical reports that Muslim community is 
lagging behind in a number of outcome indicators of 
development, compared to majority community. However, it 
I/nitoauatcon 
appears that Muslims have failed to keep the pace of 
development so as to reap the benefits of general progress in 
India. This has been felt in every sector and is acknowledged 
by most analysts, who have put forth a number of reasons for 
this state of affairs. According to the Minority Commission, 
the share of Indian Muslims throughout India in Public Sector 
employment, including the Central and State Governments and 
public sector units even in the lower levels of administrative 
hierarchy has never gone beyond 6 per cent. In other areas as 
well conditions are no better. 
In case of industrial houses, not a single Muslims 
figured among the 50 industrial houses up till 1985. Muslim 
industrialists owned only 4 units in a group of 2,832 industrial 
enterprises, each with sales of Rs 50 million and above. In the 
smaller industrial sector, they owned about 14,000 units of a 
total of 6 lakhs of which 2000 belonged to the small category 
with a limited capital outlay. Apart from this the skills of 
Muslims are by and large traditional and they happen to be 
primary producers and totally lack marketing skills.^ But it is 
viewed that in today's globalised world people with 
traditional skills cannot survive longer and also much less 
prosper. And if there is lack of even primary literacy there is 
no question of up gradation of skills. 
3 Sharma, A (2003); "The Indian Muslims: Their Socio-Economic 
Status", (ed) Singh, S. N,, Muslim in India, Anmol Publications Pvt. 
Ltd. New Delhi, p. 136 
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The literacy level is on an average 10 per cent less than 
the concedes that the Muslims, their women and girls 
included, remain educationally backward and their traditional 
institutions like madarsas are yet to adopt the modern syllabus 
to get integrated into the mainstream education/ It is viewed 
that, the educational backwardness reflects economic 
backwardness and economic backwardness perpetrates 
educational backwardness. Thus it has become a vicious 
circle. In order to uplift the condition of Muslims this vicious 
circle has to be broken. 
The report of the subgroup on minorities, 1996, 
constituted by the Planning Commission illustrates that there 
are no signs of" any significant improvement. Constituting 
more than 12 per cent of Indian population it stands to reasons 
that the economic and educational progress of the Muslims to 
be ensured by the government and the problems which can 
broadly be termed as socio-economic such as wide spread 
illiteracy, low income, irregular employment and high 
incidence of poverty pointing to a low level of human 
development, must be dealt with adequately. 
Educational backwardness reflects economic 
backwardness and scarcity of economic resources can 
perpetrate educational backwardness, hence economic 
betterment and raising educational levels are necessary 
conditions, if any meaningful role is to be played by Muslim 
Mhid., p. 137 
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vis-a-vis its countrymen. In fact it is a precondition for 
survival. Banks and financial institutional can play an 
important role and here one would like to mention that the 
Wakf properties in India are capable of generating massive 
internal resources for the benefit of the Muslim community. 
Therefore, NGOs as institutionalized action were 
expected to be more effective in the mobilization of local 
resources, in understanding the needs of the people and 
coordinating the development efforts made by the people. 
Although planning at the central level is accepted as the major 
development policy, it was only when the Seventh Five Year 
Plan was published, that official recognition was granted to 
the Voluntary Organizations in their role towards rural 
development. But we find NGOs working in various fields, 
through funds donated by government or foreign donors. 
NGOs have a closer interaction with the people, and 
therefore, are better placed in involving the people in the 
schemes of socio-economic development. This is more 
important because the people have a lot to teach us and the 
NGOs have an important role to play here. The NGOs can 
show how and what the government can learn from them. For 
example, the people have integrated their life styles, skills, 
knowledge, experience and services and they practice self-
reliance. They do it with a great deal of dignity and 
understanding. The NGOs again have a role to play here. They 
can guide the people through training and support as to how 
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best the latter can look after themselves and what their 
development needs are. 
However, the participation of NGOs in the task of socio-
economic development of Indian Muslims in particular is far 
from satisfactory. They possess the expertise and skill to plan 
and implement development schemes in economic 
development. They do suffer from various constraints but the 
most important handicap in their success seems to be that they 
lack the independence, funds and authority to do so. 
Therefore it is necessary to strengthen the administrative 
and financial structure of these NGOs. Only some of them 
have a strong administrative and financial structure. Though 
these NGOs depend on the deposits of the local people, they 
are obliged to pay on demand. So are left with little funds to 
invest in the development activities. The Government should 
provide them with strong administrative structure and 
financial support. 
In view of the fact that despite several constraints the 
contribution of NGOs in the task of socio-economic 
development has been noteworthy. The support from the 
government and other agencies in the form of administrative 
and financial backup can accelerate the pace of socio-
economic development in India. These NGOs should take over 
the task of socio-economic development from the government 
Unitoaueiion 
in order to supplement and support its efforts towards this 
end. 
1.2 Scope of the Study: -
The present study covers both physical and financial 
achievements of the Non-Governmental Organizations in the 
major area of operations and to find out how these NGOs have 
been able to help and what problem they face in doing so. 
Recent years have witnessed the gathering momentum of 
the emergence of NGOs as a major collective actor in 
development activities in India as a result of the changed 
political scene. Presently the term has been in use rather quite 
flexibly to accommodate all the NGOs, which would like to be 
designated as quasi official in nature because of the close 
link, and support they draw from government establishments. 
Besides the formal NGOs registered under different act 
and who are able to draw national and international supports, 
there are thousands of local indigenous NGOs operating in 
India. These groups fall mainly under the following 
categories, viz. Asset Creation Groups, Labour Exchange 
Groups, Credits Groups, Social/Cultural Groups, Integrated 
Community Service Groups, Private Research and Action 
Research Groups and Philanthropic Institutions. 
Thus, the nature of the canvas of the NGOs in India is 
increasingly being recognized as highly relevant to the 
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problems of the rural and urban poor. In India, where the 
problem of poverty is quite acute, widespread and persistent, 
elsewhere while the urban elite is dreaming of catching up 
with the most advanced in the world, the poor have remained 
where they were several decades ago. How long should they 
wait to reap the fruits of national development? The NGOs 
have a special role to play as agent of change and catalysts of 
development in rural as well as urban areas by complementing 
and supplementing the activities of the government and other 
development agencies. It is, therefore, critically important 
that the entire NGO sector in India should be developed and 
framed so that they may be able to play a more potential role 
in the nation's overall development. 
1.3 Review of Selected Literature: -
Review of literature is an important part of research 
work where we critically examine various published and 
unpublished works of various authors related to the present 
research work. Here, I have reviewed the works of various 
authors, which are as under. Voluntary agencies have had a 
long history in India. The beginnings were made by 
missionaries and other religious organizations and were 
started by an individual or group of individuals often 
motivated by the spirit of charity or social work. But with 
time, the situation changed and professional people who have 
adopted integrated development approaches for the upliftment 
of the poor formed voluntary agencies. These voluntary 
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agencies have succeeded in establishing rapport with the local 
people; they demonstrate flexibility in their functioning unlike 
Government agencies. 
The Government is also showing increasing though late 
interest in the role of voluntary agencies in the socio-
economic and rural development and poverty alleviation 
programmes. The Government of India has included a special 
chapter on the involvement of voluntary organizations in rural 
development in the Seventh Five Year Plan. 
R. Tandon,^ in his study of "Government - NGOs 
Relationship in India," has studied about the relationship of 
government and NGOs. He has dealt about the types of 
voluntary organization, the role of government vis-a-vis 
voluntary organization and the area of tension with VOs. In 
his view, the major area of conflict is funding. There is delay 
in release of installments by the ignorant officers, hoping to 
receive a grant-in-aid. He concluded by saying that, this loss 
of autonomy, of self respect, of one's right to know and 
speak, of critically analyzing and reflecting, of voicing 
critique and dissent has affected a vast section of voluntary 
organizations, paralyzing them, demoralizing them and 
destroying their capacity to become a concerted force for 
social transformation in society. It is important that the 
community of voluntary organizations take stock of these 
5 Tandon, R. (1991); "Government - NGOs Relationship in India,' 
Social Action, April-June, pp. 217-221. 
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trends and make collective efforts to regain this capacity to 
assert its autonomous will and independent thinking and 
action in the interests of sustaining and strengthening 
democratic trends in the society. 
B.K. Pillai,^ in his paper titled, "Statistics on Social 
Welfare and Voluntary Sector", an article in Social Welfare 
has dealt on the need of statistics on voluntary sector. He 
dealt with the increasing importance of voluntary sector. But 
they showed lackness in keeping the statistical record. 
The immense role of voluntary organization bring into 
sharp focus that the voluntary sector assumes importance as a 
separate planning sector. There is a growing concern for the 
need to strengthen the statistical system for the collection, 
compilation and presentation of statistics relating to voluntary 
sector. But keeping in view the constraints of resources and 
the competing priorities, proper development of the statistical 
system for maintaining statistics on voluntary sector may have 
to wait for better time. 
D. Rajasekhar,^ in his paper titled, "Economic 
Programmes and Poverty Reduction; NGO experiences from 
Tamil Nadu", has analyses the impact of the economic 
programmes of SHARE, an NGO, on poverty reduction. It is a 
6 Pillai, B.K. (1990); "Statistics on Social Welfare and Voluntary 
Sector", Social Welfare, July. pp. 26-28. 
7 Rajasekhar, D. (2002); "Economic Programmes and Poverty 
Reduction; NGO experiences from Tamil Nadu", Economic and 
Political Weekly. Vol. 37, No. 29, July 20. pp. 3063-3068 
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membership-based organization for women. It formulates and 
implements programmes according to the need of it members. 
Its programmes also provide the members an opportunity to 
come together and discuss their personal problems. Though its 
programs have not succeeded in achieving its goals but have 
shown success in non-economics benefits. Thus, he suggests 
that economic programmes need not necessarily be a good 
strategy for women's empowerment. It also suggests that 
different types of interventions should be initiated if poverty 
reduction is to take place. 
G. Mathew,^ in his paper titled, "Decentralized 
Institutions; Governmental and Voluntary Sector", has shown 
the importance of decentralized institutions. In the emerging 
scenarios both panchayats and voluntary agencies, have a 
crucial role to play and can work together effectively if they 
view each other as partners rather than contenders in the 
process of decentralization and development. In his view 
decentralized institutions, both in the formal and informal 
sector, are the bedrock of civil society. 
S. Iyengar,^ in his paper titled, "Role of Non-
Governmental organizations in Development of Gujarat," 
describes about the long tradition of voluntary work in 
8 Mathew, G. (1999); "Decentralized Institutions; Governmental and 
Voluntary Sector", Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. 34, No.36, 
Sept. pp. 529-534. 
9 Iyengar, S. (2000); "Role of Non-Governmental Organizations in 
Development of Gujarat", Economic and Political Weekly, Vol.35, 
No. 36, Sept. pp. 3229-3236. 
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Gujarat. The Gandhian influence in social reconstruction and 
the continuing philanthropic proclivity has helped to cover a 
large field of development activities in the state. This paper 
attempts a review of non-governmental development activities 
in the last eighty years with the focus on changes after the 
1960s in the role and relevance of NGOs. In his view the state 
and bureaucracy are not able to design and deliver for the 
disadvantaged sections of the population. So from his study he 
concludes that, the state should give recognition and 
encouragement to NGOs activities. Fortunately Gujarat has a 
relatively better environment for their purpose. 
A. Das,'° in his paper titled, "Protest against Dominant 
Socio-cultural Norms: Shrinking Space for Voluntary 
Organizations", has pointed out some facts related to NGOs 
working for rights-related work and any form of protest 
against mainstream, cultural and social norms. The NGOs 
working in these field, reveals a gradual shrinking of space. 
Such organizations, especially those working on gender or 
sexuality-based discrimination, are becoming increasingly 
vulnerable to attacks from several quarters. His discussion 
clearly outlines the difficulties that some organizations have 
had to face in working with genuine issues of health, rights 
and deprivation of the marginalized communities. 
10 Das, A. (2001); "Protest against Dominant Socio-cultural Norms: 
Shrinking Space for Voluntary Organizations", Economic and 
Political Weekly, Vol. 36, No. 8, Sept. pp. 3432-3434. 
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M. N. Siddiqi, ' ' in his paper titled, "Role of Voluntary 
Sector in Islam: A Conceptual framework", focus on the 
helping behaviors of a Muslim individual towards others. He 
discusses the role of Voluntary Sector in meeting 
psychological and spiritual need, in the fulfillment of material 
and non-material needs within the family and in supplying 
public goods. He emphasizes the vast potential of the 
voluntary sector in contributing to the welfare of Muslims 
societies, especially in the Muslim minorities countries. In 
conclusion some present trends and future possibilities in the 
development of the voluntary sector are noted with special 
emphasis on Islamic Financial Institutions. He also points out 
that other than Waqaf, there is a greater resource for voluntary 
sector for the improvement of socio-economic condition of the 
Muslims. He also blames the Government and other system for 
the condition of Muslims and emphasis importance of 
voluntary sector. He also points out the Islamic financial 
institution as a Voluntary Sector, which is the area of study, 
as they are catering socio-economic needs of the community. 
M.C. Nanavatty , and P. D. Kulkarni,*^ in their book, 
'NGOs in the changing scenario', view that voluntary services 
are vital for a vibrant democracy. The book is a compilation 
of papers, some of which were presented at seminars or 
11 Siddiqui, M. N. (1987); "Role of Voluntary Sector in Islam: A 
Conceptual framework". yi/-rawA/f/, Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 131-155. 
12 Nanavatty, M.C. and P.D. Kulkarni (1998); NGOs in the Changing 
Scenario, Uppal Publishing House, New Delhi. 
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published earlier. They have apprehend that the variety of 
auspices, the spectrum of motivations for the establishment of 
a NGO, and the lack of a specific method of assuming 
accountability, has led to a situation where there is a possible 
danger of dilution of the quality and deterioration of standards 
of the voluntary organizations. They believed that 'old 
virtues', associated with voluntary agencies, have eroded in 
most of the organizations such as the responsive activism, the 
pioneering sprit, the dedication and commitment and the 
innovative experimentation that are, in their judgment, less in 
evidence in recent years. According to them social work 
education can play a critical role in the qualitative 
development of services. The authors also emphasize the 
government to adopt and sustain an enlightened and liberal 
attitude so as to foster a working partnership with the NGOs. 
It is essential, in order to supplement and compliment each 
other in the delivery of social services so as to act on issues 
which is of out most priority. 
S. P. Srivastava,'^ in his article, "Nature of Voluntary 
Action in India today: A critique", makes a modest effort to 
explain the nature and span of activities that NGOs can play 
in India. It explores some important concept regarding NGOs. 
An attempt has been made to know the functioning of NGOs 
in India today. It refers briefly to what was in past and 
devotes more attention to what is today. In doing so, it 
13 Srivastava, S. P. (1999), "Nature of Voluntary Action in India 
today: A critique". Social Action, Vol. 49, January-March, pp. 1-14 
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underscores the dynamics of change in the voluntary action 
scenario of yesteryears and the contemporary times. To make 
contrast, clear, it briefly recapitulates the historicity of the 
voluntary actions in India along with motives, commitment 
and contribution of the older-day voluntary action. 
M. K. Rai, and R. Tandon,^* in their article, 'Voluntary 
Development Organizations and Socio-Economic 
Development', published in 82"** volume of lEA, points out 
the economic situation prevailing in the country. They pointed 
out that the social and economic growth should go together. 
According to their view, one of the major limitations of Indian 
parliamentary democracy has been its centralized nature. So, 
they emphasis a participatory and responsive democratic 
government in India. Their view is that, the greatest advantage 
that the voluntary organization have over other development 
agencies are their flexibility, speed of operation and ability to 
response quickly to changing circumstances. Just sketch a 
caricature of the voluntary sector involvement in socio-
economic and human development, they have selected only 
four important sectors of which need relatively more 
attraction and where the action is intensively being carried out 
by the voluntary organization. The four important sectors are 
(a) investment in human capital, (b) micro-finance sector, (c) 
non- farm income generation activities and (d) policy reforms. 
14 Rai, M. K. and R. Tandon, (1999); "Voluntary Development 
Organization and Socio-Economic Development", Indian Economic 
Association, 82nd Conference Volume, pp. 551-557 
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In there regards voluntary sector is playing a catalytic role in 
terms of enabling people to define their own development 
priorities, and innovative in their willingness to experiment 
with new ideas. Their performance in alleviating poverty in 
uneven, although the evidence suggest that their performance 
is better than that of government. But that does not mean that 
State has lost its relevance. 
K. M. Naidu, and V.P.Reddy,'^ in the article, 'Voluntary 
Organizations and Development Effort for Socio-Economic 
Improvement - A study of Rashtriya Seva Samithi (RASS)' 
studied about Rashtriya Seva Samithi, which is a voluntary 
organization. The paper attempts an analysis of efforts made 
by RASS, for socio-economic improvement of lives of the 
people in rural and neglected regions of Andhra Pradesh. 
According to the writers RASS is the first non-government 
organization in India to take up the work of implementing 
Integrated Child Development Service Programme sponsored 
by the central government as it is in this task since 1984 in 
Tirupati urban and rural areas. The organization through its 
programme realize the real suffering experienced by women 
and children and the necessity to improve their socio-
economic conditions. According to the writers RASS, a 
pioneering voluntary organization in Andhra Pradesh has done 
15 Naidu, K. M. and V.P.Reddy, (1999); "Voluntary Organization 
and Development Effort for Socio-Economic Improvement - A Study 
of Rashtriya Seva Simthi", Indian Economic Association, 82nd 
Conference Volume, pp. 558-573. 
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an outstanding social work for socio-economic improvement 
of backv/ard regions and people in Rayalaseema region. It 
extended its development activities recently to Telangana area 
and to state like Orissa and Tamil Nadu. A committed 
voluntary organization like RASS would definitely contribute 
to the socio-economic improvement of backward areas and 
poorer and disadvantaged section of population. 
M. Sen,'^ in his article ' Self-Help Groups and Micro-
finance: An Alternative Socio-Economic Option for the Poor', 
try to show the importance of self-help group. He asserts that, 
by the help of micro-finance, world's poorest families can be 
reached and helped. Micro-finance helps in the process of 
ensuring delivery of credit for self-employment and 
development of micro-enterprises. He has also reviewed the 
micro-finance delivery through the formal banking system. 
The writer points out that, despite of the vast expansion of 
formal credit system, the dependence of the poor on informal 
finance still continues. He has discussed the importance of 
self-help group, which act as voluntary associations of people 
who are homogenous in terms of socio-economic background 
or traditional occupation and have come together for a 
common cause for the benefit of group members. Self-help 
groups are also encouraged for linkage with banks, for which 
NABARD has set out simple guidelines. The writer has 
16 Sen, M. (1999); "Self-Help Groups and Micro-finance: An 
Alternative Socio-Economic Option for the Poor", Indian Economic 
Association, 82nd Conference Volume, pp. 574-590. 
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Studied the background and evolution of Sreema Mahila 
Samity, a voluntary organization, which is managed by and 
works mainly with women. It started it functioning in Nadia 
district. West Bengal. The writer conclude with future 
direction, in which he points out that, the financial sector 
reforms is based on the philosophy derived from the Macro-
economics perspectives alone ignoring the Micro-economics 
of development which is at the heart of micro-finance. 
N. Manimekalai, in his article, 'NGO Intervention 
through Micro Credit for Self-Help Women Groups in Rural 
Tamil Nadu', has made an attempt to analyse the working of 
the SEVAI in empowering women and the rural poor through 
micro credit. From the analysis it is summarized that the 
women in rural areas are really longing for supplementary 
income and the intervention through micro-credit by both 
government and non-government organizations would be a 
boost to them as it is found in the study. It may be suggested 
in the light of the above findings that similar strategies can be 
followed by other institution working for the upliftment of 
women and prove themselves that micro-credit would be very 
useful instrument in bringing that proposed objectives 
realized. He concludes by thanking to the SEVAI organization 
for its innovative venture and the strategies adopted in 
promoting micro-credit funded micro enterprises. 
17 Manimekalai, N, (1999); "NGO Intervention through Micro Credit 
for Self-Help Women Groups in Rural Tamil Nadu", Indian 
Economic Association^ 82nd Conference Volume, pp. 591-600. 
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A. Shariff and M. Azam,'^ in their book titled, 
'Economic Empowerment of Muslims in India', has written 
about Muslims, largely based on data, about the condition of 
Indian Muslims. They have exploded many myths and have 
brought out facts not known about Muslims. They have shown 
that Muslims are not only poor, but there is poor 
understanding about their conditions. They brought into 
limelight the lesser known fact that more Muslims stay in 
rural areas in states with larger concentration of Muslims, but 
urban Muslims populations are higher in states with lower 
concentration. They highlighted the economic backwardness 
of the community and the unconcerned elite. Muslims have 
fewer jobs in the organized sector and self-employment is 
higher. They are poor in income, consumption, assets owning 
and education status. Female participation rates are low, 
although explained by socio-economic variables. In the end, 
they have given a brief summary and measures for welfare of 
Muslims community in India. 
S.S.A. Jafri,'^ in his paper titled, "Socio-Economic 
Development of Muslims in Urban Settlement of Avadh 
Region, Uttar Pradesh: A Comparative Analysis", has made a 
comparative study of Avadh region in Uttar Pradesh. His 
18 Shariff, A. and M. Azam, (2004); Economic Empowerment of 
Muslim in India, Institute of Objective Studies, New Delhi. 
19 Jafri, S.S.A., (2003); "Socio-Economic Development of Muslims 
in Urban Settlement of Avadh Region, Uttar Pradesh: A Comparative 
Analysis" in S.N. Singh, Muslims in India (ed.) Anmol Publications 
PVT. LTD. New Delhi, pp. 75-93. 
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Study is on population, educational level, dependent and 
employment, employment in various occupations and housing 
condition. His findings show that it is a wrong notion that 
Muslim population growth is faster than the average 
population growth rate. Literacy rate among Muslim males 
and female is comparatively less than total and forward male 
and female population. Unemployment among Muslim male 
working age group is more than total male working age group. 
Muslim occupies comparatively less proportion of pucca 
houses and more proportion of kutcha houses than the total 
population. He concludes from his observation that overall 
Muslims in urban areas are socially and economically below 
the average and quite behind the forward caste population, 
which needs special attention in government policies. 
A. Shraiff^ ® in his paper titled, "Socio-Economic and 
Demographic Differentials between Hindus and Muslims in 
India", has reviewed the socio-economic and demographic 
data according to religion available from various census, NSS 
and academic publications since independence. He discusses 
indicators such as, the structure and levels of employment, of 
living and of education according to religion. The paper 
emphasizes the need to strengthen the data based, which 
would allow a study of ethnic and religious differentials in 
socio-economic and educational achievement. He emphasis to 
20 Shariff, A. (1995); "Socio-Economic and Demographic 
Differentials between Hindus and Muslims in India", Economic and 
Political Weekly, Vol. 30, No. 46, Nov. 18, pp. 2947-53. 
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undertake focused micro-study to clearly understand the 
nature, type and magnitude of socio-economic problems faced 
by various communities in rural and urban India. 
All these studies have shown that voluntary organization 
have got a big role to play in the social, economic and 
environment dimension in rural as well as urban India, thereby 
helping people to help themselves. The study on Muslims 
shows their pathetic condition, as they are socially and 
economically and educationally backward, which need special 
attention in government policies. The study is just a humble 
beginning in our efforts to understand the nexus between 
NGOs and socio-economic development in Indian society. 
1.4 Objective of the study: -
The purpose of the present research work is to study the 
role of Voluntary sector in socio-economic development of 
Indian Muslims. Muslims in India constitute the biggest 
minorities. But due to certain historical and political factors, 
they have suffered from state apathy and the sense of 
deprivation, so much so that they have started crying for 
reservation. They have very insignificant presence in private 
sector. There is no hope to increase their status in the 
saturating public sector. 
The aim will also be to analyse the problem faced by the 
NGOs, evaluate their prospect in the light of their 
performance and lastly to highlight the major conclusions and 
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recommendations which have policy implications. Keeping 
this in view, the present study proposes the following specific 
objectives: 
1 To discuss the theoretical concepts, characteristics, 
field activities, various classifications and definitions 
of NGOs in India. 
2 To analyse the role of NGOs in involving the people 
in different activities. 
3 To present an overview of the socio-economic 
condition on Indian Muslims. 
4 To study the organization, administration and 
functioning of few NGOs operating in western Uttar 
Pradesh. 
5 To assess the potentials and limitations of Muslim 
Funds which are working as NGOs and assisting the 
community. And also to envisage the inherent 
strength and built-in-capacity of the infrastructure, 
their weaknesses and advances as well. 
6 To highlight major conclusions and make 
recommendations for improving the work efficiency 
and better involvement of the NGOs in their 
development programmes. 
1.5 Hypotheses: -
The hypotheses to be tested in the present study are: 
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1. The role of NGOs is to be recognised as a catalyst 
between the government and the community as an 
effective alternative independent institution in 
promoting a more responsive and sustained approach 
to development activities for spurring socio-economic 
development. 
2. Neither the government nor the private sector have 
sufficient political will or adequate economic 
capacity to respond effectively to the growing and 
diversified needs of the vast majority of poor 
population at the grass-roots 
1.6 Methodology: -
To study the functioning and problems of NGOs the 
"Case Studies" method was applied. For this purpose the case 
study of six NGOs based in western Uttar Pradesh engaged in 
the development of the locality, providing aid, giving loans of 
various types have been made. 
The analysis of data, which is collected through 
structured and unstructured interviews with NGOs leaders, 
members and beneficiaries, is supplemented by field survey as 
well as discussion with officials and experts. In addition to 
the materials collected through direct interviews and field 
observations, the materials are also drawn from published and 
unpublished reports of government and private organization. 
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journals, articles and books, besides documents on policies 
and procedures framed on the NGO sector in India. 
Beside, the Questionnaire schedules, personal interviews 
of the manager of the Muslim Funds were conducted to 
ascertain their views about Muslim condition, problems and 
their perception for their development. Moreover, other 
functionaries of these Muslim Funds were also interviewed to 
ascertain their perception and views. 
An attempt has been made to assess organizational 
potentials and needs of capacity building using qualitative 
assessment tool rather than statistical methods and 
quantitative indicators. It is believed such an approach may 
have more meaningful conclusions than application of 
quantitative methods. This approach, nevertheless, implies a 
certain amount of subjectivity, which must be acknowledged. 
Establishing rapport with the management of the Muslim 
Funds was rather a difficult job. They were not ready to 
disclose the functioning of the fund. In order to overcome this 
difficulty, several numbers of visits was made at the funds. It 
was also necessary, some times, to take the help of local 
leaders as well as other functionaries to get the information 
required. 
The period of study has been taken from 1996 to 2002. 
In these periods, the deposits, advances, loans dispersed, aid 
given to the poor and other activities will be under study and 
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also what are there future plan will be studied. In this given 
perspective, an attempt has been made in the present study to 
examine the dynamics of NGOs in socio-economic 
development of Indian Muslims. 
1.7 Limitations: -
NGOS never maintain any proper records of their 
borrowers because they use to lend money in a very traditional 
manner, just like moneylenders. Moreover, they are unwilling 
to provide the financial transactions that they maintain with 
their borrowers. Apart from these most of the borrowers are 
illiterate and so it is also difficult to get proper information 
from them. Finally only few selected districts of western Uttar 
Pradesh are covered under the study because of time and 
financial constraint of the researcher. 
1.8 Chapter Scheme: -
The study has been divided into the following five chapters: 
The present chapter deals with the conceptual 
background, justification and scope, objectives, hypotheses, 
methodology, materials, limitations, literature review and 
scheme of the work. 
The second chapter deals with the concept of NGOs in 
theoretical perspectives. It presents a descriptive analysis 
relating to definition, characteristics, field activities and 
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various classifications of NGOs, role of NGOs and sustainable 
long-term approach towards nurturing and supporting NGO in 
national development at the grass-root level. It also covers 
typologies and the problem faced by the NGOs and the 
challenges ahead. 
The third chapter deals with the Condition of Indian 
Muslins, to improve their socio-economic conditions. 
The fourth chapter is devoted to the study of the selected 
NGOs in Western Uttar Pradesh. 
The fifth and last chapter present the summary and 
highlights major conclusions and recommendation having 
policy implications. 
CHapter -II 
ROLE OF NGOs IN DEVELOMENT 
DYNAMICS 
2.1 Introduction: -
The present chapter takes a detailed review of the role of 
Non-Government Organizations in development dynamics. In 
this effort the major areas covered are voluntary action as a 
development alternative, theories of voluntarism, concept and 
characteristics of NGOs, role, typologies and government 
agencies and NGOs. 
The various facets of human services, like, health, social 
and economic enlistment, and public education are key to all 
forms of welfare development. These are due to reinforcement 
of emotional, political, philanthropic and mutual help. Each of 
these factors may have different form of impact; some of them 
may be posing serious challenge to natural unity and 
integrations. 
At the turn of the century, it is natural for the thinkers in 
the society to take a hard look at the achievement and failures 
in its pursuits for the development of mankind. The 
government under Public sector undertakings carries out most 
of the development works. Besides it, Non-Government 
organization also render useful services for the development 
of mankind. Voluntary action is a worldwide phenomenon. It 
has been a fact of life in all-human societies. Voluntary action 
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has been a long tradition and occupies a pride place and 
greater significance especially in the field of welfare. Positive 
helping behaviour and far reaching Voluntary action comes 
from love and from a sense of duty. Other motivating forces 
such as reputation urge from recognition and approval also 
play a significant role in electing Voluntary action. 
There has always been a great deal of sanctity attached 
to the voluntary movement. Non-government organizations 
(NGOs) symbolize the sprit of Voluntarism, the ideology of 
self-help, and the ability to survive without any assistance 
from the state. The NGOs have emerged as an important 
feature. 
There have been reports of commissions and committees 
on education in particular. Likewise, the Wolfenden 
committees conducted an intensive investigation on voluntary 
organizations and their role in the U.K, 1978. The long spell 
of the conservative government in the U.K. and U.S.A. has 
activised the voluntary-government partnership for 
development. 
Similar trend is visible in India. The seventh plan placed 
an emphasis on enlisting the cooperation of voluntary sector 
for rural economic development and for providing relief for 
countrywide drought affected areas and had stimulated 
academic interest, Yojana, the academic organ of the Indian 
Planning and the Indian Journal of Public Administration, 
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brought out special issues highlighting the role of voluntary 
associations.' 
The voluntary agencies are playing an important role in 
innovating new methods and approaches to deal with vexing 
issues, plan cost effective project implementation, effective 
involvements and participation of the people. They have 
assessed to possess expertise and competence in their own 
area of operation. The self-help groups are working in the area 
of small savings, micro credit and so on, which are important 
channels for financial support to the poor. 
Nevertheless the theme of the present research namely 
the role of NGOs in socio economic development of Indian 
Muslims is an unexplored area of scientific research. At 
present voluntarism and altruism is attracting an Increasing 
attention because of diminishing role of government and 
tendency of U-turn towards ethics neutral market system. 
There is growing concern over globalization, liberalization, 
privatization etc. at the cost of social justice and the interest 
of disempowered masses. Though Muslim in India constitutes 
the biggest minority. But due to certain historical and political 
factors, they have suffered from the state apathy and sense of 
deprivation, so much so that they have started crying for 
reservation. They have very insignificant presence in public 
^ M.A.Muttalib. (1987), 'Voluntary and Development: Theoretical 
Perspectives', Indian Journal of Public Administration, July - Sept 
P. 399 
'*2 
sector. There is no hope to increase their share in the 
saturating public sector. So great deal of opportunity lies in 
the voluntary sector to improve their condition. 
However, it should be admitted that since the beginning 
of five-year plans, as the major policy orientation, all the 
importance has been attached to the government agencies and 
their effort, who have not attached much importance to the 
idea of grass-root level participation of beneficiaries. 
Since a decade, the Indian Economic policies have been 
moving towards the market friendly economy, where 
ownership lies under private hands and profit is their sole 
motive. Development activities are almost neglected. Hardly 
any activities are undertaken only where lies their own 
benefits. 
Moreover, the importance of development process 
through voluntarism is being recognized and the need to 
assign an increasing role to the NGOs is being widely 
accepted as the crucial solution to many problems especially 
in the developing countries including India. 
2.2 Voluutary Action as Development Alternative: -
With the emergence of the third world, the development 
process through voluntarism has been considered an important 
solution to many problems and NGOs are receiving greater 
attention and importance in this process, this is more so 
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because of the fact that in these Less Developed Countries 
(LDCs) even after colonial rule is over, an unjust social and 
economic order based on exploitation and sufferings of the 
masses still persist, economic and social transformation 
cannot be achieved by adhoc, fragmented attempts made by 
those involved in power system. In this context, the 
participation of NGO in the task of transformation is of 
crucial importance and need for increased role by NGOs has 
been emphasized at various international forums. The United 
National Conference of LDCs held in Paris in 1981, expressed 
the similar views.^ 
The plan formulated by the developing countries cannot 
be taken as concrete steps towards betterment and at the most 
they can be termed as demonstration of good intention on the 
part of the government. Moreover, the programs of the 
government have largely benefited the rich and already better 
of, and neglected the poor and the deprived section of the 
society. Therefore, due to the failure of the government 
strategy to help the alienated and oppressed. Small Action 
Groups (a different terminology for NGOs) emerged as 
agencies of people initiative." 
^ Bottazzi, Mentotti (1983); "The Northern Partners-NGOs from 
industrialized Countries can play a unique role as Intermediaries in 
Third World Development", CERES, May - June pp. 26-27. 
^ Sharma, S.L.(1992), Social Action Group as Harbingers of Silent 
Revolution" , Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. 27, No. 47. Nov. 
21 p.2557 
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Voluntary action in development process is more 
essential in developing countries because the state machinery 
is the main organized force and in its attempt to reduce social 
and economic inequalities, through its target group oriented 
programmes may in turn wider the gap between the haves and 
have-nots. This seems to be precisely what has happened in 
India. To quote, Rajni Kothari, "increasingly we are 
displacing our masses and masses of the poor in the name of 
development, forcing them to go into the cities, where the 
urban elite despises them and they are taken away to the so 
called resettlement colonies which are full of filth and 
disease, and in fact becoming breeding grounds of crimes".'* 
There is difference of opinion among the intellectuals as 
to what extent NGOs should be allowed to perform in the 
development. One view subscribes to the thesis that the state 
action has caused exploitation and sufferings of the deprived 
classes and there is no alternative to voluntary action while 
the other view is that due to the colonial legacy, the state 
cannot be sidelined and voluntary association cannot be 
expected to bring about economic and social change. So in 
this situation it can better be expected to function side by 
side. 
*" Rajni, Kothari, (1987); "Voluntary Organization in a Plural 
Society", Indian Journal of Public Administration. Vol.33. NO.? 
July - Sept p. 437 
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Now, it has become important to look towards voluntary 
action as a viable alternative strategy of economic 
transformation especially when a large number of people and 
their problems remain out of the reach of the government. 
2.3 Definitions of Non Government organization: -
One can't deny the fact that there can be no single 
definition of NGOs in the context of their changing activities 
over a spectrum of emerging issues and interest, which are 
expanding at a geometrical rate year after year. However, 
some major dimensions and aspect of the definition of NGOs 
have to be laid down keeping in mind the socio-economic and 
political set up of the national economy and the origin, 
structure, purpose and functions of NGOs in this given 
perspective. 
Though there is no valid accepted definition of NGOs 
and their multi-facets character of functioning varies from 
region to region and even from country to country, an attempt 
has been made by various scholars based upon two major 
parameters; functional and structural. 
The conventional approach relating to the definition of 
NGOs based on the functional criteria specially resorts to the 
entire activities of NGOs within the gamut of 'social and 
welfare' services. The structural aspects of the definition are 
usually fragmented into 'residual' and 'institutional'. The 
residual approach is purely temporal because it arises out of 
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unforeseen circumstances and their services are used on 
temporal basis. Gradually it is replaced by the institutional 
approach. Under institutional approach, NGO are being looked 
upon with more 'permanence' and as functional to undertake 
varieties of social and developmental activities on a regular, 
planned and institutional basis. 
In resent years, both the functional and structural 
dimensions and aspects of the definition of NGOs have 
undergone a sea change. As against the conventional aptitude 
of looking at NGO from a singular, welfare lens, the modern 
functional definition has adopted a broad and 
multidimensional approach to define and interpret NGO as a 
development - oriented institution armed with the capacity it 
operate as a supporting and complimenting object in 
addressing the diversified needs of the community otherwise 
unreached by governmental organization. Thus NGOs include 
wide varieties of groups and institutions that are entirely 
independent of government and characterized primarily by 
humanitarian or co-operative rather than commercial 
objectives. 
Different terminologies have been used for definition 
purposes of voluntary sectors, such as Non-Government 
Organizations (NGOs), Voluntary Agencies, (VAs), Private 
Voluntary Organizations (PVOs), Social Action Groups 
(SAGs), Social Movement Groups, and Self Help Groups etc. 
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The terminology used by the United Nations for these 
agencies is " Non Government Organizations (NGOs)", which 
gives formal official recognition to these agencies/ For the 
purpose of the present work, the term Non-Government 
Organization (NGOs) has been used as it is officially and 
formally recognized name of all these agencies of voluntary 
sectors. The term NGO is an umbrella concept. Any 
organization, which functions in a distinct manner from 
government, may be termed as a non-governmental 
organization, ranging from a global charity to a local self 
help-group. It may be a research institute, a co-coordinating 
agency or a lobby group. They may have an international, 
national, regional or local base but not location specific with 
regard to their operational activities. 
The World Bank has defined NGOs as, "The diversity of 
NGOs strains any simple definition. They include many 
groups and institutions that are entirely or largely independent 
of government and that have primarily humanitarian or 
cooperative rather than commercial objectives. They are 
private agencies in industrial countries that support 
international development; indigenous groups organized 
regionally or nationally; and member-groups in villages. 
NGOs include charitable and religious associations that 
mobilize private funds for development, distribute food and 
family planning services and promote community 
^ C/v/7 Services Chronicle (1997); "NGOs: Role, Functions and 
Challenges Jan. pp. 20-23. 
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organization. They also include independent cooperatives, 
community associations, water-user societies, women's groups 
and pastoral associations. Citizen Groups that raise awareness 
and influence policy are also NGOs"^ 
The use of the term voluntary agencies or organization 
on the other hand implies formal official recognition but it is 
not explicit. The Social action Group/ movement or self-help 
group, which are working for the deprived classes are usually 
not recognized officially. They do prefer to be outside the 
institutional framework and their ideology is based on having 
an alternative development strategy, which is outside the 
purview of any kind of institutional framework. 
However, the use of the term Non-Government 
Organizations (NGOs) is not strictly restricted to the 
registered and officially recognized voluntary agencies but it 
also implies those agencies. Groups or movement that prefer 
to remain outside the official and formal definition. 
The term 'voluntary' has been derived from the Latin 
word 'voluntas' meaning 'Will ' . It is this 'wil l ' that may 
produce 'miracles' and some of the social evils and problems 
" How the World Bank works with Non-Governmental Organizations. 
The World Bank, 1990 and Workshop notes: "NGO Workshop" 
organized at the Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, October 
17-21, 1988. from http://www.gdrc.org/ngo/ngo-ngdo-cbo.html 
accessed March 1, 2004. 
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may be eradicated from which the deprived classes of the 
society are suffering. 
All theories of voluntarism whether psychological, 
ethical, theological or metaphysical which interpret various 
aspects of will, subscribe to the thesis that 'Will ' assumes 
various forms of impulses, passion, appetites or desires and 
that it is prior to or superior to the intellect or reason. 
A voluntary agency is an organized group form in order 
to promote some common interest of its members, in which 
membership is purely optional, not forced or mandatory, this 
membership is independent of state intervention. The major 
activity of such an agency is not related to the business of 
seeking a livelihood and the test of a voluntary agency is that 
the volunteer members, who are non-salaried, constitute the 
majority of the participants.^ However, those involved in the 
voluntary work have to maintain themselves and their families 
and especially when voluntary agencies want to attract 
professionals, they have to be paid. Therefore, in recent times 
almost all the persons who are employed by the NGOs are 
paid persons and especially so in those organizations where 
high degree of talent and expertise is required. 
' Muttalib, M.A. (1987), Op. cit. , p. 400 
* Richard. T, (1967); ""The Encyclopedia of philosophy' Vol, 8. New 
York, The Macmillan Company and the Free Press. Collier 
Macmillan, ,p.270 
David, A. Sills, "Voluntary Associations" in International 
Encyclopedia of Social Sciences. Vol.16, p. 376. 
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To quote N.R., Inamdar, " Voluntarism in development 
is characterized by the participation in the process of 
economic production, exchange, distribution of non-state 
agencies, that is individuals, groups or associations, imbued 
with a certain common purpose or purposes neither imposed 
from outside nor acquired with birth in the case of the 
individual."'® According to another definition, it is an 
organization entity set up by a group of persons on personal 
initiative or partly due to an outside motivation to help the 
people of a locality in undertaking activities independently, 
partly or wholly, to satisfy needs and also to bring them and 
the public sector closer to each other for more balanced and 
effective development of the various section of the rural 
society." 
P. D. Kulkarni defines Voluntary organization in the 
Indian context as those non - official societies registered 
under the Societies Registration Act or Charitable and 
Endowment Trust Act, covering, as it does only a limited area 
of voluntary action which in fact, means any action promoted 
by people's own volition and organized by members of the 
public.'^ To quote, S.P. Punalekar, "Voluntary Organization is 
'° Inamdar, N.R, (1987); "Role of Voluntarism in Development", 
Indian Journal of Public Administration". Vol. 33, No. 3, July-Sept, 
p. 190. 
" Chowdhary, D. (1985); Profile of Social Welfare and Development 
in India, M.N. Publishers and Distributors, p. 190. 
'^  Kulkarni, P.D. (1983); "Voluntary Action, The Myth and Reality" 
John Barnabas Memorial Lecture (1982), New Delhi. NIPCCD, p.6 
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a social entity committed to activities and programmes 
oriented towards change in tlie prevailing set of conditions -
social, economic, political or cultural". 
Also another view given by Vikas Singh as "an 
organization entity set up by a group of persons on their own 
initiative or partly an out side motivation to help the people of 
a locality to undertake activities in a self-reliant manner 
(partially or wholly) to satisfy needs and also bring them and 
the public sector extension services closer to one another for 
more equitable and effective development of the various 
sector of the rural poor".^'* Thus NGOs are non-profit 
organizations primarily established to represent their needs 
and aspirations of the people intended to serve. So we see that 
NGOs have a definite aim, objectives and programs to fulfill 
them. Generally an NGO has a constitution and an 
administrative structure too and is propelled by democratic 
principles and team spirit. Briefly the absence of external or 
state control defines the inherent strengths and weakness of 
the voluntary organization at the same time. 
2.4 Objective of Voluntary Agencies: -
Whatever the nature of voluntary agencies may be; they 
play a key role in the upliftment of weaker section of the 
" S. N. Pawar et. al (2004); ed. IfGOs and Development: the Indian 
Scenario, Rawat Publication, New Delhi pp. 31-32 
"* Singh, Vikas (1997); "Role of NGOs -The Indian Experience", 
Civil Services Chronicle, July. pp. 48-50. 
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society. The objective of voluntary or NGO include some or 
all of the following as given by Heggade: '^  
1) To create unawareness regarding participation in socio-
economic development 
2) To create an able and efficient local leadership 
3) To assist in the planned effort to create socio-economic 
infrastructure facilities 
4) To facilitate the process of expanding employment 
opportunities 
5) To induce appropriate person to set up scale production, 
and 
6) To induce the tribal to give up the pre agricultural 
technology and to seek more and more education. 
2.5 Legal Status of NGOs: -
The voluntary organizations in India encounter a maze 
of legal provisions, which relate to the voluntary sector in 
several ways. Each law has its own interpretation which does 
not necessarily match with the conceptual terminology and 
definitions referred in this chapter. In its legal framework 
since independence, India has followed a common law 
'^  Heggade, O.D, (1982); "Role of VSOs in Tribal Development", 
Kurukshetra, Vol.30, No.13 April 1, p. 12-15. 
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borrowed from the British context. Many of the legislation 
applicable to this sector of organizations are derived from 
their British heritage and some of them were enacted during 
the period of British Colonial rule. India has a set of statutory 
laws governing various types of registered non-profit 
organizations. The legal provisions, which permit any group 
wanting to commence a non-profit, voluntary or charitable 
work to organize themselves into a legal body by registering 
themselves under a specified Act. Following are some of the 
main laws which deals with the voluntary organizations '^  
i) The Societies Regulation Act, 1860; 
ii) The Indian Trust Act, 1882; 
iii) The Co-operative Societies Act, 1904; 
iv) The Trade Union Act, 1926; 
v) Section 25 of the Indian Companies Act, 1956; 
vi) Religious Endowments Act, 1863; 
vii) The Charitable and Religious Trust Act, 1920; 
viii) Wakf Act, 1954; 
ix) Mussalman Wakf Act, 1923; 
x) Public Wakfs (Extension of Limitation) Act, 1959; 
xi) Public Trusts Act of various states such as the 
Bombay Public Trusts Act, Rajasthan Public Trust 
Act, etc. 
16 PRIA (2001); Legal Framework for Non-Pro fit Institutions in 
India, Working Paper, Feb. No.2 New Delhi, p. 4 
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The Paper further explains that, *The Societies 
Registration Act, 1860; The Indian Trust Act, 1882; and The 
Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956 are the three 
enactments which seems to fulfil requirements of non-profit 
organizations created for the large public good. The 
Cooperative Societies Act 1904 and the Indian Trade Union 
Act of 1926 are created for the sole benefit of their members 
and certainly not for the larger public benefit, yet they too are 
non-profit entities in their spirit and operations. The Acts on 
Wakf focus on the benefit of people belonging to one 
community of a particular religion. Other Acts affecting the 
religious endowments focus on the religious activities of 
organizations.'^ Further, the Societies Registration Act 
includes a vast array of Voluntary organizations. The 
Societies Registration Act 1860 sets up a basic statement of 
the activities that such organizations can undertake. As per 
the provisions of the aforesaid Act, non-profit societies are 
those which are engaged in promotion of literature, science, 
fine arts, diffusion of knowledge, political education or other 
charitable purpose. It is its last 'catch all ' phrase, i.e. other 
charitable purpose which remains ambiguous and includes a 
vast array of such organizations.'* 
However, these provisions are not mandatory. There 
exist a vast group of voluntary bodies, which have not 
' ' Ibid. , p. 4 
'* PRIA (2000); Defining the sector in India: Voluntary, Civil or 
Non-profit, Working Paper, NO.l, Nov, New Delhi, p. 8 
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registered themselves under any of the available provisions. 
By incorporation as a legal body the organizations acquires a 
lot of advantages from the government. 
2.6 Sources of Voluntarism: -
Comprehensive Research effort has been negligible to 
discover the motivating sources of voluntarism. The motives 
for establishing Voluntary Organizations are problematic 
since there are no organized inquiries regarding the motives, 
which have led people to undertake voluntary work. However, 
the available insights have classified these motives under 
different groups. Morris have classified motives as, '(a) a 
genuine desire to help people, to relive suffering and increase 
happiness for individual human being; (b) an urge to further a 
cause to improve conditions and to right wrongs; and (c) a 
wish to satisfy a personal need to participate in activities 
outside the spheres of home and work.'*^ These motives, 
however, do not exhaust the list of motives currently visible. 
Generally speaking, the majority of those engaged in the 
voluntary sector today, are governed more by self-interest and 
less by classical definitions of altruism. 
Nevertheless, Voluntary associations have been studied 
by sociologists who have contributed significant towards the 
analysis of sources of voluntarism. An important source of 
'^  Morris (1996- p 194); as quoted by, Srivastava, S.P, (1999); ' 
Nature of Voluntary Action in India Today: A Critique', Social 
Action, Vol. 49, Jan - March, p. 6 
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motivation may be inequality among individuals in any 
society, irrespective of its stage of development. As observed 
by Bourdillon, that individuals volunteer their services 
because there is always an element of betterment of 
compensating inequality. The social services are designed in 
such a way that they help in compensating for the inequality. 
William Beveridge advanced the idea of the social welfare 
cake by enunciating the concept of social insurance against 
the giant evils of wants, disease of ignorance and squalor and 
the individual rights of welfares, and some kind of social 
security against misfortunes. 
Therefore, Bourdillon and Beveridge consider mutual aid 
and philanthropy as the two main sources of voluntarism. 
Individual and social consciences are both responsible for the 
emergence of voluntary social services organizations. 
There are five sources of voluntarism shown in figure 
2.1 in the form of a chart. These are: religious, government, 
business, philanthropy and mutual aid, if we analyse the 
delivery system for human service. 
"^ Bourdillon, A.F.C. (1945); ed. Voluntary Social Service: There 
Place in Modern State, London,. Metheum, , p. 7 
'^ William, B. (1979); "Voluntary Action in Changing World", 
London Bedford Square Press, National Council of Social Science, 
p. 100. 
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FIGURE: - 2.1 
Delivery System for Human Services 
Mutual Aid 
Self 
Reliance 
Initiative 
Self Help 
Philanthropy 
Altruism 
Love of 
Mankind 
Service to 
Humanity 
Religion 
Glory of 
God 
Service to 
Humanity 
Government 
Power 
Service to 
Humanity 
Business 
Money 
(profit) 
Enterprise 
Service to 
Humanity 
(Fellow 
Professionals 
and Workers 
etc.) 
(Social 
Inferiors) 
Followers Citizens Consumers 
SOURCES OF VOLUNTERISM 
Source: - Muttalib M.A., Op. cit. p. 401 
The motive of self help among fellow men, the altruism 
of social superior, the missionary zeal of religious 
organization, government's commitment to public welfare the 
profit making urge in business are all sources of 
Voluntarism.^^ 
Another theoretical model that explains the emergence 
of voluntarism is found in Jonathan Turner's theory of social 
22 Muttalib, M.A. Op. cit., p. 400. 
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infraction wliere he explains his model of social interaction, 
which has five steps. To quote Turner; 
1. "The greater are needs for ontological security, facticity and 
thrust among individuals in an interaction the greater are their 
efforts at framing the interaction, 
2. "The level of framing activity in an interaction revolving 
around account making and taking primarily a function of 
needs for a sense of facticity as influenced by need for thrust, 
whereas the level of framing activity revolving around claim 
making and taking is primarily a function of needs for a sense 
of ontological security as these influence the level of needs 
for thrust. 
3. "The degree of categorization of an interaction is a primarily 
function of the extent to which account making are successful 
in meeting needs for the ontological security and thrust and a 
secondary function of the extent to which claim making and 
taking are successful in meeting needs for ontological security 
and trust. 
4. "The degree of normalization of an interaction is primary 
function of the extent to which claim making and taking are 
successful in meeting needs for the ontological security and 
thrust and a secondary function of the extent to which account 
making and taking are successful in meeting needs of 
facticity. 
5. "The degree of routinisation of an interaction is a partial 
function of the extent to which claiming and accounting are 
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successful, both directly and indirectly through their effects 
on other structure processes, in meeting needs for facticity, 
security and thrust". 
These statements clearly present the theoretical premises of 
the synthesis of the various sociological models presented by 
Turner in the form of his own model. He explains how social 
interaction develops in five stages with need, framing, 
categorization, normalization and lastly routinisation of social 
interaction process to begin with. Then he goes on to explain 
at each stage what over the major and subsidiary 
determination of social interaction. 
In India, voluntarism which has been part of our culture 
made its beginning as pure philanthropy or charity as its main 
source. Although other influences have also emerged and 
consequently a large number of Voluntary Association have 
emerged. Therefore, voluntary action derived its major 
inspiration from religion involving philanthropic activities. 
Another important motivation in India has been Mahatma 
Gandhi whose thesis that India lives in its villages was 
responsible for creating a large network of voluntary action 
engaged in rural reconstruction. 
" Turner,J.H.C. (1988); Theory of Social Interaction, Polity Press, 
..miora. p. 209 quoted in Despande, R.S. (1993); "Impact of Non-
Governmental Organizations on Agricultural Development," 
Mimeograph series No. 36 Gokhale Institute, p. 11 
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Another motivation in India came from the freedom 
struggle. Having received a rich dividend in the past, the 
political parties seem to be inclined towards taking over or 
setting up voluntary agencies. 
Therefore, whatever the source of motivation in our 
country, we require a political model with diverse political 
ideologies and ambitions not withstanding such a political 
model has to be a stable one and the basis of such a model 
will have to be impulse or will. 
Concern for welfare of mankind or Philanthropic 
behaviour has a root in Islamic Society. To quote, Nejathulla 
Sidiqui, " those who are not familiar with the concept of 
Quran and Hadiath as to why a review of development among 
Muslims has to contain are analyses of the Non-Governmental 
Organizations Muslims has had a tradition and hence a 
glorious past in Voluntary work.' It is; therefore, 
appropriate to attempt a review of the role of NGOs in the 
socio-economic development of Muslims in India. 
There are many Muslims organizations, such as a wqaf. 
Islamic institution of Zakah, etc, having root in Islamic 
history, are working in the country on local level. They are 
the manifestation of the cultural tradition of altruistic 
behaviour of Muslims society in the past. Of these the a wqaf 
^^N. M. Siddiqui, (1987); "Role of the Volumtary Sector in Islam: A 
Conceptual Framework", Al-Tawhid, Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 131-155. 
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properties are for establishing and running schools, colleges, 
hospitals, caravanserais, etc. it is a rich tradition, which can 
be used for future development. These institution or 
organizations will not be dealt here. They are mentioned here 
as they are working for the betterment of the Muslim society. 
What they need is the better management, administration and 
funds. These institutions have been better managed in South 
India especially is Karnataka and Kerela. The northern states 
should learn from them. The beneficiaries of these institutions 
by no means are limited to Muslims society only. The 
Karnataka Government has shown interest, and a good 
example has been set by the development of the Karnataka 
Waqf Development Corporation, established under the Indian 
Company Act. Emulating the Karnataka example, the 
Government of India revised and adopted in 1995 a Central 
Waqf Law, by which Central Council has been created to 
undertake welfare and development works under the aegis of 
awaqf and provide resources generated from the awaqf 
properties. 
Sometimes, the management of NGOs is plagued only 
with inefficiency and mismanagement but also fraud, 
embezzlement and corruption. This is a cause of concern. 
Ways and means must be sought to improve the efficiency of 
NGOs so that they can play an effective role in the betterment 
and development of the society. 
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Today, when the majority of persons working with 
NGOs are doing full time jobs it is unrealistic to expect that 
they would be working without seeking any reward. There is 
nothing wrong, immoral or unfair on the part of voluntary 
workers to receive rewards for the jobs done. The only 
immoral thing is to gobble up the grant money received from 
national or international source. Unfortunately, some new and 
upcoming NGOs are certainly doing that as found by Kudal 
Commission. This has led some NGO-watchers to plead for 
greater transparency and accountability. 
2.7 Characteristics of NGOs: -
Voluntary action by NGOs is based on some principle of 
voluntarism. Therefore, there are certain basic characteristics 
of NGOs whatever their form may be. The main 
characteristics may be summarized as follows: 
1. Autonomy: -
NGOs are characterized by a fair amount of autonomy. It 
does not suggest that they are totally out of any kind of 
control or regulation. In fact they have to adhere to certain 
rules and regulations as laid down by the government from 
time to time. However, their autonomy is reflected in the 
financial, administrative and functional aspects of the 
organization. For example, the NGOs are registered bodies 
under the Societies Registration Act and Public Trust Act in 
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India but they do maintain the autonomy needed by them 
generally. 
2. Flexibility: -
Flexibility implies adaptability and absence of external 
control. The NGOs can adapt to the changing situations and do 
not follow a rigid line of action like state organizations. In 
this way, there is a high degree of flexibility in their 
functioning. 
3. Commitment to ideals / objectives: -
NGOs maintain their exclusive identity as they are 
committed to certain ideals or objectives and this seems to be 
their real strength. These ideals or objectives may be in 
accord with the national objectives or priorities like poverty 
alleviation or increasing employment or increasing the levels 
of living of the down trodden and so on. 
4. Funding Pattern: -
Funding pattern of NGOs is not uniform and differ from 
organization to organization. This is because there are various 
sources of funds or resources of these organizations, for 
example, membership fees, income from endowment, service 
charges, public donations and contributions, donations from 
business houses, grants from the government, and foreign 
funding. However, in view of the tasks undertaken by them. 
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one common characteristic of these NGOs is that they face 
paucity of funds and this is one important handicap in their 
otherwise successful and effective operation. However, it may 
be noted that generally these voluntary agencies, diffidently 
conceal their sources of funds for different reasons, though 
they are accountable to the funding agency in financial 
matters. 
5. People's Participation: -
Another important characteristic of NGOs is that they 
behave in the involvement of the people for whom the 
programmes are meant. They do not impose the programme on 
the people and take the beneficiary involvement as granted 
like government programmes. In fact, people's participation 
from the level of decision making to the level of 
implementation holds the key to the popularity gained by 
these NGOs. Beneficiary participation implies participation in 
terms of decision making, implementation, monitoring and 
evaluation and sharing the benefits of development. 
Another list of characteristics features given by 
Chowdhary which distinguish NGOs from other organizations 
are^^: 
^^  Bandopadhyaya and Kamath, (1984); "Rural Development Plans 
Assessment of Implementation", The Economic Times, 13"* August, 
p. 5 
^^  Chowdhary, D. Paul, (1990); Voluntary Efforts in Social Welfare 
and Development, Sidhartha Publishers, New Delhi, pp. 32-33. 
( Acd. No, 1. , ' 
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1. It is the result of the voluntary 
though motivated by different factors, is 
spontaneous in nature. 
2. It is an organization initiated and governed by 
its own members on democratic principles 
without any external control. 
3. It is registered under an appropriate Act to give 
a corporate status to a group of individuals so 
that they get a legal personality and individual 
liability may give place to group liability. 
4. It has a general body and a regularly constituted 
managing committee, representing all interest, 
men, women, professionals, public men, etc. 
5. It has definite aims and objects and a 
programme in socio-economic development of 
these objectives. 
6. It is known and accepted by the community in 
which it is formed. 
7. It has considerable autonomy and flexible 
planning and management of its programmes and 
services. 
8. It has a sense of commitment to human 
development and welfare. 
9. It undertakes people's needs and help to solve 
their socio-economic problems. 
10. It plans and implements its own programmes 
through its own voluntary and paid workers. 
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11. It raises its funds from the community. 
12. It maintains its accounts and is accountable to 
people and the government so far it receives 
grant. 
These characteristics of NGOs imply that unlike state 
agencies they have proximity with the ultimate beneficiaries. 
2.8 Present Picture of Voluntary Organisation: -
The old virtues of voluntary organisations engaged in 
various human development and welfare services are still 
cited in seminars and conferences. As quoted by P.D. 
Kulkarni, 'for instance, it is claimed that they are dedicated to 
the cause they choose to serve, close to people and their 
problems and quick to provide needs. They are pathfinders 
and pioneers and set the pace and show the direction to the 
government as to what they should do, when, where and how. 
They decide as quickly as they perceive a problem and act as 
swiftly as required. They are free to experiment and often 
come up with new answers to problems, old or new. They are 
usually led by trusted and tried leaders and run by idealistic 
and energetic youth'.^' The admirers of voluntary 
organisations say that barring few exceptions most voluntary 
organisations still possess and practice these virtues. 
"" Nanavatty, M. C. and P. D. Kulkarni, (1998); liGOs in Changing 
Scenario, Uppal Publishing House New Delhi, p. 1 
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The point is not the goodness of each single specific 
voluntary organisation but the objective realities, which have 
developed since India independence, have influenced the 
functioning of all voluntary organisations. And P.D. Kulkarni 
has portrayed the present picture of voluntary organisation in 
various dimensions. They are *^ 
1. Loss of Identity: -
All those agencies, which are outside the control of 
government and are engaged in a variety of human 
development and welfare services, are non-government 
organizations or NGOs. As seen that the government 
occupy the centre stage and all other, which are not of or in 
the government, are non-government. 
2. Proliferation: -
Barring a few NGOs before independence they have 
multiplied fast all over the country. In the absence of any 
census of these NGOs, it is difficult to give any accurate 
number. But tentative estimate of all registered NGO is 
more than 1 lakh. 
3 . Diffusion: -
Establishment of NGO is not a national perspective plan 
so their location is uneven. In some place there is 
Ibid, pp .3-14 
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duplication, overlapping and competition for the available 
resources but in some areas there are still large gapes. But 
after the implementation of various rural development 
programmes under Five Years Plans, the paucity of NGOs 
in the rural and tribal areas has been improved. 
4. Dilution: -
In spite of the availability of enormously large funds 
compared to earlier years, one cannot say that the quality 
of programmes has improved. To say that the condition of 
the institution orderly neat and tidy is unrealistic. Large 
fund is being used in paying adequate salaries to their 
staffs. The result is that the quality of services provided 
has been diluted considerably. 
5. Isolation / Duplication: -
Developing countries has limited resources but faced 
with vast cumulative and chronic problems, so resources 
must be used rationally and economically. And if more 
NGOs or even government organisation work in the same 
geographical areas, offering the same or similar services 
and probably for the same target groups, there is 
duplication and wastage of scarce resources. There is 
another feature which is common among NGOs i.e. one 
NGO choose an exclusive area either remote area or 
demarcated and separate area. There is no cooperation or 
collaboration with neighbouring NGO or allied services. 
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This result in isolation and the achievements are more 
likely to collapse or languish. 
6. Bureaucratisation: -
There is progressive red-tapism creeping into the NGOs. 
Earlier there was quick decision and swift action and free 
to experiment or innovate. It was because of localised and 
small size of NGOs. With the NGOs becoming larger, 
having regional or district branches, members drawn from 
distance places, the virtues of voluntary organisation have 
become increasingly difficult to preserve. Inevitably 
therefore, bureaucratic structures, methods and style of 
functioning have made inroads into the working of NGOs. 
There is lot of paper work and in officious style works are 
done and delay in the functioning and decision making by 
the NGOs. 
7. Distortion: -
The NGOs when find that they cannot accurately comply 
with the terms and conditions of grant or donations, they 
make adjustment in the presentation of accounts. Also the 
donors or regulating authorities imposed unrealistic 
conditions, which forces NGOs to practice what is not 
proper. These situation leads to distortion in the 
functioning of NGOs. 
8. Government Domination: -
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Off all the problems of NGOs, the most awkward is of 
relationship with the government. It is difficult to deal 
because the 'virtual reality' is different from the 'actual 
reality'. The government spokesman goes on praising the 
working of NGOs and considers them as working partner. 
But when individual NGOs deal with the government 
officials at various levels, their experience is different. 
They feel that they are treated as supplicants seeking 
favours from the government. So the perceptions of 
government officials are different al different level. There 
is a qualitative difference in the attitudes of bureaucrats on 
the one hand and the politicians ministers on the other. The 
politician favours them, as NGOs are used politically. 
9. Infiltration: -
Over the years, after independence NGOs have ceased to 
be the exclusive domain of social workers. Now NGOs do 
come up with political ambitions or social workers 
themselves try to become an aspirant of public office. The 
work done by the NGOs are cited in support for party ticket 
and vote from the public. And once a politician or political 
aspirants get hold of NGOs, it is purposely managed so as 
to yield maximum political advantage. These NGOs select 
such target groups, viz., women, tribal, dalits, minorities 
other backward communities etc. which are regarded as 
political vote banks in political elections. This has 
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devalued the purely social welfare criteria on which the 
NGOs are based, 
10. Intervention: -
NGOs that have affiliations abroad receive a sizable 
financial support and contribution because of their good 
work done or disaster relief undertaken by the NGOs. In 
recent years, a substancial amount of aid is coming 
regularly through diverse sources from abroad. Seeing this 
the government has enacted a law called ^Foreign 
Contribution Regulation Act (FCRA), under it, all foreign 
donations are credited into one single bank account. And 
the NGOs receiving such aid are required to register with 
the Union Home Ministry and must file with the ministry 
annual statement of utilization of these grants. And 
different types of restriction are imposed on the NGO that 
utilized foreign funds. Thus, government intervention in 
the working of the NGOs, their liberty is being restricted. 
11. Alienation: -
If the NGOs have increasingly dependent upon either 
government grants or foreign funds or both, then NGOs 
have got more and more alienated from the very 
communities they seek to serve. Most NGOs are committee 
sitters, hopping from meeting to meeting and doing paper 
work and interacting less with the people. Also the 
community they serve are not consulted about their needs 
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and priorities. This has alienated NGOs from the people 
they serve. 
So, if there are inadequacies among the NGOs, it must 
be removed mostly by NGOs self-regulation. There is a 
famous proverb 'we must not throw the baby with the 
bathwater. 
2.9 The Role of NGOs and their Typologies: -
There is a definite departure from the role that NGOs 
were playing earlier and the role that they play now. To 
analyze the role that an NGO can play would be to a large 
extent depend upon the pre-requisites of an NGO or the 
criterion that is adopted for the identification of the NGO, out 
of the several criteria that are available. However, the role or 
tasks of the NGOs are primarily based on the basic 
characteristics of the NGOs discussed in the previous section. 
The typologies of NGOs therefore, would also depend upon 
various factors such as its orientation or its purpose. 
2.9.1 Criteria for identification on NGOs: -
Due to the increased participation of NGOs in rural 
transformation the Seventh Five Year Plan has laid down the 
following criteria for identification of Voluntary Agencies: 
1. The organization should be a legal entity. 
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2. It should be based in a rural area and be working there 
for a minimum of three years. 
3. It should have broad-based objectives serving the social 
and economic needs of the Community as a whole and 
mainly the weaker sections. It must not work for profit 
but on 'no profit and no loss' basis. 
4. Its activities should be open to all citizens of India 
irrespective of religion, caste, creed, sex or race. 
5. It should have the necessary flexibility, professional 
competence and organizational skills to implement 
programmes. 
6. Its office-bearers should not be elected members of any 
political party. 
7. It declares that it will adopt constitutional and non-
violent means for rural development purposes. 
8. It must be committed to secular and democratic concepts 
and methods of functioning.^ 
Beside, there are other criteria also available for 
identification of NGOs. Singh's criteria are as follows^": 
1. An ideology or inspiration. 
2. Written Constitution, corporate and Organizational 
structure and legal status. 
^. z-».utonomy in I'unciioning. 
'^. Government of India, Seventh Five Year Plan. 1985-90, Vol. II, 
Planning Commission, New Delhi, p. 68 
°^. Singh, J. B. (1984); "Let's First Understand Them", Yojana, 
November, Vol.28 No.20-21, p. 47 
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4. Freedom of action in the best interest of the people 
served. 
5. Clearly defined programme of action adjusted to local 
needs and available resources. 
6. Flexibility in approach within the sphere of declared 
objectives. 
7. Dedicated and committed team of workers. 
8. Ability to mobilize resources locally as well as 
externally. 
9. Well-organized accounting system duly audited. 
10. Continuous system of evaluation of performance in 
relation to its objectives. 
What criteria have to be specifically followed in the 
identification of NGOs is a controversial matter and in fact a 
lot of heated debates have taken place in the past. There is a 
definite departure from the role that the NGOs were playing 
earlier and the role they play now. To analyze the role that an 
NGO can play would be to a large extent dependent upon the 
pre-requisites of an NGO or the criterion that is adopted for 
the identification of the NGO, out of the several criteria that 
are available. It was only in the Seventh Five Year Plan that 
an attempt was made to laid down terms of reference for 
identification of NGOs engaged in rural development works. 
Whatever the criteria applied, the NGOs should maintain their 
identity and non-aligned character above the considerations of 
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profit, office and power; otherwise the spirit of voluntarism 
would wither away from these voluntary agencies. 
2.9.2 The Role of NGOs: - The Indian Scenario: -
In a vast country like India, which is characterized by 
innumerable socio-cultural economic, educational, political 
and religious problems the NGOs occupies a significant place 
in our efforts towards planned and directed social change. 
The government alone can't solve the multidimensional 
problems, which the rural and urban community is faced with. 
The following are some, but, not all roles that NGOs can 
deliver: 
1. Selection of backward cluster of village. 
2. Assessment of resource endowments in the area and 
mapping of resources. 
3. Human resources development through imparting 
training needed. 
4. Identifying the real beneficiaries belonging to the 
weaker section of society. 
5. Formulation of household and village plans based 
upon felt needs. 
6. Organizing and establishing the social action groups 
in villages. 
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7. Providing assistance to the organized SAGs to tap 
welfare assistance from various governmental and non-
governmental organizations. 
8. Ensure the loanees must utilize loan for which it 
meant. 
9. Solicit people's participation invested into the 
system. 
10. Coordination and bridging between people and 
governmental organization. 
11. Act as a catalyst to bringing all round development. 
12. Creation of models through experiments and acts as 
an innovative agency. 
13. Represent people in the service area by associating 
themselves with the local needs and aspirations. 
14. Promotion of peace, harmony, unity, nationalism and 
secularism in the minds of rural people. 
15. Holding of camps on regular basis to make aware 
regarding the condition of people, areas and schemes at 
hand for their betterment. 
16. Provision of opportunity for training local leadership 
and strengthen democracy at grassroots level. 
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17. Creating employment opportunity and thereby 
expanding income of people, particularly weaker and 
deprived section of the society. 
18. Development and adoptions of work culture which is 
readily understood by the beneficiaries of developmental 
programmes. 
19. Organizing new programmes to carter new needs. 
20. Developing new technologies to bring change in the 
people attitude.^' 
2.9.3 The Role that can be played by NGOs -Under the 
Plans: -
The role of NGOs has undergone drastic changes over 
time. In view of the growing network of NGOs in different 
field, it is not only wise but also has become a compulsion to 
try the alternative of voluntary effort of NGOs in different 
field of their activities. 
The strategies adopted by NGOs will have to be quite 
different from those followed by the government. They will 
have to work in an environment with minimum institutional 
and bureaucratic hurdles. 
^^  S. Grusamy, (2004); "Role of Voluntary Agencies in Social 
Change", (ed), S. N. Pawar, and et al., NGOs and uevatopmsr.:. ::.. 
Indian Scenario, Rawat Publication, New Delhi, pp. 85-87 
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The policy of the Government involving the NGOs in the 
rural development task clearly states the role Voluntary 
agencies are expected to play in the Seventh Five Year Plan. 
"There has been inadequate recognition of their role in 
accelerating the process of social and economic development. 
These agencies have been known to play an important role by 
providing a basic for innovation with new models and 
approaches, ensuring feedback and securing the involvement 
of families living below the poverty line. Therefore, during 
the Seventh Five Year Plan, serious efforts have will been 
made to involve voluntary agencies in various development 
programmes, particularly in the planning and implementation 
of programmes of rural development. Voluntary agencies have 
developed, expertise and competence in many non-traditional 
areas to plan their own schemes instead of expecting the 
Government to do so. More specifically, the role of voluntary 
agencies in the implementation of development is: -
• To supplement Government effort so as to offer the 
rural poor choices and alternatives; 
• To be the eyes and ears of the people at the village 
level; 
• To set an example, it should be possible for the 
voluntary agencies to adopt simple, innovative, 
flexible and inexpensive means with its limited 
resources to reach a large number with less overheads 
and with greater community participation; 
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• To activate the delivery system and to make it effective 
at the village level to respond to the felt needs of the 
poorest of the poor; 
• To disseminate information; 
• To make commodities as self reliant as possible; 
• To show how village and indigenous resources could be 
used, how human resource, rural skills and local 
knowledge, grossly under utilized at present, could be 
used for their own development; 
• To demystify technology and bring it in a simpler form 
to the rural people; 
• To train a cadre of grassroots workers to believe in 
professionalizing voluntarism; 
• To mobilize financial resources from within the 
community with the view to making communities stand 
on their own feet; 
• To mobilize and organize the poor and generate 
awareness to demand quality services and impose a 
community system of accountability on the 
performance of village level government 
functionaries." ^^  
Therefore, the Seventh Five Year Plan recognized the 
importance of the role that the NGOs can play, attached a high 
degree of emphasis on rural development through people's 
participation and voluntary action. The role these NGOs can 
32 GOI, Seventh Five Year Plan (1985-90); Op. cit. p. 68 
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play is in terms of providing the basis for innovation v^ i^th new 
approaches towards integrated rural development by insuring 
feedback regarding impact of various programmes and also by 
securing the involvement of the local population especially 
the poorest of the poor, falling below the poverty line. In 
short, the Seventh Plan sought to take the support of the 
NGOs by involving them in the development programmes. 
The Eight Five Year Plan (1992-97) continues to 
recognize the importance of the voluntary sector in 
supplementing the increasing role that has to be played by the 
government. "The planning and implementation of rural 
development programmes must enable greater self-help by the 
people and their participation in programmes through 
Panchayati Raj institutions. This will mark a reduction in the 
dependence on the present development administration for 
delivery. However, this should not be interpreted as a greater 
move towards privatization or living the rural poor to look 
after themselves. State intervention will have to continue, in 
fact, on an expanded scale so as to protect the poor and 
vulnerable sections from some of the burdens of structural 
adjustment.'"^ 
The Eight Five Year Plan acknowledges the fact that 
though the voluntary effort would continue to grow in future 
but it can be accelerated if a more congenial atmosphere for 
Government of India, Planning Commission, Eight Five Year Plan 
(1992-1997), New Delhi, p. 36 
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its growth is provided and the professional and managerial 
capabilities of the NGOs are built up systematically. The 
NGOs can serve as a catalytic agent in the overall 
development of an area. "Generation of awareness, inculcation 
of appropriate skills and convergence of development 
programmes are essential prerequisites for the overall 
development of an area. In this, voluntary organization can act 
as a catalyst and can organize beneficiaries, involve people in 
planning and development and provide the necessary support 
to make development a reality".^* 
The plan document itself admits that the scope of 
voluntary action is unbounded and because of their high sense 
of dedication, they perform the task more efficiently than the 
'formal organizations'. "By its very definition, voluntary 
action suggests doing something without looking for personal 
gain. The scope for voluntary action is therefore, unbounded. 
Its heightened dedication makes it possible for voluntary 
organizations to do more efficiently the work done by formal 
organizations."^^ 
The Eighth Plan places greater emphasis on the role of 
voluntary organizations in rural development. "In the Eighth 
Plan a greater emphasis will be put on the role of voluntary 
organizations in rural development. A nation-wide network of 
NGOs will be created. In order to facilitate the working of 
^^  Ibid, p. 39 
^^  Ibid, p. 39 
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this network, three schemes relating to the creation, the 
Planning Commission has worked out replication, 
multiplication and consultancy development. Effort will be 
made to evolve a system for providing one window service to 
NGOs working in the area of integrated development.^^ 
The Ninth Five-Year Plan also highlights the importance 
of NGOs and supplementing the increasing role that has to be 
played by government. "The role of NGOS in bringing 
members of different communities together is quite important. 
They can assist the associations in organizing themselves, 
« 
drawing up the bye-laws, getting registered as societies, 
devising rules of working together, maintaining books of 
accounts conducting meeting and so on. They can lend support 
to the Associations in their dealing with the agencies on the 
State.^^ 
Further, in the 9'** Five Year Plan, 'Voluntary 
organization have been playing a very important role for the 
welfare, rehabilitation and development of social welfare 
groups viz. persons with disabilities, juvenile delinquents or 
vagrants, alcoholics and drugs addicts, sex workers or child 
sex workers, working children, street children, destitute or 
deserted, women and girls in social /moral danger, older 
persons etc. who have special problems or living in problem 
*^' Ibid, p. 40 
^' Government of India, Planning Commission, Ninth Five Year Plan 
(1997-2002); Vol. II New Delhi, p. 515 
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situations. In handling /reforming/ rehabilitating /caring these 
special groups, the contribution of the voluntary organizations 
which are in direct contact with these target group has been 
very vital. In fact, the social welfare services in the country 
have been developed on the strong foundations of the 
voluntary sector and still being continued through the 
country-wide network of the voluntary organizations. 
During 1996-97, 35 voluntary organizations have been 
assisted to organize 6000 nutrition education camps and 24 
mini-exhibitions to create mass awareness about the 
importance of nutrition and health in everybody's life. ^^  
Under education, it has been found by experience that Non-
formal education (NFE) centers achieve more meaningful 
results when these are run by NGOs. Accordingly, the number 
of centers run by NGOs will be enhanced significantly where 
NGO participation is not forthcoming, state run NFE centers 
will be established. '^ 
In the Ninth Plan social mobilization received a special 
thrust. Within the umbrella of Panchayati Raj Institutions 
various poverty alleviation programs would be more 
effectively integrated with area development programmes and 
the various sectoral programme. Initiative will be taken to 
build and strengthen the organization of the poor with the 
*^ Ibid p. 406 
^^  Ibid p. 554 
^ Ibid p. 119 
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objective of enhancing their capabilities. In this process 
voluntary organizations would have to play an important role 
in empowering the poor through advocacy, awareness 
generation and social mobilization .as social animators and 
rural organizers they would help the poor to form SHGs in 
order to take the advantage of the policies and programmes 
being implemented by the government for the economic 
betterment. A voluntary organizations or a technology group 
could lend support to group activities by ensuring training, 
technological up gradation and convergence of various 
schemes.*^' Further, the voluntary organizations will be 
encouraged to set up homes for the aged / home for the 
destitute/ home for the dying so as to meet the increasing need 
for such activities ^^  
The Tenth Five Year Plan document under issues and 
strategies for the Plan admits that, 'the role of civil society in 
the development of nation cannot be overstated. Several 
thousands of civil society organizations, including voluntary 
organization, non-profit making companies, corporate bodies, 
cooperative and trust are actively involved in economic and 
social development. They have thus to be recognized partners 
in development. The strength of the voluntary sector, namely 
their advocacy skills, organizational skills and being closer to 
^^  Ihid p. 33 
'•^  Ihid p. 395 
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people should be used to the advantage of all concerned. 
During the Tenth Plan it is proposed to: 
a) involve VOs in the task of planning, implementation and 
being the interface with the public, especially at the 
cutting edge; 
b) develop core competencies and professionalism in the 
voluntary sector; 
c) broaden the base and scope of voluntarism by 
encouraging its growth in states and regions where the 
same has been weak; 
d) create an enabling environment for greater involvement 
of the voluntary sector, especially in backward areas 
where state machinery is found wanting; 
e) promote a symbiosis between VOs and PRIs so that they 
can complement each other and avoid conflict, this could 
be done by giving suitable representation to VOs in the 
planning committees for the PRIs; 
f) monitoring and evaluation, especially of the 11 
monitorable targets of the Tenth Plan; and 
g) initiate a shift towards increasing the financial 
contribution of civil society to the development 
process'^"*. 
*'^ Government of India, Planning Commission, Tenth Five Year Plan 
(2002-2007), Vol. I New Delhi p. 183 
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The role of NGOs in rural transformation has assumed 
greater importance because of their special characteristics and 
qualities such as innovativeness, committed workers, 
flexibility to adapt to local conditions, their proximity to 
ultimate beneficiaries, high level of motivation, and minimum 
institutional and procedural handicaps. In general, the role 
that NGOs can play may be summarized as follows: 
1. Help the people to help themselves that is encourage 
self-help. 
2. Activise the inherent potentials among the people to 
their benefits. 
3. Demonstrate the optimum use of the available local 
resources. 
4. Create a general awareness among the people in the 
area of their operation regarding social and economic 
aspects of life. 
5. Supplement government efforts towards rural 
development. 
6. Demonstrate the mobilization of financial resources 
and their optimum use from different sources. 
7. Professionalise voluntarism through training the 
ultimate beneficiaries. 
8. Help the people to become self reliant through 
sustained increase in their income, employment, 
productivity and general economic betterment. 
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These are primary roles played by NGOs emerging out 
of the review of literature and therefore, it is not an 
exhaustive list and new roles may be assumed by the NGOs 
depending upon their typologies. 
2.9.4 Typologies of NGOs: -
The typologies of NGOs are numerous and depend upon 
a number of factors. The typology of NGO would mainly 
depend upon, firstly, on the purpose for which it has been 
established, secondly, its orientation, thirdly, whether it is 
state sponsored or based on people's participation and so on. 
With the review of literature available, the typologies that 
emerge may be discussed as follows: 
According to Inamdar,**^ there are seven types of 
voluntary organizations applicable to Indian conditions: 
1. (a) Allied with the state. 
(b) Purely voluntary. 
With the increasing functions of the state, NGOs come 
up according to the requirements of the changing situation. 
The NGOs, which fall in the first category, are formed at the 
instance of the government and therefore, allied with it. For 
instance, the government encouraged the formation of farmers 
^ Inamdar, N.R. (1987); "Role of Voluntarism in Development", 
Indian Journal of Public Administration, July- Sept, p. 428-429 
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union to develop interest in the Government's Community 
Development Programme in the fifties. Secondly, in this 
typology there are other voluntary organizations that are not 
allied with the Government and they are purely voluntary in 
the sense that they depend upon themselves for their activity 
at list in the beginning stage. 
2. (a) Idealistic organizations 
(b) Economically oriented 
(c) Clientele's own 
There are idealistic voluntary organizations who also 
contribute to the cause of development and collect funds from 
followers of their own ideology. The economically oriented 
organizations in this category seek to advance the economic 
interests of farmers, labourers, artisans, craftsmen etc. The 
last in this category are clientele groups like people in need of 
housing, tribals, the women, children or disabled etc. 
3. (a) Urban and 
(b) Rural 
The voluntary organizations under this category serve 
the population in their respective area. 
4. (a) Women's and 
(b) Non-female 
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5. Function wise: (a) Economic (b) Social (c) Cultural 
(d) Educational (e) Health and Medical, and (f) 
Miscellaneous 
6. (a) Local (b) Regional, and (c) Federal 
It shows that there is a growing trend towards voluntarism in 
development where local organizations take regional and 
national form or a national level organization may have 
regional and local branches. 
7. (a) Single-function, and (b) Multi-functional. 
With the expansion of functions of the state and non-
state institution, there exist single function voluntary 
organizations like health, education, agriculture, crafts etc. or 
multi-functional voluntary organizations coexisting. 
Muttalib^^ has classified NGOs on different bases such 
as their (1) size (2) independence (3) internal political 
structure (4) societal functions (5) source of support (6) 
location (7) characteristics of their members (8) intimacy of 
contact among members (9) basis of incentives (10) 
beneficiary may be the member, the client, the public or the 
owners. Nandekar^ has presented nine typologies of NGOs, 
namely: (1) Individual Philanthropists, (2) Religious 
"^  Muttalib, M.A (1987); Op. cit. p. 404 
^ Nandekar, V.G. (1987); "Voluntary Association: A strategy in 
Development", Indian Journal of Public Administration, July-Sep.. 
PP. 465-481 
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Institutions, (3) Social Service and Cultural Associations, (4) 
Functional associations, (5) Professional and Consultancy 
associations, (6) Frontline associations, (7) Action groups, (8) 
Protest groups, and (9) Citizens' groups. J. B. Singh'*' 
classiHcation of NGOs is based on the approaches to their 
functioning such as (1) Charity, (2) Welfare, (3) Relief, (4) 
Rehabilitation (5) Service (6) Development of Socio-economic 
environment around human beings (7) Development of human 
beings. Prakash Karat'" has taken the period and activities 
performed as the basis of classification of NGOs into different 
types. There are three types of organizations during the period 
of development of voluntary organizations. In the first 
category are those organizations, which consist of older social 
service oriented type whether, affiliated to religious 
institutions or secular ones. In the second category are those 
institutions which emerged in the late sixties and early 
seventies, beginning as grass root level organizations 
undertaking developmental activities and latter on social 
activities as well. The third category consists of action groups 
that emerged after 1975 and are within the mainstream of 
voluntary sector. Their various activities include education, 
training on the one hand and documentation and research on 
the other. The NGOs in this category intervene in the socio-
"' Singh, J. B. Op. cit. p. 46 
^ Prakash, Karat, (1988); "Foreign Funding and the Philosophy of 
Voluntary Organizations" National Book Center, New DcJL.. 
September, p. 35 
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economic and political aspects of the life of the people 
seeking their betterment. 
The review of available literature suggests that a single 
typology is not universally accepted. 
2.10 Problems of NGOs: -
NGOs are considered to be eminently suitable to 
undertake the task of socio-economic development of 
communities of the country. They have an edge over the 
government agencies in organizing the rural masses in 
availing the collective benefits as they have a better rapport 
with the rural masses and operate with greater flexibility, as 
they are free from bureaucratic procedures. In spite of these 
merits, development programmes undertaken by them meet 
with some setbacks. This is due to the existence of several 
constraints in which NGOs are working. Some of the 
important problems or constraints may be summarized as 
follows: 
Firstly, there is a general complain from the NGOs that 
they face paucity of funds as they are not able to mobilize 
sufficient funds from with the community and therefore, they 
have to depend upon the government as well as funding 
agencies internal and external and compromise their 
innovativeness, independence and flexibility in the bargain. 
However, some people do not subscribe to this view. 
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Verghese'*^ is of the opinion that major problem is not 
that of funds because any worthwhile idea would attract 
sufficient funds but the problem is that of ideas, people and 
organizations. 
Secondly, some of the NGOs suffer from the lack of 
second line of leadership. This is a problem because many 
times the NGOs are personality oriented and with the exit of 
the leader the programmes undertaken by the NGOs lose the 
initial enthusiasm and motivation. 
Thirdly, quite a number of NGOs lack the technical 
expertise. They acquire it or hire it according to the 
requirements of the problem that they seek to solve. 
Fourthly, there is lack of proper planning and 
coordination. There is lack of communication also among the 
NGOs. They do not lay down the policies clearly. 
Fifthly, another basic problem of the NGOs is that their 
existence is not properly recognized and their work is not 
receiving the appreciation that it deserves. 
Sixthly, there is a common complaint about the NGOs 
that they identify with a particular group and therefore, are 
not accessible to others. These problems are basic and the 
^^ Verghese, B.G (1979); " Voluntary Action: A New Mission for the 
New Missionaries' in , Misra and Sundram, Rural Area 
Development: Perspectives and Approaches (Ed.), Sterling 
Publishers Private Ltd. New Delhi, p. 238 
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NGOs face various other problems, which are specific to a 
particular type of NGO. 
There is a view that some NGOs tend to become 
bureaucratic and suffer from lack of dedication and 
commitment, depend largely on Government patronage and 
funds and they are left with little initiative. They generally 
are personality oriented and exhibit the signs of decay with 
the exit of the leader.^*' 
Despite the constraints faced by the NGOs, they are 
trying to implement development programmes according to the 
local needs and situations for conferring lasting benefits on 
the local population. They are innovative and are conducting 
experiments and evolving new models of development 
programmes. Therefore, they deserve full cooperation of the 
local population. Government departments and funding 
agencies in their role. 
2.11 Cooperative and the NGOs: -
The cooperative organizations and the NGOs are based 
on different principles and this explains the rationale of NGOs 
or voluntary agencies undertaking the task of rural 
transformation. 
50 Charyulu U.Y.N, and Natrajan V.K. (1980); "Voluntary 
•-•-^anization ana Rural Development", Rural Development Digest, 
NIRD, Hyderabad, April, p. 106 
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The cooperative agencies and the NGOs differ on the 
following counts: 
1. Cooperative organizations are formed on the basis of the 
principle of cooperation among the members who come 
together for a common cause while the NGOs work for the 
community as a whole. Therefore, for gigantic tasks like 
economic betterment and rural transformation NGOs are more 
suitable. 
2. Cooperative organizations function on the principle of 
"no-profit, no-loss". They can and do make profits wherever 
possible but the NGOs are free from any profit considerations. 
3. Cooperative organizations basically are economic 
organizations and acquire the form of a business organization 
but NGOs are voluntary organizations and are social 
organizations based on self-less dedication. 
The cooperative in a sense are also voluntary 
organizations of a special type as they attempt to bring the 
spirit of voluntarism on the realm of economic activities. 
However, since NGOs and cooperatives have conceptual and 
operational differences they have to be treated differently. 
2.12 State and the NGOs: -
The relationship between the Government and the NGOs 
is of crucial importance because the Government seeks the 
involvement of NGOs as a part of its strategy for the 
successful implementation of various programmes of poverty 
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alleviation and rural development. Therefore, the Government 
must give due recognition to their role, increase financial and 
infrastructural backing and encourage them to take up various 
programmes of development in a way that these NGOs do not 
lose their innovative style of functioning and do not have to 
compromise their flexibility and independence. 
As pointed out by Inamdar^\ pluralism in development 
instrumentalities in the form of various NGOs as well as 
Government agencies is necessary in a country like India to 
preserve the democratic freedoms and the way of life as 
enshrined in the Indian Constitution. Planned development of 
the country gives rise to new areas and aspects of economic 
and social life of the people. The Government is slow to 
innovate due to several reasons and therefore, the NGOs 
which have distinct advantages in innovations can set new 
path in schemes and projects and present a model before the 
Government. 
There is another view that the State cannot assume a 
passive role in the process of development. Bhambri observes 
that the NGOs can supplement State efforts but cannot 
supplant or supersede them as NGOs are localized groups and 
the state has larger ramifications. He adds further "voluntary 
agencies are a footnote in Indian development and the 
'^ Inamdar, N.R. Op. cit., pp. 425-426 
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development of India requires more of State intervention and 
not less of i t . "" 
In India, NGOs and government relationship must be of 
interaction, which can be formal or informal but should be 
supportive. Interaction is a term that embraces both link and 
collaboration, but also allows the possibility of conflictive 
interaction. Collaboration at the opposite end of the spectrum, 
implies a formalized dependence of one partner or another for 
at least part of the success of its activities, as when for 
instance. Government might have a contract with the NGOs to 
deliver inputs based on the technologies that the Government 
agencies have developed. 
The Government took more than three decade to reiterate 
explicit its commitment to the role of NGOs in the Seventh 
Five Year Plan. Before that, right from the First Five Year 
Plan to the Sixth Plan, people were not aware of the 
alternative delivery system except that of the Government.^^ 
For a successful strategy wherein the government seeks to 
involve NGOs in its development efforts, there has to be a 
harmonious relationship between the state and the NGOs, but 
there are several problems relating to the relationship between 
the two. For example, there is ambiguity, suspicion and lack 
Bhambri, C. P. (1987); "The Modern State and Voluntary 
Societies", Indian Journal of Public Administration, Juiy- Scpx. pt.. 
395-398 
" Roy, S. B. (1987); "Voluntary Agencies in Development", Indian 
Journal of Public Administration, July-Sept, p. 457 
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of thrust in each other. There is no such forum where 
voluntary agencies could be given an opportunity to redress 
their grievances and explain their position. Besides, the 
control of funding institutions by the Government has been an 
important issue in the relationship between the State and the 
NGOs. The Government subject to rules and procedures lays 
down even the foreign funding. 
There has been politicization of NGOs and this has also 
damage the relations between the Government and the NGOs. 
The result of politicization has been that the spirit of 
voluntarism has suffered a setback. One such example is the 
appointment of Kudal Commission by the Government in 1980 
to enquire into the affairs of funding of Gandhi Peace 
Foundation and Association of Voluntary agencies for Rural 
Development (AVARD) and allied institutions. There is 
another serious problem that challenges the NGOs and 
voluntarism that due to increasing politicization of NGOs, 
those organizations with contacts and clout may assume 
important positions and show no opposition to the increasing 
politicization in the bargain at the cost of others who are 
engaged in sincere development efforts.^'* 
^ Rajni, Kothari, (1987); "Voluntary Organizations in a Plural 
Society', Indian Journal of Public Administration, July-Sept. p. 445 
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2.13 Conclusion: -
The NGO sector today is comprised of many thousand of 
organizations, diverse in size and structure as well as in the 
activities they undertake, working on issues ranging from 
health to human rights to community services to the 
environment issues. 
The sector is now characterized by more activism, 
increased involvement in community affairs, and a growing 
recognition within the country that NGOs can have an 
important, positive impact on society as a whole. So 
government should amend and improve the legal environment 
in which NGOs operate. 
CHapter -III 
The Socio-Economic Condition 
of Muslims in India 
3.1 Introduction: -
India has one of the largest Muslim populations in the 
world, next only to Indonesia. It is viewed that the overall 
socio-economic conditions of the Muslims in India is not 
encouraging. It means Muslims are not effectively and 
adequately participating in developmental programmes. If 
there is development in the country and that development in 
confined to certain section only at the cost of others then 
inequalities are widened and perpetuated. The spirit of Indian 
democracy does not permit this situation. 
Muslims form a very important and major group among 
the minorities in India. They have to improve their status and 
for this purpose, the various social organisations and the 
government will have to provide necessary infra-structural 
facilities. The Constituent Assembly, who framed the 
constitution of India, discussed issues related to minorities. 
The major issues that were discussed are 
(1) The nature and scope of the safeguards for a 
minorities in the new constitution, 
(2) The political safeguards, 
(3) The economic safeguards. 
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(4) The religious, educational and cultural 
safeguards and, 
(5) Machinery to ensure that the safeguards are 
effective and the time and circumstances of 
elimination of the safeguards.' 
Apart from these issues pertain to minorities in general, 
SQVdQ issues related to Muslim minority in particular was 
discussed. To quote Mumtaz AH, "Suggestions were made to 
guarantee a certain minimum amount of participation of the 
Muslims in administration, education and economic 
development."^ Further, he writes, "Dr. Ambedkar suggested 
that there should be an independent officer to take care of the 
interest of the minorities. He even argued for reservations for 
minorities like the Muslims, apart from the Scheduled Gates 
and Scheduled Tribes."^ Finally the constitution provides the 
Muslims a certain amount of protective discrimination. But 
that too is confined to religious and cultural rights including 
the right to establish and manage minority educational 
institutions. So, after more than fifty years of independence 
and a i^os'itivQ economic growth, it is generally felt and also 
corroborated by analytical reports that Muslim community is 
lagging behind in a number of outcome indicators of 
development as compared to other major communities 
1 Khan, M. A, (1984); Muslim in the Process of Rural Development 
in India: A Case Study of Karnataka, Uppal Publishers, New Delhi, 
p.8 
2 Ibid. p. 9 
3 Ibid. p. 9 
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including Hindus, Christians and Sikhs. Although India at the 
time of independence had a weak and underdeveloped 
economy, a broad-based progress across the many economic 
sectors has been achieved through macro-economic and 
political processes, during the last fifty years. The incidence 
of poverty that was at the higher side of 80 per cent during the 
first three decades consistently declined during the 1980's and 
1990's to about one third to one quarter of the population. 
In this chapter, the data available on Muslims are to be 
analysed, to show as to how they have performed over the 
years in comparison with other religious groups. Also the 
findings of different study and reports will be stated to show 
what are their demographic, economic, social and political 
positions in the country. 
3.2 Population, Size and Distribution: -
i) India's Population to World Population 
India is one of the most populous countries of the world. 
Our country covers only 2 per cent of the land area of the 
world, where as it is the home of more than 16 per cent of the 
world's population. India stands second to China's population 
of 21.6 per cent. The Indian population is even more than the 
entire continent of Africa, Europe and USA, whose population 
percentage are 12 per cent, 9.4 per cent, and 4.7 per cent. Our 
population is more than the population of the USA, Russia, 
Canada, Australia and Brazil put together. India's total 
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population is about five and a half times more than the Russia, 
2.8 times of USA, 7 times the U.K and 44 times that of 
Australia's population/ 
Data regarding population are collected through 
censuses all over the world. A census count offers a spectrum 
of population at a particular point in time covering a wide 
range of demographic, social and economic attributes of 
population. The year 1872 marked the auspicious beginning of 
census taking in India but was neither a synchronous project 
nor did it cover the entire country. The first complete and 
synchronous census covering the entire country and providing 
vital demographic data was conducted in 1881. Since then the 
census in India has been conducted regularly after every ten 
years. 
The table 3.1 shows the total population of the country 
since 1901. In 1901, the total population was 23.83 crore and 
in 1951 it increased to 36.11 crore. From 1951 the population 
increase was much higher. In the last census i.e. 2001 the total 
population was 102.86 crore. It is about triple that of 1951. 
The decadal growth was highest in 1961-71, which was 
24.80%. This decade is known as population exploitation in 
India. Since 1971 the decadal growth shows a diminishing 
trend. 
Khullar D.R, (2002); India: A Comprehensive Geography, Kalyani 
Publishers, New Delhi, p. 179. 
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Table: - 3.1 
Population Growth of India: 1901-2001 
Census 
Year 
1901 
1911 
1921 
1931 
1941 
1951 
1961 
1971 
1981 
1991 
2001 
Population 
238396327 
252093390 
251321213 
278977238 
318660S80 
361088090 
439234771 
548159652 
683329097 
846302688 
1028610328 
Decadal Growth 
Absolute 
-
+13697063 
-772117 
+27656025 
+39683342 
+42420485 
+77682873 
+108924881 
+135169445 
+162973591 
+182307640 
Percent 
-
+5.75 
-0.31 
+ 11.60 
+ 14.22 
+ 13.31 
+21.51 
24.80 
+24.66 
+23.85 
+21.54 
Source: (i) Census of India 1991, Seriesl, Paper 1 of 1991 p. 21. 
(ii) Census of India 1991, Series 1 Paper 2, pp. 86 and 96 
(iii)Census of India 2001, http://www.censusindia.net 
assessed on 23/07/2004. 
Note: -
(i) The 1981 census could not be held in Assam. 
Based on the 1971 census and the provisional 
results of the 1991 census the population of 
Assam as on March 1981 has been interpolated. 
(ii) The 1991 census was not held in Jammu and 
Kashmir. The population figures include the 
population of jammu and Kashmir as projected 
by the Standing Committee of experts on 
Population Projections (October 1989) 
'.^  1^ 
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ii) Muslim Population in India 
Indian Muslim community is the largest minority in the 
world because of large absolute numbers although percentage-
wise they are minority given that India is host to the second 
largest population in the world exceeding one billion. India 
has one of the largest Muslim populations in the world, next 
only to Indonesia. There is much speculation about the 
population of Muslims in India. Some also give an 
exaggerated figure. But according to the census their 
percentage have been around 12% of the total population. 
The table 3.2 shows the structure of Indian population 
according to religion in the last fifty years. In 1951, Hindus 
were 303.6 million and their number increased to 827.5 
million in 2001, But their percentage total has declined from 
84.1% in 1951 to 81.4% in 2001. Accordingly Muslims were 
35.4 million in 1951 and their population increased to 138.1 
million in 2001. Their percentage total also showed an 
increasing trend. In 1951 it was 9.8% and it increased to 
12.4% in 2001. Likewise, the population of Christian 
community was 8.3 million in 1951 and it increased to 24.0 
million in 2001. But their percentage in the total population 
has remained the same i.e. 2.3%. in both 1951 and 2001. Thus 
Muslim population has indicated a rising trend in these 50 
years. 
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According to 1991 census, in Uttar Pradesh 17.33% of 
the total population are Muslims. Most of the Muslims of 
Uttar Pradesh are concentrated in Rohilkhand and Upper 
Ganga Plan, were the districts of Rampur, Bijnor, Moradabad, 
Barailly, Pilibhit, Saharanpur, Muzaffarnagar, Meerut and 
Ghaziabad have fairly high proportion of Muslims.^ 
According to 2001 census total Muslim population in Uttar 
Pradesh is 30.74 million. It is about 18.5% of the total 
population of Uttar Pradesh.^ 
iii) Distribution of Muslim Population 
The distribution pattern of Muslim in India is very 
uneven. They are dominant and concentrated in certain 
compact pockets of India. Of about 106 million Muslims in 
India according to 1991 census, 59 million are in the four 
states of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal and Assam. In 
these states the population of Majority Community is in 
between 65-80% of the population^. 
Another about 35 million are concentrated in all of 
north-western, western, central and southern states of India-
excepting only Jamrnu and Kashmir in the north west, Goa in 
the west and Kerala in the south. Of these, they are largely 
concentrated in the four southern states of Maharashtra, 
5 Ibid., p. 214 
6 http://www.censusindia.net/religiondata/summary%20muslims.pdf 
accessed on 23/07/04 
7 Joshi, A. P. and et. al., (2003); Religious Demography of India, 
Centre for Policies Studies, Chenni, p. 55. 
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Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh. These four states 
accommodate about 22 million of the total of 35 million 
Muslim in this region. In these states the majority community 
comprise of more than 85% of the population. Finally, there 
are about 12 million Muslim in two states Kerala and Jammu 
and Kashmir.* 
Thus the Muslim population is dominated and 
concentrated in four state of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, West 
Bengal and Assam. Among these states the maximum number 
of Muslims are in the state of Uttar Pradesh. 
3.3 Muslims in Pre-Independent India 
The history of Muslims persecution goes back to the 
Colonial period, where they have been subject to comparable 
injustice and humiliation. It is not possible to quote all the 
events of discrimination, which the Muslims faced during this 
period. A brief account have been cited by Dr. S. K. Rashid, 
where he highlighted the condition of Indian Muslims during 
the colonial period from 1765-1947 A.D, on job opportunities 
and education, encroachments on Shariah and Muslims 
reaction.^ The writer has quoted different articles and books, 
which have written about the discrimination behaviour of the 
Britishers towards the Muslim community. 
8 Ihid., p.55 
9 Rashid, S. K., (1986); "Plight of Indian Muslims", in The Muslim 
Minorities Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference of 
World Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY), Jan. 22-27, Vol. I, 
Reyadh, Saudi Arabia, pp. 479-485. 
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Historically speaking the annexation of the Delhi throne 
by the British Imperialist power after the downfall of the 
Mighty Moghal Empire in 1857, proved a seal to the power 
and glory of Indian Muslims. The British were very inimical 
to Muslims and let loose a reign of terror to annihilate them 
completely, because they were the principal force working 
against them in the country and struggling hard for 
independence. 
The Muslims had to face hardship of the British 
atrocities. To quote Kamaluddin "...they (British) outmoded 
the whole system of education and judiciary to make them 
(Muslims) redundant and built a new order to suit their 
imperialist design"'®. He further writes that, "Muslims 
principalities, Jaghirs and properties were confiscated. 
Muslims artisans, skilled workers and government servants 
were thrown out of jobs by simple manoeuvring of the system 
and the processes. Being the rulers of a proud past, Muslims 
become thoroughly dependent on the state power and 
therefore, the hostile attitude of the government played havoc 
with their psyche and a certain amount of pessimism set in 
their actions and notions as is evident from the writings of 
Muslims scholars and literature of that t ime". ' ' So one can 
10 Kamaluddin, A. (1986); "The Nature and Magnitude of economic 
Problems of Indian Muslims and their Solution", in The Musuf-. 
Minorities Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference of 
World Assembly of Muslim Youth (WAMY), Jan. 22-27, Vol. I, 
Reyadh, Saudi Arabia, p. 504 
11 Ibid., p. 504 
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state that that the whole period of British domination was 
followed by a policy of repression, deprivation and 
extermination towards Muslims in India. 
These policies generated much anger and hatred among 
the Muslims masses. And in order to express their fit of anger 
and dislike voluntarily kept themselves out of the British 
power equation and the education as well. The Britishers 
latter adopted the policy of appeasement in order to win over 
the confidence of the Muslims. This change in policy was due 
to mass upsurge in India for a brief period. But the impact of 
the British policy was too late to mend the grief situation of 
the Muslims. Consequently, their economic condition sharply 
deteriorated to the lowest ebb and this situation, by and large, 
remained as usual till the Independence.'^ 
So one can state that the present economic backwardness 
of the Muslim community in India is also the impact of the 
unholy legacy of British colonial rule over India for almost 
two centuries. 
3.4 Muslims in Secular India - 1947 onwards: -
The British took a keen interest in increasing the Hindu 
-Muslims distrust through their well-known divide and rule 
policy. This policy sowed the seeds of hatred between the two 
communities. It is evident from the fact that after 
12 Ihid., p. 504 
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independence of India, in August 1947, brought massacre, 
looting, arson, rape and large scale rioting against the Muslim 
community in the whole of north India, particularly, Bihar, U. 
P., Bengal, Delhi and Punjab. Partition took a heavy toll. It 
uprooted Muslims feet and severely damaged their 
credibility.'^ These phenomena marked till recent years. This 
gives a major bolt to the already deteriorated economic 
condition of Indian Muslims. 
Abuzar Kamaluddin further writes about the 
deteriorating condition of Muslims on economic front. He 
states that, 'they are the most vulnerable section of all Indian 
communities. They are in a state of economic trauma and 
passing through a period of economic stagnation if not 
degeneration. Abject poverty, hunger, illiteracy, 
unemployment and disease are the common symbiosis of the 
Muslim community in India.''"* 
Muslims are considered as educationally backward, 
socially disorganized, politically handicapped, economically 
retarded and morally bankrupt. They have no unity and 
strength to muster their causes in an effective manner 
consciously or unconsciously, they have been jettisoned from 
all endeavours of socio-economic development as if, they are 
extra-body in the body politics of the country. These are not 
13 Ihid., p. 504 
14 Ihid., p. 505 
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personal views based on any biased notion but conclusion of 
the different studies of the Muslims problems in India. 
The Gopal Singh Panel constituted to go through the 
problems and grievances of minorities in India submitted its 
final report to Home Minister on 14-06-1986 observes: 
"Muslims as a group are poorer than the national 
average in about all respects. Their social performance, their 
economic performance, their involvement in national matters, 
their level of income, their level of saving, their educational 
performance were invariably lower, school drop out rates 
among them was higher and success rates lower and this was 
so without exception in every region and every category."'^ 
3.5 Economic Participation of Muslims in India: -
With the adoption of Economic Planning after 
Independence, India has progressed on economic front, one 
notice a reduction in the levels of poverty associated with 
improving agricultural and industrial development. So one can 
say that the economic conditions of Indian masses have 
improved, but slowly. However, different reports suggest that 
Muslims have failed to keep the pace of development so as to 
reap the benefits of general progress in India. According to 
the Minority Commission, the share of Indian Muslims 
throughout India in public sector employment including the 
15 Manzer, A. M., (1985); as quoted in, Muslim Education and 
Employment in India, Radiance, Feb., p. 15. 
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central and the state government and public sectors units and 
even in the lower levels of administrative hierarchy has never 
gone beyond 6 per cent. In other areas as well conditions are 
no better. In fact, in allotments of quotas, grants and licenses 
by the government, public sector and semi-government 
agencies, the figures favouring Muslims are abysmal.'^ 
Table 3.3 
Percentage Distribution of Persons by Household 
Type (Occupations) and Religion (43'*' Round) 
Household Type 1987-1988 
Hindus Muslims Christians All 
Rural India 
Self-employed in 
agriculture 
Self-employed in 
non-agriculture 
Rural Labour 
Other occupation 
43.9 
11.7 
28.3 
16.1 
36.3 
21.2 
24.4 
18.1 
37.9 
10.9 
28.4 
22.8 
38.6 
22.9 
21.7 
16.8 
Urban India 
Self-employed 
Regular salaried 
Casual labour 
Other occupation 
35.9 
46.7 
12.1 
5.4 
53.4 
28.9 
13.4 
4.3 
21.4 
56.1 
12.3 
10.2 
44.6 
38.3 
10.5 
6.6 
Source: - NSSO 43'" Round, 1987-88, Table. 27R, Page. S-56 
16 Rafiq Z. (1995); The Widening Divide: An Insight into Hindu-
Muslim Relation, Penguin, New Delhi, India, p. 171 
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(i) Analysis of 43"* Round 
The data on occupation and work participation rates, 
both for rural and urban population, of the 43"^ "^  round of 
NSSO survey is presented in table 3.3. Accordingly, in rural 
India, 43.9 percent pf Hindus (includes SC and ST) under take 
agriculture occupations as opposed to only 36.3 percent 
Muslims. Christians in self-employed in agriculture were 
about 37.9 percent. However, 21.2% of rural Muslims are self-
employed in non-agriculture as opposed to 11.7% Hindus and 
10.9% Christians. Nevertheless, over one-third of both 
religious populations work as agriculture labourers in rural 
areas. As agriculture labour Muslims comprises of 24.4%, 
Hindus 28.3% and Christians 28.4%. Under other occupation 
Muslims were 18.1%, Hindus 16.1% and Christians 22.8%. 
In urban areas, majority of Muslims are self-employed, 
from the table, 53.4% of them as opposed to 35.9% Hindus 
and 21.4% Christians. As a regular wage/salaried occupation 
in organised sector Muslims were only 28.9% as opposed to 
Hindus 46.7% and Christians 56.1%. However about 12-13% 
of all the religious categories work as casual labourers in 
urban areas. Muslims in other occupation were 4.3% where as 
Hindus and Christians were 5,4% and 10.2% respectively. The 
information in three broad categories of employment, namely, 
self-employed, regular workers and casual workers was made 
available from NSS 43'** round publications. 'Self-employed' 
are those who earn their livelihood by working on their own 
1 0 4 
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traditional occupations and enterprises including own 
agriculture. 'Regular workers', are defined as those who work 
on long-term salaried jobs. All the modern public and private 
service sector jobs are included in this category. 'Casual 
workers' are those who work for wages on a day-to-day basis. 
Table 3.4 
Percentage Distribution of Persons by Household 
Type (Occupations) and Religion (50*'' Round) 
Household Type 1993-1994 
Hindus Muslims Christians All 
Rural India 
Self-employed in 
agriculture 
Self-employed in 
non-agriculture 
Rural Labour 
Other occupation 
43.7 
12.0 
35.2 
9.1 
33.3 
23.4 
31.8 
11.5 
34.7 
10.7 
39.4 
15.2 
42.4 
13.1 
35.0 
9.5 
Urban India 
Self-employed 
Regular salaried 
Casual labour 
Other occupation 
36.0 
45.9 
12.7 
5.4 
54.3 
25.6 
14.4 
5.7 
23.6 
55.1 
14.1 
7.2 
38.8 
42.8 
12.9 
5.5 
Source: NSSO Report No. 46«, 2001 Data relate to 55*'' 
Round reference year 1999-2000 
(ii) The NSSO 50*" round 
The table 3.4 shows percentage of persons belonging to 
self-employed and other categories households by major 
religions in 1993-94, which relates to NSSO survey SG'" 
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round. It reveals higher percentage of Muslims, i.e. 23.4% are 
self-employed in non-agriculture in rural India as compared to 
Hindus 12%, Christians 10.7%, and national average of 13.1% 
respectively. Muslims percentage in self-employed in 
agriculture is 33.3%, much lower than Hindus 43.7%, and 
national average of 42.4%. They were also less employed as 
rural labour as compared to other religious groups. Muslim 
percentage as rural labour was 31.8%, which was less in 
comparison to Hindus 35.2%, Christians 39.4% and national 
average of 35%. Their percentage in other occupation was 
11.5% less than Christians who were 15.2% and greater than 
Hindus and overall average of 9.1% and 9.5% respectively. 
In urban India the self-employment is quite high 
amongst Muslims who were 54.3% much higher then Hindus 
who were 36%, Christians 23.6% and overall average of 
38.8% respectively. Muslims employment percentage as 
regular salaried earner was only 25.6%, where as Christians 
55.1%, Hindus were 45.9% and overall average of 42.8%. 
Their employment as casual labour was highest in comparison 
to other religious groups. They were 14.4%, Hindus at 12.7%, 
Christians 14.1% and overall average was 12.9%. Muslims in 
other occupations were 5.7% greater than Hindus who were 
5.4% and overall average of 5.5% and lesser than Christians 
who were 7.2%. 
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Table 3.5 
Percentage Distribution of Persons by Household 
Type (Occupations) and Religion (SS*** Round) 
Household Type 1999-2000 
Hindus Muslims Christians All 
Rural India 
Self-employed in 
agriculture 
Self-employed in 
non-agriculture 
Rural Labour 
Other occupation 
38.3 
12.6 
38.0 
11.1 
27.1 
25.3 
34.9 
12.7 
37.4 
9.5 
38.7 
14.4 
37.1 
13.9 
37.6 
11.4 
Urban India 
Self-employed 
Regular salaried 
Casual labour 
Other occupation 
36.8 
42.8 
14.0 
6.4 
52.1 
27.3 
15.1 
5.5 
21.5 
53.6 
13.3 
11.6 
39.3 
40.2 
14.1 
6.4 
Source: NSSO Report No. 468, 2001 Data relate to 55"" 
Round reference year 1999-2000 
(iii) Analysis of 55*** round 
The table 3.5 provides the percentage distribution of 
employed persons in different categories among different 
religious groups. The NSSO survey, NSS 55"" round reveals 
that higher percentage of Muslims in rural India are self-
employed in non-agriculture activities in comparison to other 
religious groups. Muslims are about 25.3% self-employed in 
non-agriculture. Even this percentage is higher than the 
overall average of 13.9%. Under self-employed in agriculture 
Muslims are 27 .1%, which is lower, compared to other 
.^-i-\^. 
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religion as well as overall average of 37.1%. Their 
employment as rural labour is 34.9%, which is less than 
Hindus, Christians, and overall average which are 38%, 38.7% 
and 37.6% respectively. Their employment in other occupation 
is 12.7%, which is higher than Hindus and overall average i.e. 
11.1% and 11.4% respectively. And less than Christians who 
are 14.4% employed in other occupation. 
In urban India the self-employment is quite high 
amongst Muslims who are 52.1%, which is much higher than 
Christians, Hindus and overall average of 21.5%, 36.8% and 
39.3% respectively. Muslims are less employed in regular 
salaried earner than other categories. Their percentage is 
27.3%, which is very less in respect to Hindus, Christians and 
overall average of 42.8%, 53.6% and 40.2% respectively. 
Their employment in casual labour and other occupation are 
15.1% and 5.5%, which is also less than other religious 
groups. 
(iv) Comparison of 43^ ** Round, 50*" Round and 55*" Round 
of NSSO Survey Report 
According to the 43'*^ round of NSSO Survey Muslims 
under the category of self-employed in agriculture in rural 
India were 36.6%. There employment level decreased to 
33.3% in 50*" round and to 27.1% in 55*" round in 1999-2000. 
Where as Hindus during the same period their percentage first 
declined and then increased. The same is evident for 
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Christians respectively. Under self-employed in non-
agriculture Muslims were ILl^a. This percentage increased to 
23.4% in 50^ '* round and to 25.3% in 55^ *" round. Hindus under 
this category were between 11 percent and 13 percent and 
Christian's percentage has declined from 10.9% to 10.7% to 
9.5% respectively. 
Muslims under agriculture labour consist of 24.4%. This 
percentage increased to 31.8% in 50**^  round and to 34.9% in 
55*'' round. However, Hindus percentage also increased from 
28.3% to 35.2% to 38% respectively. Similarly, for Christians 
also showed an increasing trend. Under other occupation, the 
differential between religious groups is marginal. 
In urban areas, Muslims occupy higher percentage in 
self-employed. In 43'** round, they were 53.4%, it increased to 
54.3% in 50*'' round and marginally declined to 52.1% in 55*'' 
round. Hindus were about 36 percent in all the rounds and a 
slight fluctuation in Christian's percentage is evident from the 
tables. Under salaried earner Muslims percentage has declined 
from 28.9%in 43'** round to 27.3% in 55*'' round. The Hindus 
under this category were fairly high but their percentage has 
also declined. The percentage of Christian under this category 
was also high. Under other labour there was marginally 
differential between Hindus and Muslims. But Christians were 
around 10 percent. 
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(v) Causes of Indece'nt Employment Pattern 
The causes of indecent employment pattern can be 
analysed with the realization of two basic facts: Firstly, there 
is no shortage of high quality human capital in the Muslim 
community at least in absolute terms. Secondly, human capital 
of the Muslim community does not have adequate access to 
high quality employment avenues in the Indian economy. 
There was massive drain of educated Muslim youths to 
Pakistan right up to 1971. This resulted in a necessary 
consequence in the employment pattern of the Muslims. In 
1947, 32 percent of undivided India's armed forces were 
Muslims. In 1953, the figure came down to 2 percent and this 
percentage has not increased.'^ Though the massive drain has 
halted, it is due to a change in Muslim psychology and not 
because of any assurance to Muslims of greater job 
opportunities being offered. 
As a matter of fact, with the establishment of several 
Muslim educational, research and training institutions in the 
country, the flow of Muslim human capital has been on the 
increase. Though, this increase is at a slower rate because the 
training and education base has not been so widened as to 
benefit all the sections of the Muslim minority.^* However, 
17 The Sunday Express, 2003, sep. 14, p. 15. 
18 Beg, T. (1986); "Muslim Participation in Indian Economic 
Transformation", in The Muslim Minorities Proceedings of the Sixth 
no 
even this meagre flow of human capital has not been matched 
adequately with employment. 
It is also viewed that the already well established groups 
are not willing to let loose their position, with the result that 
weaker sections of the Indian society including Muslims are 
growing much weaker through degradation of employment.*^ 
The adverse pattern of Muslim employment is also due to 
Muslim minority suffers from discrimination due to religious 
prejudice.^® The equality of opportunity, guarantied as a 
fundamental right in the constitution has largely proved to be 
a mirage. To quote Shahabuddin, "The Muslims in India 
suffers from discrimination, in access to public employment, 
to higher education or carrier promotion opportunities, to 
public credit, to industrial and trade licensing etc."^' 
The Muslim minority, although having adequate 
potential of capital formation, has failed to exploit this 
potential for strengthening and also for further diversification 
of its industrial base. Also Muslim community possess good 
artisanship and craftsmanship, but lacks proper enterprising 
talent. Muslim enterprisers have relatively poor talent in 
financial management, organization of business and more so 
in marketing techniques. Therefore, they fail to initiate new 
International Conference of World Assembly of Muslim Youth 
(WAMY), Jan. 22-27, Vol. I, Reyadh, Saudi Arabia, p .45: 
19 Ibid., p. 453 
20 Ibid., p. 453 
21 Journal: Institute of Muslim Minority Affairs, Vol. 5 No.l p. 35. 
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ventures. Moreover, frequent and severe communal riots and 
subsequent property and business losses have also been a 
major factor retarding the growth and diversifications of trade 
and industrial activities of the community.^ Muslims in India 
are the victims of an irresponsible leadership, which is 
committed to keeping them illiterate and unemployed. Highly 
emotional issues are used to instigate the masses. The Babri 
Masjid-Ram Janambhoomi controversy and Shah Bano 
judgement have been used both by the government and the 
Muslim Organizations to shift attention from the basic issues 
confronting the community such as economic deprivation, 
illiteracy and social discrimination.^^ These and other factors 
make for more or less the causes of indecent employment 
patterns of Muslims in India. In short, the factors governing 
savings and investment behaviour of the Muslim minority in 
India are acting in adverse directions. Unless these factors are 
counteracted, the capital and industrial base of the community 
cannot be improved. 
3.6 Educational Level Among Muslims in India: -
Indian Muslims figure prominently as a very large 
segment of India's population that has failed to get the full 
benefit of the country's development. The progress of 
development has been accelerated since the economic reforms 
22 Kamaluddin, A. Op. cit. p. 510 
23 Lehri. C. (1997); Socio-Demographic Profile of Muslims: Study 
ofBhopal City, Rawat Publications, New Delhi, p. 18 
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introduced in 1990-91. It was in the last decade of the 20*'' 
century that Muslims started feeling the pang of 
backwardness but their impression relating to the situation 
remained more or less generalized and nebulous. 
Looking from the viewpoint of growth, the education 
constitutes the core concern. Education is considered as sine 
qua non for any kind of development and therefore should be 
given due importance. It has also been argued that India's 
long standing efforts to uplift its disadvantaged or backward 
sections through group based policies offers many lesions 
from which the rest of the world might learn. '^^  The 
administration in Jndia too is seen as having a legacy of the 
British. In spite of these, one can argue that there was 
complete commitment on the part ot nation builders of 
modern India towards the goal of growth and development for 
all. Emanating from these efforts, there has been growth in 
different sectors. However, doubts are expressed about the 
equitable distribution of the fruits of the development. 
The facts and figures regarding educational positions of 
different communities on the ofHcial level are not available. 
The census reports remain silent, revealing nothing regarding 
the status of Muslims vis-a-vis education. A few studies, 
which are available shows the backward, position Muslims 
24 Laura, Jenkins, (2000); "Caste, Class and Islam: Boundaries of 
Backwardness in India". The Eastern Anthropologist, Ethnographic 
and Flock Culture Society, Lucknow, Vol. 53, No. 3-4, July-Dec. p. 
327 
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occupying in the field of education. These survey reports and 
speculative studies tell that the number of literate Muslims is 
very small compared to the illiterate Muslims. 
(i) Findings of Different Surveys and Speculative Studies 
During 1973-74, Gopal Krishna conducted a study of 
Muslim's attitude and their place in Indian society. As the 
study was sponsored by the Ministry of Home Affairs, its 
findings are not available but Saxena (1983) revealed that 
Gopal Krishna found that educational level of Muslims is 
lower and drop out rate is higher in all parts of India and in 
every economic category.^ This state of backwardness of 
Muslims has been found to prevail even in Muslim managed 
schools and colleges where there is no possibility of 
discrimination against them. A survey of Muslim-managed 
schools and college showed that there was drop out from 83.8 
per cent enrolment percentage at school level to 40.4 per cent 
at the college level.^^ 
It has also been shown that Muslims are not only 
educationally backward in the north, they are also backward 
in all parts of India. In Tamil Nadu, as found by Ali in 1989, 
as many as 10 associations are working for the cause of 
Muslim education and yet Muslims are classified as a 
25 Singh, S. N., (2003); Muslims in India, Anmol Publications Pvt. 
Ltd. New Delhi, p. 2 
26 Qunar Hasan, (2000); "Life space of Indian Muslims" The 
Eastern Anthropologist, Ethnographic and Flock Culture Society, 
Lucknow, Vol. 53, No. 3-4, July-Dec. p.415 
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backward class eligible for educational concessions. As 
found by Siddiqui, the picture is dismal in the case of Kolkata 
too. In Kolkata, Muslims constitute 15 per cent of the 
population out of which three-fourth lives in slums. The total 
enrolment of Muslims in schools is 2.2 per cent and at higher 
level the percentage is 0.50 per cent.^* These figures illustrate 
the fact that there is general lack of education among 
Muslims and this is true for every region of the country. 
A survey conducted by academics from the Aligarh 
Muslim University, Qamar Hasan and M. N. Khan, made a 
comparative study of educational and vocational intentions of 
Hindu and Muslim students on the verge of completing school 
in Aligarh. They found that not one among the Hindu students 
left school while 4.5 per cent of Muslim boys and 5.7 per cent 
of Muslim girls dropped out. Their analysis disclosed that 
while 57.72 per cent of Hindu boys and 67.79 per cent of 
Hindu girls didn't face any economic problem, most Muslims 
boys and girls had to abandon their studies due to poverty of 
their parents. Another survey conducted by a High Power 
Panel of the government of India on the state of education 
among minorities and SCs and STs, which was headed by Dr 
Gopal Singh, was eye opening to the government of India. 
The government for the first time began to formally admit 
that Indian Muslims along with neo-Buddhists are 
27 Singh, S. N. (2003); Op. cit. p. 3 
28 Qunar Hasan, Op. cit. p. 415. 
29 Rafiq Zakaria, Op. cit. p. 148. 
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educationally backward. The National Policy on education 
1986 therefore, for the first time envisaged some special 
educational programmes to ameliorate Muslims educational 
situation in the county. Despite this effort, which in itself is 
two decade old now, the fact remains that the literature on 
Muslim education and their educational problems in 
contemporary India is extremely limited and lacks in both 
analytical vigour and depth of understanding.^® 
(ii) Educational Differential Among Religious Group 
Educational attainment is considered as one of the best 
drivers of the socio-economic changes for an economy. It 
must be revisited, some would like to analyse the socio-
economic changes. Table 3.6 and table 3.7 provide a 
comparative picture of educational attainment of different 
strata of the society. Table 3.6 shows the educational scenario 
of different religious group in rural areas. It is obvious from 
the table that illiteracy rate among all major religious 
communities has come down over the years. It was 51.3% for 
male and 75% for female for Hindu community in 1987-88. 
According to 55^'' round of NSSO (conducted in 1998-99), it 
was 39.3%for male and 74.6% for female. The illiteracy rate 
for Hindu's female is still a matter of concern. The illiteracy 
rate for Muslim male was 58.2% and for female, it was 76.1% 
30 Imtiaz Ahmad, (1988); "Muslim Educational Backwardness", in 
Higher Education in India, Amrik Singh and G. D. Sharma (ed). New 
Delhi, Konark Publications,, pp 71-72 
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in 1987-88. It has come down to 43.7% for male and 74.9% 
for female. The picture of Muslim's female is almost alike to 
those of Hindu counterpart. But, the Christians have shown 
better improvement over the years. The illiteracy rate among 
Christian male was 33.7% and for female it was 43.1% in 
1987-88. The figure for the same has come down to 26.2% for 
male, but there has been upward trend as far as female 
illiteracy is concerned. It was 48.2%in 55**^  round of NSSO 
(1998-99). 
The categorical educational attainment such as primary 
education, middle level education, secondary level education, 
graduate level education and above among all major ethnic 
groups has shown an upward trend. 19.0% male and 11.8% 
female of Hindu community were literate up to primary level 
in 1987-88. According to 55"" round of NSSO, it has gone up 
and stands at 26.8% and 15.2% for male and female 
respectively. Among Muslims 18.6% male and 13.1% female 
were literate up to primary in 1987-88. It stands at 31.3% 
male and 15.6% for female in 1998-99. 
Christian community is in a better position as far as 
primary education is concerned. 20.5% male and 17.8% 
female were literate up to primary in 1987-88. According to 
1998-99, it stands at 32.8% for male and 27.0% for female. 
Middle level education in all communities is in reverse gear. 
In higher secondary education category, all communities have 
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shown an upward trend. In graduate and above category, 
again, all communities are in a better position. 
As compared to rural areas, educational attainment by 
all major ethnic groups in urban areas has shown a far better 
picture. 25.3% male and 42.2% female of Hindu community 
were found to be illiterate in 1987-88. The figure for this 
stands at 14.5% for male and 45.1% for female in 1998-99. 
There is an upward trend as far as female illiteracy is 
concerned. 42.4% male and 59.5% female of Muslim 
community were illiterate in 1987-88. It was 28.2% for male 
and 54.4% for female in 1998-99. 18.8% male and 22.7% 
female of Christian community were illiterate in 1987-88 and 
it stands at 6.8% and 13.5% for male and female respectively 
in 1998-99. 
Primary level education in Hindu community stands at 
18.8% for male and 17.2% for female in 1987-88. According 
to 1998-99 figure for this stands at 20.7%and 16.8% for male 
and female respectively. For Muslim, it stands at 20.9% and 
18.5% for male and female respectively in 1987-88. It stands 
at 30.0% and 23.7% for male and female respectively in 
1998-99. For Christian, it was 16.0% and 17.5% for male and 
female respectively in 1987-88. It stands at 15.5% and 14.5% 
for male and female in the 55'** round, in the year 1998-99. 
Middle level education among all major ethnic 
community has shown a downward trend. It stands at 30^5% 
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male and 25.3% female in 1987-88 for Hindu community. The 
figure stands at 18.6% male and 10.3% female in 1998-99. For 
Muslims, it stands at 26.3% male and 16.8% female in 1987-
88 and 18.2% male and 7.8% female in 1998-99. For 
Christian, it is 36.7% male and 33.4% female in 1987-88 and 
22.0% male and 16.2%female in 1998-99. 
As far as secondary and higher secondary education are 
concerned, all communities have shown an increasing trend. 
Figure for graduate level education is dismal in case of 
Muslims. 7.9% male and 4.2% female of Hindu community 
were graduate in 1987-88. According to 1998-99, the figure 
stands at \^.6% male and 14.4% female. For Christians, it 
stands at 8.1% male and 5.5% female in 1987-88. It is 19.7% 
male and 23.0% female in 1998-99. But, in case of Muslim, it 
stands at 2.3% male and Q.%% female in 1987-88 and 5.9% for 
male and 5.7% female in 1998-99. Under head of secondary 
and above, all communities have done better. 
3.7 Muslim Representation in the Power Structure: -
The representation of Muslims in parliament and state 
legislatures, political parties, administrative services, army, 
police and para-military forces, bureaucracy, etc. is very poor. 
The Annual Report of the National Commission for Minorities 
for 1998-99 notes that "the enormous Muslim population of 
India is terribly under-represented in all public services both 
at the national and state levels. Their presence in general 
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educational institutions of the country is also very much 
below their population ratio." Their presence in the 
Parliament, state legislature and administrative services is 
very poor. The following table and explanation throw some 
light on this state of affairs. 
Table: - 3.8 
Muslims Representation in Parliament 
Year 
1947 
1952 
1957 
1962 
1967 
1971 
1977 
1980 
1984 
1989 
1991 
1996 
1998 
1999 
2004* 
Total 
489 
494 
494 
520 
518 
542 
542 
543 
543 
543 
543 
543 
543 
543 
543 
Number of 
Muslim 
Member 
31 
23 
22 
22 
29 
29 
33 
49 
45 
33 
28 
27 
28 
30 
35 
% of Total MPs 
13.10 
4.49 
4.65 
4.45 
5.75 
5.59 
6.08 
9.04 
8.28 
6.07 
5.15 
4.90 
5.15 
5.52 
5.44 
Source: - i) Momin, A.R„ (2004) The Empowerment of 
Muslims in India: Context and Prerequisites, Institute of 
Objective Studies, New Delhi, p. 60 
ii) •Muslims Representation in Lok Sabha, 2004, by Syed 
Shahabuddin from http://www.milligazette.com/archives/2004/ 
01-15jun04-print-edition/011506200458.htm accessed on 
19/03/05 
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a) Muslim Representation in Parliament. 
In a democracy, the legislature is the fountainhead of 
power. The fact is that the Muslim community is in adequately 
or simply not represented in several legislatures and even in 
the Lok Sabha. There are 14 districts in India where Muslims 
are in Majority and 114 districts in where the population of 
Muslims in the population is 15 percent and above.^' There are 
120 Parliamentary and 700 assembly constituencies all over 
the country in which Muslim votes are a decisive factor in 
elections.^^ Yet, over the years the representation of Muslims 
in parliament has been steadily on the decline. 
The table 3.8 brings out this downward trend. As the 
table indicates, in 1962 Muslims representation in parliament 
was all-time low. And in recent election in 1996 it was also 
lowest. The number of Muslim representation was only 27. 
The highest number of Muslims in Lok Sabha was 49 in the 
year 1980. If we compare it with percentage of the total 
representation, it was just 9.04, less than the population 
percentage of 12 percent in the population. 
In Uttar Pradesh, the number of Muslims elected to 
Parliament fell from 17 in 1991 to just 3 in 1996, in spite of 
the fact that Muslims constitute 22 percent of the state's 
31 Joshi,A.P., and et. al. Op. cit p. 85 
32 Sahabuddin S.(2004); "Muslim Representation in Lok Sabha'' on 
http://www.milligazette.com/Archives/2004/01-15Jun04-Print-
Edition/011506200458.htm accessed on 19/03/2005 
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population. Further, the number of states with zero Muslim 
representation in Parliament increased to 14. 
b) Muslim Representation in the Administrative Services. 
The representation of Muslims in the IAS, IFS, IPS and 
other central services is less than a quarter of their population 
in the country's population. Muslims, not surprisingly are at 
the tail end. A report prepared by N. C. Saxena, a secretary in 
1983, in which recommendations were made to alleviate the 
economic and educational backwardness among Muslims also 
showed the representation of Muslims in administrative 
services. The Saxena report covers the period from 1960 to 
1981. In these 21 years, the percentage of Muslims in the IAS 
fell from 4.05 to 2.85 percent.^^ Another report as stated by 
A.R.Momin, 'in 1981, there were 116 Muslims (2.98%) among 
a total of 3883 IAS officers, 45 Muslims (3.14%) among a 
total of 1433 IFS officers and 57 Muslims (2.64%) among a 
total of 2159 IPS officers.'^^ 
In Indian police service, Khalidi's research found that 
Muslims were 1.55 percent betweenl947-56. By 1965, the 
figure risen to 3.85 percent, oscillating in a narrow band to 
33 The Indian Express, September 14, 2003, pp. 14-15, also see. The 
Pioneer, June 07, 2003 
34 Momin, A.R. (2004); "The Empowerment of Muslims in India: 
Context and Prerequisites", Institute of Objective Studies, New 
Delhi, p. 61. 
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Table: - 3.9 
Muslims Representation in the I.A.S. in 2000 
State 
Arunachal Pradesh 
Goa / Mizoram 
Andhra Pradesh 
Assam / Meghalaya 
Bihar 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal Pradesh 
Jammu and Kashmir 
Karnataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Manipur / Tripura 
Nagaland 
Orissa 
Punjab 
Rajasthan 
Sikkim 
Tamil Nadu 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bengal 
Total 
Total 
Number of 
appointed 
252 
-
323 
209 
378 
234 
190 
130 
HI 
259 
180 
401 
364 
161 
53 
208 
195 
245 
40 
331 
576 
310 
5150 
Number 
of 
Muslims 
2 
-
9 
6 
10 
6 
2 
2 
29 
8 
5 
7 
8 
7 
1 
1 
-
3 
-
12 
15 
13 
146 
Percentage 
of Muslims 
0.79 
-. 
2.79 
2.87 
2.64 
2.56 
1.05 
1.54 
26.13 
3.08 
2.78 
1.75 
2.2 
4.35 
1.89 
0.49 
-
1.22 
-
3.62 
2.6 
4.19 
2.83 
Source: Momin, A.R. (2004), Op. cit. p. 61-62 
finally at 3.65 percent in 2002.^^ According to one another 
account, 'even in 1994 in Bihar and Uttar Pradesh, where the 
government claims to be most sympathetic to Muslims, only 
12 Muslims out of 2,700 were recruited as policemen. Out of 
35 http:/ /www.indian-express.com/full_story.php?contentJd=31472. 
accessed on 16/09/2003 
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1640 sub-inspectors in Bihar there were 35 Muslims and out 
of 3,000 sub-inspector in Uttar Pradesh 116 were Muslims.^^ 
Muslims are no better in the government sector, both 
state and central. The employment of Muslims has steadily 
gone down, not only among secretaries and deputy secretaries, 
but also down the line among clerks and peons. 
The representation of Muslims in the IAS in 2000 in 
different states is indicated in the table 3.9. The highest 
number of representation is in Jammu and Kashmir, 29 out of 
111 appointments, and percentage of 26.13. In rest of the 
states percentage of Muslims did not cross double figure. In 
Uttar Pradesh Muslims representation was only 15 out of 576, 
a percentage of only 2.6. The total representation is also 
discouraging. Among the total of 5150 of all the states only 
146 were Muslims, a percentage of 2.83. 
3.8 Privilege to Muslims in the Tenth Five Year Plan: -
Minorities who constitute a sizable and potential 
population to contribute to the country's development process 
will be given prominence and priority in the Tenth Plan 
through a comprehensive approach towards their educational 
development, and economic prosperity by maximising their 
productive potentialities in various sectors with a special 
focus on traditional artisanship. As the crucial drawback in 
36Zakria, R. (1995), Op. cit., p. 171 
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the development of minorities especially Muslims, primarily 
lies in their educational backwardness, exclusive effort in the 
Tenth Plan will be made to promote educational development 
of Muslims, especially of their women and girls children by 
modernising and mainstreaming their traditional educational 
system and institution viz. madarsas, through adopting syllabi 
being followed in the regular education system. 
To inculcate a sense of security and prevent 
marginalisation and isolation of minorities, both protective 
and promotional measures as per the constitutional provisions 
in the favour of minorities, will be taken in educational, 
economic and legislative spheres. To accomplish their socio-
economic upliftment and mainstreaming, steps will be taken to 
generate responsive awareness amongst the civil society and 
thus create an enabling/conducive atmosphere for the 
advancement of minorities 
The Tenth plan will also ensure effective 
implementation of the 15 Points Programme which is a 
comprehensive package of both protective and developmental 
measures towards improving the status of minorities^*. 
37 Government of India, Planning Commission, Tenth Five Year 
Plan (2002-2007), Vol. I, New Delhi, pp. A'h\-ll 
38 Ibid, p. 432. 
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3.9 Conclusion: -
From the reports and data in this chapter, the fact is that 
Muslims constitute the majority amongst the minorities and 
are the second largest community in India. Also one can 
conclude from the above observation that overall Muslims in 
urban as well as rural areas are socially, educationally and 
economically below the average and quite behind the Hindus 
and Christians. Today we are giving much emphasis on human 
rights and human development but this will be a farce if the 
predominant Muslim community is left far behind from the 
benefits provided by the government. 
chapter -IV 
Modus Operandi and Socio-Economic 
Activities of Muslim Funds 
4.1 Introduction: -
This chapter is devoted to the study of selected 
Muslim Funds of Western Uttar Pradesh, which are involved 
in the socio-economic development of the Indian Muslims. In 
this chapter a detail accounts of history of Muslim funds, their 
geographical spread up, characteristic, purpose and objectives 
of Muslim funds are undertaken in general. The case studies 
of different Muslim funds are taken showing their economic, 
social and managerial activities and at the end analysis of 
interviews regarding economic and educational problems of 
Muslims are dealt in detail. 
4.2 History of Muslim Funds: -
During the Indian independence movement, when 
Muslims masses were suffering from the pangs of poverty, it 
was because of neglect from the British rulers; the Muslim 
funds were set up. The mastermind behind this was Moulana 
Syed Hussain Ahmad Madni. He developed the model of 
Muslim Fund as an economic entity. The first Muslim Fund 
was established in 1941 at Tanda Baoli in U.P.' The oldest 
1 Bagsiraj, M.G.I (2003); Islamic Financial Institution of India: 
Progress, Problems and Prospects, Scientific Publishing Centre 
King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, p. 11 
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functioning among the Muslim Funds is the Muslim Fund 
Deoband established in the year 1961, this Fund did not opt to 
extend itself to other places. The other Funds are following 
the nomenclature of this Fund. The functioning of the Muslim 
Fund was to mobilize the saving of poor farmers and workers 
on daily or weekly basis. It was a form of deposits known as 
Amanath. The amount thus collected was extended as loans 
against the security of gold ornaments. This basic model of 
Muslim fund has been adopted and implemented by Muslims 
all over the country. The basic function is providing interest 
free credit. But the bigger one are also managing schools, 
hospitals etc. most of these Muslim funds have been registered 
under Societies or Trust Act.^ Islamic society emphasize on 
helping behaviour for others in the society. Helping behaviour 
among Muslims individual towards other comes from the five 
traditional expressions of voluntary services on the part of 
wealth owners namely, family support, Zakat, gifts and grants, 
social service and charitable endowments. In Islamic society, 
one cares for the others for their spiritual well being as well 
as for their material welfare. In Quran there are many verses 
asking followers to help others. It has been listed by 
Najatullah Siddiqi, in 'role of voluntary sector in Islam: a 
conceptual frame work.'^ 
2 Ibid. p. 11 
3 Siddiqi, Najatullah, (1987) "Role of the Voluntary sector in Islam: 
A conceptual framework", Al-Tawhid, Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 13KISS. 
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4.3 Growth and Geographical Spread: -
The first Muslim Fund was set up in 1941 and it has 
grown from just one to 144 in 1998*. But by 2002 when we 
were collecting data the number has grown more. In Khurja 
and Bulandshahar there are two Muslim Fund. Also the 
branches of Najibabad Muslim Fund have increased to 33 as 
against 29 branches in 1998 but the address of other four 
branches was not provided during the visit (see appendix 3). 
So we can say that the number must have grown to 150 or 
more. The Muslim Fund Najibabad is the only Fund of the 
country, which has grown outside the boundary of the state in 
which it is registered. It has also succeeded in establishing 
itself in big cities like Delhi, Mumbai and Bangalore, etc. 
Other Funds are mostly rural and semi-rural phenomena and 
confined to one to three branches only. 
In India, Muslim Funds with different names are found 
in different states, (see Appendix 2). The growth of the 
Muslim Funds are not generally co-related with Muslim 
population only but are also related to their religious and 
cultural identity. For instance Assam, West Bengal and 
Rajasthan have 28%, 21%and 7% of Muslims in the respective 
states but nil or negligible Muslims Funds, mainly because the 
religious and cultural identity of Muslims in these states is 
very weak. Where as in Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and 
Maharashtra the population of Muslims is only 11%, 9% and 
4Bagsiraj, M.G.I, (2003); Op. cit., p. 25 
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7%, the number of Muslim Funds in the respective state is 29, 
18 and 30, because in all these states the religious and cultural 
identity of Muslims is strong. In Uttar Pradesh, Kerala and 
Bihar strong religious and cultural identity of Muslims 
coupled with their higher population is responsible for larger 
growth of Muslim Fund. Jammu and Kashmir is the only 
exception with no Muslim Funds.^ 
4.4 Characteristics of Muslim Funds: -
The Muslim Funds are basically registered Society Act 
or Charitable Trust Act with the Government of India. Their 
depositors are local people, they also engage Pigmy Deposit 
Agents called Mohassils, to collect fund. The Mohassils roam 
from place to place and collect deposits from the people in the 
form of Amanah i.e. the amount will be returned when 
demanded. The Muslim Funds provide safe volt to their 
deposits. They do not provide any interest on the deposits 
instead a small amount is charged as 'service charge'. They 
are working on the Islamic principle of Interest-Free credit 
society. The money thus collected is given in the form of 
loans to the public, staffs and members. The loans are 
provided against security of gold ornaments only, except one 
or two, rest of Muslim Funds gives loans against gold 
ornaments as well as against silver ornaments. The amount of 
loan provided is just 60-70% of the value of the security. So 
.acre is less default and most of the loans are repaid, and so 
5 Ihid. p. 13. 
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the Funds do not have bad loans. Generally the period of loans 
is three months. However, in many cases this limit extends up 
to unlimited period. The maximum amount of loans sanctioned 
to one-account holders is up to Rs. 9,000. However, in some 
cases a person requiring more amounts, loans can be 
sanctioned on the name of another member of the family. 
The amount that is left with the Funds is deposited in 
banks and other activities to generated income. They also keep 
money in liquid form for transaction with the account holders. 
The Muslim Funds also provide aid to the poor, assistance to 
the poor students in the form of scholarship etc. few of them 
are also managing charitable dispensaries, schools and Talimi 
society in the form of Madarsha education. 
4.5 Purpose of their Establishment: -
The main aim of establishing of the Muslim Funds is to 
help the local community in general, as the account holders 
are non-Muslims also. But the main purpose was to help the 
Muslims in particular. When asked about the reasons of the 
establishment of these Funds, Mr. Mohammad Hasib Siddiqi 
gives a historical background. He blames the partition of the 
country as the major factor, which leads to the miserable 
condition of Indian Muslim. He tells that the creamy layer of 
the Indian Muslim had migrated to Pakistan. This has had a 
very depressing impact, as they were already backward 
community. The educated and the wealthy Muslims had 
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migrated, which aggravated the education and economic status 
of the community adversely. So the Ulemas of Deoband 
worked on their front and chalked out ways to improve the 
condition of the Indian Muslims in an Islamic way of which 
Muslim Funds are the part of their great efforts. 
The purpose of the establishment of these Funds was to 
help Muslims come out of the clutches of the exploitative 
moneylenders and also to help the community stand on its 
own. To quote Bagsiraj, "denied by Banks and exploited by 
Marwari money lenders who charge over 36% interest, groups 
of 50 to 100 businessmen come together to form an 
association for mobilizing their own savings and getting 
interest-free, low cost loans".^ The downtrodden Muslims 
could not access the commercial banks. They are mostly 
illiterates and are unaware of the different policies and even if 
some knew could not fulfil the requirements in getting loans. 
The process is cumbersome and they could not present enough 
securities against their loans. These Muslim Funds provides 
loans of small amount, in hundred and some thousand, which 
is not possible for the commercial banks to maintain such 
accounts. The Muslims Funds are running as a self-help group 
and providing low cost, interest-free capital. But we find that 
these loans are used more for consumption then production 
purposes. 
6 Bagsiraj, M.G.I (2003); Op. cit., p. 15 
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4.6 Objectives of Muslim Funds: -
The objectives of Muslims funds are social and welfare 
oriented. The main objectives of these funds are: 
1. To provide means for the social and economic 
upliftment of the poor and needy persons. 
2. To take part in social and economic welfare of the 
people. 
3. To accept deposits without interest. 
4. To advance without interest loans to the needy 
persons, against gold or silver ornaments or such 
other securities or sureties as may be accepted to the 
working committee. 
5. To help needy and destitute students to have 
education in social, cultural and religious Held. 
6. To utilise the funds as may be received by the 
Muslims funds by way of donations or by way of 
profit in any adventure carried out by it. 
4.7 Administrative cost: -
To recover the administrative cost two kind of format 
are adopted viz. the cost of the loan form and the cost of the 
service. The cost of loan form is that in which the service 
charge are linked to the amount of loan. Few Funds like 
Muslim Fund Deoband, Muslim Fund Kerat Pur and Muslim 
Fund Nehtaur charges Rs. 25 per thousand i.e. 2.5% of loan 
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for three months, where as Muslim Fund Najibabad charges 
Rs. 30 per thousand i.e. 3% of loan for three months. 
The cost of security charges is that in which the Fund 
charges some amount as they keep security. In this case the 
security kept against the loan are charged for safekeeping. 
This is not linked with the amount of loan. They are charging 
this amount as they are keeping their valuable ornaments in 
safe custody. Muslim Fund Najibabad and Muslim Fund 
Bulandshahar adopted this method. 
Table. 4.1 
Muslim Funds at a Glance 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Name 
Muslim Fund 
I>eoband 
Muslim Fund 
Najibabad 
Muslim Fund Nehtaur 
Muslim Fund 
KiratPur 
Muslim Fund 
Bulandshahar 
Muslim Fund Khuija 
•a 
1961 
1972 
1973 
1977 
1990 
2002 
z e 
108 
350 
15 
65 
17 
10 
M 
5 8 
2 
33 
1 
4 
0 
0 
it 
^ <s 
e 
100 
500 
57 
80 
67 
Nil 
•a = 2 
O S 4> 
35000 
175000 
25050 
50000 
5000 
2410 
B 
es 
o 
6 
Z 
-
-
-
-
-
253 
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4.8 Muslim Funds at a Glance: -
The table.4.1 shows the general information of Muslims 
Funds, which are included in the study. It shows their name, 
year of establishment, number of persons employed or assets 
and no. of accounts holders. It indicates that Muslim Fund 
Deoband is the earliest established Fund in India and Muslim 
Fund Najibabad has the highest number of branches and total 
person employed. 
4.9 Muslim Fund Deoband 
Deoband is situated in Saharanpur, a district of Western 
Uttar Pradesh. Its adjoining districts are Dehradun, Hardwar 
and Muzaffarnagar. According to the 1991 census the Hindus 
account to 1473 thousands (63.81%) of the total population of 
the district. Muslims were 834.1 thousands (36.12%) and 
Christians 1.506 thousands (0.07%) of the population of the 
district, Deoband is considered as the beacon of light for 
Indian Muslims in many ways. Its world famous Darul-Uloom 
has been serving Indian Muslims for over a hundred years. 
The Darul-Uloom helps the Indian Muslims through imparting 
religious teaching, Islamic Fiqa and guide the Muslims to 
follow the right path as given in the Holy Quran and Hadiath. 
It is also responsible for promoting large number of non-profit 
earning Financial Societies throughout the Indian subcontinent 
during the trouble time of post partition. The Muslim Fund 
Deoband (MFD) is the magnum opus of Moulana Sayed Asad 
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Madni with the help of Moulana Shamim Ahmad and others at 
Darul-Uloom Deoband in 1961.' It was set up on the model of 
first Muslim Fund set up at Tada Bawli in district Rampur of 
U.P in 1941. The first Muslim Fund of Tada Bawli was closed 
down, as it became the victim of partition turmoil in 1947. 
The Muslim Fund was set up as a panacea of the 
economic ills of the Muslim masses and the increasing menace 
of mahajan and moneylenders. The Fund helped the masses by 
providing interest-free loans so that they can be diverted from 
the moneylenders and mahajans, who work as parasites 
sucking all the resources in the form of interest driving the 
masses in misery. Thus Muslim masses of north India were in 
pathetic condition due to partition and land reforms. To quote 
Bagsiraj, 'first partition and then land reforms, in which lots 
of Muslims lost their lands, especially in North India, had 
worsened the socio-political and economic conditions of 
Muslims'.* Thus Muslim Fund Deoband was established to 
provide succour to poor Muslims. So it can be said that 
Muslim Funds are not Islamic Financial Institution, but a type 
of NGOs working on social, welfare, and education and 
providing support to the poor. To quote, Bagsiraj, "the 
7 Siddiqui, M. Haseeb (1991); "30 years of Muslim Fund Deoband", 
MFD Trust, Deoband, District. Saharanpur, Uttar Pradesh, p.l 
8 Bagsiraj, M.G.I, (2003); Op. cit., p.25 
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objectives of Muslim Fund are more social and welfare 
oriented"^. 
Established in 1961, has only two branches. The number 
of employees is 108 with an asset of 100. The number of 
accounts holders could not be provided as they have the serial 
number of accounts holders that also include those who have 
closed their accounts. They are not maintaining separate 
account of those who have closed their accounts with the 
fund. They are using serial number in listing their 
membership. 
(a) Economic Performance. 
The simple model of economic activity based on the 
principles of Islamic Finance, such as interest-free lending 
and Qard-e-Hassan are practiced by the Muslim Fund. Guided 
by the Islamic Principle, they started mobilizing small savings 
of farmers and poor section of society on day-to-day basis for 
giving them interest-free loans, generally against the security 
of gold and silver ornaments. According to the information 
provided (table 4.2), at the end of the session 1996-97 the 
total deposits raised was Rs. 37.05 million and in 1999-2000 
it increased to Rs. 69.95 million. By 2001-02 the deposits 
increased to about Rs. 82.51 million. 
9 Ibid. p . 28 
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Table. 4.2 
Economic Performance and Financial Strength of the 
Muslim Fund Deoband: 1996-2002 
Year 
1996-1997 
1997-1998 
1998-1999 
1999-2000 
2000-2001 
2001-2002 
1 
Deposits 
37054210 
47203423 
53886123 
66951370 
69889528 
82507117 
Advances 
11087654 
12179729 
14919251 
17529647 
19884172 
20741204 
Public 
Welfare 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
(Rs.) 
Aid to poor 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
The total interest-free loans and advances given by MFD 
in 1996-97 were Rs.12.18 million and in 1999-2000 it 
increased to Rs. 14.92 million. At the end of the financial year 
2001-02 the loan given was Rs. 20.74 million. Loans are given 
for a period of only 3 months. These loans are recovered on 
quarterly basis till they are repaid. About 10% of the loan 
amount is being charged as service charges. 
(b) Social Performance. 
The main objectives of MFD are to help the poor and 
downtrodden people to meet their urgent financial needs 
without being victimized by the exorbitant interest rate 
charged by moneylenders and mahajans. 
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The Fund has got 108 employees at its two branches, 
which give source of livelihood to these people. It has also 
employed 40 persons as part time workers known as 
mohassils. They receive commission on the money they 
collect. The Fund also manages one industrial training 
institute (ITI) and hospital. 
The Fund also manages one eye hospital, one girl's 
higher secondary school and one commercial institute of 
Arabic typing. All these institute are encouraged to manage 
their own costs, however, at the end any short fall is met from 
the Fund's budget. Since it's beginning in 1961 to the year 
1985, the Fund has waved off all the outstanding loans of 
below Rs. 500 and at present all the loans up to value of Rs. 
1000 are treated as Qard-e-Hassan, which means, ' the money 
should be paid back when the borrower is capable'. The fund 
also manages a locker facility, which is used for the security 
of the borrowers ornament and also provide it to other general 
public at a minimum cost. Women form over all about 30% of 
the beneficiaries. Besides giving interest free loans MFD 
distribute books and sewing machine, medicine and various 
relief items to deserving people. 
(c) Managerial Performance. 
A General Body, Managing Committee and Working 
Committee manage MFD. Any male or female who pays fee of 
Rs. 10 can become a member of its General Body. The 
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General Body elects 17 members Managing Committee, who 
are also the trustees of MFD. The Managing Committee meets 
at least once in a year to approve the annual budget and 
income/expenditure of the year. 
The Working Committee consists of 9 persons; President 
nominates 5 office bearers including Vice-President, 
Secretary, Treasurer and Manager, and 4 members of 
Managing Committee. No training facilities are arranged for 
their employees. The management is fully satisfied with the 
attainment of the objectives. They are also satisfied with the 
co-operation received from Muslim masses, Non-Muslim and 
government officials in that order. The management of MFD 
has no plan to extend or diversify its operations. Lack of 
entrepreneurship and honesty in the society are regarded by 
MFD as the biggest hurdles in its growth. 
4.10 Muslim Fund Najibabad 
Najibabad is situated in Bijnor, a district of Western 
Uttar Pradesh. The adjoining districts are Muzaffarnagar, 
Hardwar, Garhwal, Nanital, Moradabad and Meerut. 
According to the 1991 census, Hindus including other groups 
consist of 1463 thousand, which was 59.58% of the total 
population. Muslims consist of 990.4 thousand, 40.34% of the 
total population and Christians 1.960 thousand which was 
0.08% of the total population. Muslim Fund Najibabad (MFN) 
was established in the year 1971 on the pattern set up by 
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MFD. It is considered as the second and the largest Muslim 
Fund in the country. It has 33 branches all over India and is 
the only fund to succeed in penetrating the big cities like 
Delhi and Mumbai, Bangalore etc. In Delhi alone it has 7 
branches in different areas. This is the only fund, which has 
also floated a Public Ltd. subsidiary called Al-Najib Milli 
Mutual Benefits Ltd., which has 42 branches in the country 
and the largest Muslim financial institution in the country. 
A senior staff of the fund admitted that the fund has 
succeeded in saving a great majority of the people from the 
clutches of usurious moneylenders. The fund charges 
12%annual as service charges on its loans on reducing balance 
principle, which is highest among the funds. The total strength 
of the staff from all its 33 branches is 350 including 110 part 
times employees called Mohassil. The total number of account 
holders is in between 150,000 to 175,000. Almost 50% of the 
total population of Najijabad town has an account in the fund. 
(a) Economic Performance 
Agents going from door to door on daily or weekly basis 
mostly collect the saving of the people having an account. 
These deposits can be withdrawn any time and mostly 
withdrawals are frequent. Frequent withdrawal is a big 
problem. According to the information provided (Table 4.3) at 
the end of the financial year 1996-97 the deposit with the 
MFN was Rs. 98.79 million and it increased to Rs. 125.92 
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million in the year 1997-98. In the year 2001-02 the deposits 
was Rs. 263.05 and the table shows an increase in the deposits 
every year. 
Table. 4.3 
Economic Performance and Financial Strength of the 
Muslim Fund Najibabad: 1996-2002 
(Rs.) 
Year 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-00 
2000-01 
2001-02 
Deposits 
98793643.77 
125922828.10 
145906546.82 
177454283.77 
220281257.04 
263046064.10 
Advances 
to Staffs 
289019.03 
908267.63 
1342125.63 
1515759.63 
1521210.86 
1284229.86 
Public 
Welfare 
151196 
162331.5 
433155.5 
267547.00 
447257.00 
356529.00 
Aid to 
poor 
28409 
40108 
36277 
62815 
52921 
144433 
Loans on 
Ornament 
32509581 
38312917 
44508140 
47600303 
52982879 
60947533 
The fund also provides loans to its staffs. Second 
column of the table shows that in 1996-97, Rs. 0.29 million 
was given as advances to staffs. In 1997-98 it increased to Rs. 
0.91 million and in 2001-02 it was Rs. 1.28 million, a 
substancial decreased from the previous advances of Rs. 1.52 
million in 2000-01. The fund also provides aid to the poor. In 
1996-97, Rs 28.41 thousand was given as aid to poor and in 
1997-98 it increased to Rs 40.11 thousand and it went on 
increasing in the subsequent years and in 2001-02 it was Rs. 
144.43 thousand. 
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The most important of all is the loans given to the public 
against gold and silver ornaments and in 1996-97 the loans 
against ornaments is Rs. 32.51 million, it increased to 38.31 
million in 1997-98 and in 2001-02 it was Rs. 60.95 million. 
The table indicates an increase in the advances of the loans on 
ornament every year. 
Money spent on public welfare was Rs. 0.15 million in 
1996-97 and Rs. 0.16 million in 1997-98. Money spent on 
public welfare in 2001-02 was Rs. 0.36 million. The table 
indicates that in 1999-2000 and 2001-02, there was decrease 
in the spending on public welfare. But when consider the aid 
to poor column there was substantial increase in the spending 
in these years from the previous years. 
(b) Social Contribution 
The Muslim Fund Najibabad is considered as more 
popular and effective as a social organization than economic 
organization. Mr I.M. Zaki manages the fund and even Non-
Muslim depositors have full confidence in his management. 
The fund is providing interest free loans to the ill treated, 
backward, illiterate, deprived and the unorganised sector of 
society, which is not provided by the financial institutions of 
organized sector. From the survey the information received 
was that about 10% of the clients are Non-Muslim, 35% of 
them are women and rest Muslim man. 
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The MFN is also managing a hospital named as Aaghosh 
charitable dispensary and helping education institutions with 
grants loans and scholarships. Some major activities of the 
fund and spending on it during 2000-2001 are mentioned 
below. 
Institutions 
Aaghosh Charitable 
Dispensary 
Poor and needy Persons 
Qard-e-Hasanah 
Qasmia Junior High School 
Maulana A.K. Azad Talimi 
Society 
Mohammad AH Jauhar Talimi 
Society 
Amount spent in 
2000-2001 
91835.00 
49345.00 
93000.00 
97500.00 
15038.73 
207800.00 
Thus, one can state that MFN performs number of 
activities for the welfare and education upliftment of the 
Muslim masses. The fund also helps poor students through it 
Qard-e-Hassan schemes and also distributes cycle rickshaw 
and other income generating tools and machines to the general 
public. The fund is a big source of inspiration for other fund 
and is actively engaged in promoting a common cause and 
platform to such other funds. For this purpose an office has 
been created known as the federation of interest free 
organization (FIFO). FIFO is an umbrella organization of 
Muslim funds in the country and is situated at the head office 
of Muslim fund Najibabad. 
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(c) Managerial Performance. 
A General Body of 21 persons manages MFN and an 
Executive Committee of 11 persons, 5 of them are members 
and 6 office bearers, led by a President, Vice-President, 
Secretary, Joint Secretary, Treasurer, and General Manager 
manages the Fund. There are 350 working personals with the 
Fund, of which 110 are part time Mohassil and rest are office 
staffs. But all the staffs are also looking after work of Al-
Najib Milli Mutual Benefits ltd. A Nidhi company, which was 
started in 1990; for which they are paid additional scale. No 
training facility is provided for staffs. 
The chief objective of MFN management is to save 
lowest classes specially Muslims from the clutches of 
mahajans and moneylenders, who charge exorbitant rate of 
interest. Their secondary objectives are to provide education 
and health services to poor people. The Management is 
satisfied that the objectives are being attained. The MFN with 
29 branches and 30 years of scandal free service to the people, 
who are neglected by the other financial institution, is 
certainly laudable for its dedicated and pro-poor management, 
in spite of all the problems and shortcomings. 
4.11 Muslim Fund Nehtaur 
Muslim Fund Nehtaur (MFNt) is also situated in Bijnor 
district. It was established in the year, 1972. It is considered 
as one of the strongest Muslim Fund in the country. When 
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asked about its reasons, its manager, Mr. Ijrar Ahmad gave 
two reasons: (I) we do not give loans to the value of more 
than 60% of the security of gold and silver, and (II) after a 
year is passed we send our representatives to the borrowers 
for the recovery of loans. 
And because of these two reasons the recovery rate is 
more than 85%. The other funds have hardly recovery rate of 
50-60%. It has no branches. The number of persons employed 
is 15. It has an asset worth Rs. 57 thousand. 
Table. 4. 4 
Economic Performance and Financial Strength of the 
Muslim Fund Nehtaur: 1996-2002 
(Rs.) 
Year 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-00 
2000-01 
2001-02 
2002-03 
Deposits 
16943196 
20206848 
24813324 
23911914 
29697507 
35800,000 
Advances 
11853722 
12677237 
14131995 
15111145 
16492160 
17800,000 
Public 
Welfare 
109800 
150950 
46800 
16449 
34591 
-
Remarks 
5 4 6 3 6 5 Land purchased for 
School 
1 0 6 7 9 5 4 Construction of 
school 
8 5 3 8 3 spent for eye camp 
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(a) Economic Performance 
The table 4.4 shows the information provided by the 
fund. The data provided was from the year 1997-98. The data 
for the earlier years was neither audited nor was made 
available. According to the data provided by the fund, the 
deposit in the year 1997-98 was Rs. 16.94 million and in the 
year 1998-99 it increased to Rs. 20.21 million and by the year 
2001-02 it increased to Rs. 29.69 million. In 2002-03 it 
deposits further increased to Rs. 35.80 million. Thus the 
amount of deposits in the year 2002-03 is just the double of 
the year 1997-98. 
The advances of the fund also show an increasing trend. 
In the year 1997-98 the advances against securities was Rs. 
11.85 million. In the year 1998-99 it increased to Rs. 12.68 
million, which shows a minor increase in the previous year, 
advances. In the year 2001-02 it increased to Rs. 16.49 
million and in the year 2002-03 it was Rs. 17.80 million. The 
advances show both types that are provided by the funds viz. 
advances to staff and loans given against ornaments. 
The fund also maintains separate account for the 
expenses encored on the welfare of the community. But this 
head accounts for all types of expenditure on the general 
public viz. aid to poor, Qard-e-Hassan, aid to poor students 
etc. In the year 1997-98, the fund expenditure under this head 
was Rs. O.Il million. In 1998-99 it increased to Rs. 0.15 
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million. But in the subsequent years it has declined. In 1999-
2000 it was Rs. 0.05 million and 2000-01 it was Rs. 0.02 
million. The year 2001-02 showed and increasing trend and it 
was Rs. 0.03 million. The decline in expenditure on public 
welfare was due to expenditure on other social services. 
(b) Social Performance 
The Fund, in spite of expenditure on Public Welfare; is 
also looking after other welfare aspects. The Fund is also 
aware of the educational and health problem. Educational 
awareness of the Fund indicates, when the purchased land 
worth Rs. 546365 for construction of school in the year 1999-
2000 and in the subsequent years the Fund has spent Rs 
1067954 on the construction of the school. 
In the year 2001-02 the Fund spent Rs 85383 on eye 
camp. The camp was organised for providing medicine and 
operation of cataract for those who were unable to meet the 
cost encored. The social welfare activities like burial of dead 
bodies of djestitute and uncared people, distribution of cloths, 
books and scholarship, running tailoring classes, providing 
interest free loans etc. have endeared the MFNt to the people. 
The Fund also distributed money amount to Rs 500 to 300 
poor people on the eve of festivals. The maximum number of 
beneficiary are Muslims, 10% of them being women and many 
deserving Non-Muslims are also given social and financial 
aid. There is no doubt that the MFNt is more a local \Q\Q\ 
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social welfare and philanthropic institution than an economic 
or commercial enterprise. 
(c) Managerial Performance 
The Managing Committee consists of 21 persons, out of 
which there are six officials comprising President, Vice-
President, Secretary, Joint Secretary, Treasurer and Legal 
Advisor, seven permanent and eight changing members. The 
Secretary and Joint Secretary are part of 15 member staffs of 
the MFNt who are paid for their services. The office staffs are 
retired people who are ready to work on nominal salaries. 
There is no separate training for them, their experience is 
considered to be sufficient to cope with their responsibilities. 
The retired personal are employed in order to keep the 
operational cost of the Fund lower. 
The management is only relatively satisfied about 
attainment of its objectives. The management are receiving 
satisfactory co-operation from Muslims. It is appealing to its 
members to help the fund acquire some property so as to 
arrange a permanent source of income. So far they have not 
realised the dream. The management is also considering 
expansion and diversification of the activities of the Fund, but 
so far they have not been able to prepare a new blue print. The 
management is satisfied with the co-operation being received 
from Muslim masses, Non-Muslims and government officials. 
The activities of the Fund are not advertised. 
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4.12 Muslim Fund Kiratpur 
Muslim Fund Kiratpur (MFK) is also situated in Bijnor 
district. It was established in 1977 on the same pattern of 
Muslim Fund Deoband. Since its establishment, the fund has 
set up four different branches. The fund came into being to 
assist the poor, widow, orphans and handicaps by providing 
monthly assistance. The Fund has its membership open to 
Non-Muslims as well. 
Advancing of interest-free loans against movable 
securities, marriage of poor girls, financial assistance to 
needy students, assistance to religious schools, obsequies of 
dead, assisting victims of natural calamities and accidents are 
the declared objectives of the fund. 
Table - 4.5 
Economic Performance and Financial Strength of the 
Muslim Fund Kiratpur, 1996-2002. 
(Rs.) 
Year 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-00 
2000-01 
2001-02 
Deposits 
32500000.00 
41400000.00 
54900000.00 
60000000.00 
62600000.00 
75000000.00 
Advances 
14200000.00 
14800000.00 
15100000.00 
25000000.00 
25000000.00 
34800000.00 
Pablic 
Welfare 
125000 
145000 
275000 
300000 
325000 
350000 
Aid to poor 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
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(a) Economic Performance 
The Funds economic performance is on tlie same pattern 
of accepting deposits and extending loans against securities. 
The depositors themselves deposits their savings at the Fund 
and even deposits are collected by the help of part time 
employees called Mohassil / Amil. They visit door to door, 
either daily or weekly, to collect the savings of general 
public. The number of accounts holders is in thousands, which 
shows their inclination towards the Fund. 
According to the information provided, shown in table 5, 
the deposit at the Muslim Fund Kiratpur has doubled in 
between 1996-97 and 2001-02. In 1996-97 the amount of 
deposit at MFK was Rs 32.50 million, and in 1997-98 it 
increased to Rs 41.40 million. In the year 2000-01 the amount 
reached to Rs 62.60 million and a maximum of Rs 75.00 
million was reached in the year 2001-02. The increase in the 
deposits of the Fund shows the credibility of the Fund and the 
confidence of the people with the Fund. 
From the next column of the table, i.e. of the advances, 
the amount of advances is almost 40% of the deposits. In the 
year 1996-97 it was Rs 14.20 million and it was Rs 14.80 
million in the year 1997-98 which shows not much increase, 
in spite of increase in the deposits. In the year 2000-01 it was 
stagnant at the same amount of the previous year i:e 1999-
2000, which amount to Rs 25.00 million. In 2001-02 it 
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increased to Rs 34.80 million. These advances consist of 
advances to staffs of the fund and loans against gold and 
silver ornaments. The fund does not maintain separate account 
for the two head. On loans and advances the fund charges Rs 
25 per thousand of loans towards cost of loans form for first 
three months. After the expiry of three months Rs 30 per 
thousand is charged. Loans below the amount of Rs 1000 are 
free of any charge for maximum three months and Rs 25 after 
its expiry. According to the management of the fund it was 
done so, as to maintain cost of the fund down otherwise the 
fund would have to bore additional cost and staff which would 
raise the cost of the fund. Their aim is to provide maximum 
support and benefit to the public in order to raise their 
economic, social and educational standards. 
Similarly, the aid to poor and expenses on the public 
welfare are merged. In the year 1996-97 the expenditure on 
this head was Rs 0.13 million and in 1997-98 it showed a 
minor increase and was Rs 0.15 million. In the year 2000-01 
the expenditure on public welfare doubled to the amount in 
the year 1997-98 and was Rs 0.38 million. And in the year 
2001-02, it reached to Rs 0.35 million. 
(b) Social Performance 
Despite of expenditure on the welfare of the general 
public, the fund provides monthly assistance to nearly 350 
persons, which consist of widows, poor and handicaps. The 
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Fund also bears the cost of 82 students reading in different 
schools, which belongs from poor family. These families are 
rickshaw pullers, daily wage earners and labour class. The 
Fund is bearing their cost seeing their performance in the 
schools. It is also running a Public Girl Junior High School. 
The Fund is responsible for the maintenance of the school. 
The salaries to the staffs of the school are given from the fee 
collected from the students. 
Also a lump some of money is given as salary to its 65 
employees, employed in the four branches of the Fund. The 
Fund has assets of Rs 80 million in the form of immovable 
property and furniture. The Fund was to open a charitable 
dispensary for providing free medical aid and health care to 
the poor section of the people. As membership is open to non-
Muslims as well, there are only 1% members as Non-Muslims. 
They were also provided with interest-free loans, majority of 
who were women. 
(c) Managerial Performance 
An Executive Committee comprising of 65 office 
bearers, in 4 branches taken together, a President, Vice-
President, 4 Secretaries, and 4 Treasurers manage the affairs 
of the four branches of the Fund. Tfcese posts are occupied by 
the founding members and are the permanent member of the 
Fund. The office bearers are appointed according to the 
qualification. Secretary, treasurer and the staffs are paid for 
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their services. They are retired people ready to work on 
nominal salaries. There is no separate training for them, their 
experience is considered to be sufficient to cope with their 
responsibilities. 
There are 72 fund collectors called Mohassil. They are 
paid 15% of amount collected as commission on their 
collection of the membership fee. All the employees of the 
Fund are males. The fact that the Fund is serving the people 
for 25 years through socio-economic services is evidence 
enough of its sincere and innovative management. The 
management of the Fund is satisfied with the attainment of its 
objectives and also with the co-operation in its endeavours 
from Muslim masses, government ofHcials and Non-Muslims. 
There is no doubt that the Fund has been serving the 
downtrodden Muslims for 25 years and has the necessary 
experience, infrastructure and goodwill to serve larger number 
of people in the couilug yeais. 
4.13 Muslim Fund Bulandshahar 
Bulandshahar is also situated in the Western Uttar 
Pradesh. The adjoining districts are Ghaziabad, Moradabad, 
Badaun and Aligarh. According to the 1991 census the Hindus 
consist of 2285 thousand which was 80.19% of the total 
population of the district. Muslims were about 563.9 thousand 
consisting of 19.79%of the population and Christians were 
0.712 thousand which was 0.02% of the population of the 
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district. In Bulandshahar at Upper court, there are two Muslim 
Funds working side by side. The older and the bigger is run by 
Hazi Shaukat Hussain. Along with the Fund, the management 
also manage travel agency for helping Hazi's who wants to 
perform annual Haz at Maccea. In spite of my repeated visit 
and taking appointment, the management of the Fund did not 
provide the data needed for the study. The management 
system was cumbersome. The questionnaire was to be put in 
front of the committee members who m^tX once in a month 
and the permission was not granted. The management did not 
want to disclose the information other than the member of the 
Fund, in spite of having annually audited their account. 
So visit was made at the other Muslim Fund, which is 
situated in the same area. The name of the Fund is Anjuman 
Falahal Ansar Imdadi Idara, Muslim Fund. It was established 
on 1" July 1990. It is a registered body under the Society Act 
and gets it accounted audited every year by professional 
accountant. The data was provided in two visits. Md Ali 
Siddiqui, who is a retired person from Uttar Pradesh Jal 
Nigam Board, manages the fund and he is also the secretary. 
(a) Economic Performance 
Various variables, JwJiich measure the economic 
performance of Anjumaa^arfabal Ansar Imdadi Idara, Muslim 
Fund are given in Table 4.6. The membership of the fund has 
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gone up to 5 thousand even though having another Muslim 
fund in the same locality. 
Table - 4.6 
Economic Performance and Financial Strength of the 
Muslim Fund Bnlandshahar, 1996 - 2003. 
(Rs.) 
Year 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-00 
2000-01 
2001-02 
2002-03 
Deposits 
30964085 
31209304 
37623537 
39436430 
42797112 
39321196 
46233784 
Advances 
to Staffs 
37000 
29400 
31815 
34200 
25315 
18700 
42800 
Pablic 
Welfare 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Aid to 
poor 
19140 
17030 
19230 
49888 
59900 
129712 
74395 
Loans on 
Ornament 
1870750 
772300 
1481600 
1500250 
2122700 
1554900 
1984450 
Spot deposits are the only deposits collected from 
mostly poor people. Agents going from door to door on daily 
or weekly basis collect the deposits. The deposit in the year 
1996-97 was Rs 30.96 million and in the year 1999-2000 it 
increased to Rs 39.44 million. The deposit further increased to 
Rs 42.79 million in 2000-01, but decreased in 2001-02 to Rs 
39.32 million. But the year 2002-03 the deposit mobilisation 
was maximum to Rs 46.23 million. These deposit are 
withdraw able any time. In fact, frequent withdrawals are a 
big problem. According to the secretary of the fund, many 
depositors especially Non-Muslims traders use the fund as a 
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facility for overnight safe keeping of the daily collections and 
getting rid of small changes and soiled currency notes. So, 
exchange, disposal and utilization of soiled unwanted 
currency notes are a big problem for the management of the 
fund. 
The Fund provides two types of loans viz, loans against 
the security of gold ornaments only and against personal 
security of two signatories, which are usually, unsecured 
loans. The former is provided to the account holders and other 
needy persons and the latter type to the member and staffs of 
the Fund. 
The advances to staffs was Rs 37 thousand in the year 
1996-97 and in 1999-2000 it came down to Rs 34.2 thousand 
and in 2001-02 it was just Rs 18.7 thousand. In the year 2002-
03 it increased to Rs 42.8 thousand. The fluctuation in the 
disbursement of advances was due to large amount of 
withdrawal by the account holders. 
The loans against gold ornaments also shows much 
fluctuation in between 1996-97 and 2002-03. In 1996-97 loans 
against ornaments was Rs 1.87 million, in 1999-2000 it 
decreased to Rs 1.50 million and in 2001-02 it was Rs 1.55 
million and in 2002-03 it increased to Rs 1.98 million. Thus 
the Fund is providing more secured loans than unsecured 
loans. Service charge is collected from the borrower by an 
amount of 1% per month of the amount given as loan. Loans 
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are given against gold ornaments only by an amount of 70-
75% of the total value of the ornaments. 
(b) Social Performance 
The Fund is providing most required financial services 
of mobilising deposits and providing interest-free loans to the 
illiterate, ill treated, deprived, backward and the unorganised 
sector of the society which is not courted by the financial 
institutions of organised sector. About 10% of the clients are 
Non-Muslims, 35%of them are women. Muslims form 
generally the maximum number of depositors as well as 
beneficiaries of which 20% are women. 
The Fund provide aid to poor which is in the form of 
'Qardha-e-Hassana, which means the amount is to be returned 
when they are capable off. In the year 1996-97 the amount 
given as an aid to poor was Rs 19.14 thousand and in 1999-
2000 it was Rs 49.89 thousand and was maximum in 2001-02 
which amount to Rs 129.71 thousand. In 2002-03 it decreased 
to Rs 74.39 thousand. The spending on this head mostly 
depends on the earning of the fund from different sources. 
The Fund also provides financial assistance to widow 
and orphanages as well as financial assistance for performing 
the marriages of girls from poor families. There is an 
education and school fund to financially help religious 
schools and their students. Also bearing the cost of educating 
poor students who are reading in different schools. The most 
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important achievement of the Fund is that they are providing 
not only interest-free but cost free loans to the poor as well as 
deserving businessmen. 
(c) Managerial Performance 
An Executive Committee comprising of a President, a 
Vice- President, one General Secretary, two Joint Secretaries, 
two Treasurer and 11 Executive Committee members manages 
the Fund. Most of the members are retired government 
servants. The ofHce bearers are paid an honorarium amount. 
No training facilities are provided for the staffs. 
The chief objectives of the Fund are to help the needy 
and poor and to propagate Islamic knowledge and values. The 
attainment of objectives according to the management is being 
conditioned by the availability of funds. As for the co-
operation of public is concerned the management is satisfied. 
The Fund management is appealing to its donors to help the 
Fund acquire some property so as to arrange a permanent 
source of income. However, they desire to start imparting 
technical and computer education and open an Islamic library. 
Hence the Fund will flourish since they are performing 
necessary socio-economic functions without any or minimum 
cost to the beneficiaries. There in lies their potential. 
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AAA Muslim Fund Kburja: -
Khurja is situated in Bulandshahar district in Western 
Uttar Pradesh. The Kaumi Muslim Fund at Khurja was 
established in September 2002. It was newly established after 
breaking from the old Muslim Fund. The founding member, 
Rizwanur Rashid Khan of the Fund, points out the 
mismanagement and internal conflict as the case for the 
creation of this Muslim Fund. The bad loans in the old Fund 
have mounted up and no proper management to collect them. 
The visit at the old Fund, Dr Akthar Hussain the manager, 
informed that the Fund has been closed temporally due to the 
internal conflict with the members and lack of co-operation 
with the masses. In spite of repeated quarry for data it was not 
provided. The data provided at new Fund is dealt here. 
(a) Economic Performance 
In spite of being established in September 2002 the Fund 
has managed to mobilised Rs 35 lakhs. Mobilising such an 
amount shows people's faith and inclination towards the Fund 
and the efficient management. The advances to staffs and 
members of the Fund amount to Rs 30 lakhs these loans are 
provided against two signatories. 
Loans to general public are provided against only gold 
ornaments, Rs 20 lakhs was lent till date. As the Fund was 
newly established, it has no income from any source. So the 
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Fund has neither expenses on public welfare nor any aid to 
poor. 
(b) Social Performance 
Under the social activities the Fund was providing 
assistance to widow and cost of educating the poor students. 
The management committee is also planning to set up a 
diagnosis centre for providing cheap medicine and consultant 
to the poor and needy people. Through the centre the people 
would be imparted information about health and hygiene and 
how to keep one self, free from frequent visit to the doctors. 
The management of the fund is also trying to established 
vocational institute and ITI, as Khurja is a centre of potter 
industry. 
(c) Managerial Performance 
A Managing Committee consisting of a Manager, a 
Secretary, a Treasurer and 6 members manages the Kaumi 
Muslim Fund. The Manager and Treasurer look after Day to 
day administration. They are supported by cashier, ledger 
keeper, pigmy collector and attainders. In all there are 10 
members of staffs on roll. Like most of the Muslim Fund the 
staffs are also paid lower salaries. 
The main objectives of the management of the Fund are 
to get rid of people of interest, to promote thrift, mutual co-
operation and finally to make interest-free loans available to 
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all. However the management is yet to be fully satisfied as far 
as attainment of these objectives are concerned as the Fund 
was newly established. 
4.15 Perception and Prospects of Muslims Funds: -
Neither ideology nor institutions can have a better 
prospect in India unless they are well known and acceptable to 
people. Public awareness and perception is the key to their 
prospects. In a plural society like India with diverse religions, 
cultures and secular economic practices survival and growth 
of Muslim Funds very much depends on the people's 
perception, interaction and experience with these institutions. 
Unless Muslims themselves steadfastly adhere to the values of 
these Muslim Funds, it cannot influence and convince Non-
Muslims, nor create a lobby so essential Xo influence decision 
making in a democracy. 
The awareness about the existence and functioning of 
Muslim Funds at the city or around was not possible due to 
lack of time and other unavoidable circumstance. This 
awareness survey was conducted and published in 1999 by 
Bagasiraj, in Islamic Financial Institutions of India: Progress, 
Problems and prospects. According to the awareness survey 
findings, 'About 55%of the urban Indian men and 69% of 
women, overall 57.5% of them are totally unaware of the 
existing IFIs in their own city or around. Only 3 1 % of them 
know that IFIs mobilise interest-free or profit and loss sharing 
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(PLS) deposits. Only 32% knows that IFIs provide interests-
free loans. Only 14% knows that IFIs provide funds on PLS 
basis. In other words 69% to 86% of them don*t know about 
the functions performed by the IFIs in India. This perhaps is 
the main problem for lack of involvement of Muslim masses 
with the IFIs of India. Indians including Muslims who are 
habituated to deal with conventional commercial Banks for 
over a hundred years cannot overwhelmingly patronize IFIs 
without knowing their functions, utility and significance. 
Majority of the urban Indian Muslims, 59% believe that 
IFIs are for Muslims only. 89% of the Muslims believe that 
interest-free PLS Islamic finance can lead to economic 
development and welfare. Given the opportunity, 79% of 
urban Indian Muslims are willing to deposit or invest in IFIs 
on PLS basis, some of the respondents have said they will 
invest only if the IFIs are genuine. Finally only 13% of urban 
Muslims have an account in IFIs. It is interesting to note that 
fractionally more women than men have their accounts in IFIs. 
This is because in Muslim Funds where interest-free loans of 
Rs. 5000 to Rs. 10000 are given against the security of gold 
ornaments, women clients outnumber men'.'® 
So long as vast majority of Indians, especially Muslims, 
are ignorant about the virtues of IFIs and their functions, the 
prospects for IFIs cannot be bright. Muslims funds will have 
to take special steps to propagate their policies and practices 
10 Bagsiraj, M.G.I (2003); Op. cit., p. 164. 
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as vast majority of Indians are unaware of the existence and 
operations. 
4.16 Problems of Muslim Funds in General: -
The management of the Muslim Funds itself feels that 
lower productivity of the employees, high cost of deposit 
mobilisation, government's changing financial policies, 
failure of other Non Banking Financial Companies, corruption 
of the government officials, are the main problems facing 
their fund in that order. Little do they rely that their limited 
objectives, lack of professional management, ineffective 
accounting and internal monitoring systems, and compromise 
with interest-free financial principle are also their main 
problems. 
1. Limited objectives 
The main objectives of Muslim Fund are to help 
economic growth on the basis of Islamic Financial principle, 
rid Muslims of interest based dealings and exploitation by 
moneylenders. These objectives attract only Muslim masses. 
They should broaden their objective towards social and 
welfare goals in order to divert government attention and 
attract non-Muslim as well. The Funds are content with their 
objectives and performance. They do not recognise the 
complexities of economic or Islamic finance. Hence, they do 
not aim to enlarge the domain of objective and scope. That in 
itself is the main problem. The Muslim Funds are not 
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unwilling to convert or diversify their objectives nor do they 
desire commercialisation of their operation. Perhaps because 
these institutions are promoted and headed by amateur social 
workers rather than professionally competent businessman, 
they are content with the performance of their social 
objectives. 
2. Lack of Professional Management 
The members of the management committee are retired 
persons. Some of the members are in their 50's and 60's and 
do not have professional qualification in the area of social 
work. They are not aware of the programmes and schemes that 
are Hnancial and patronage by the government. The 
government under its Five Year Plan have mentioned priority 
sector, which are to be financed through NGOs. If the 
management were professional and ready to diversify their 
objective can avail such schemes and could be helpful to the 
local people. The managements do not want to discard the 
Islamic principle, which has limited their scope. 
3. Low Productivity of Employees. 
The working staffs at these Muslim Funds are retired 
government servants or older persons. Their efficiency to 
work has declined due to age factor. Even the salaries paid to 
these staffs are very low, as the funds have less income 
generating assets. The income earned is first disbursed on the 
welfare expenditure on the masses. This eases the staff to 
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devote less toward their assigned work. Though there are 
young people, working as Mohassil, their work is hazardous. 
They have to visit door to door to collect deposits, which is 
also a tiring job. They to are paid less though they are paid 
commission on the amount collected that to do not bust their 
performance. 
4. High Cost of Deposit Mobilization 
The deposits of the Muslim Funds are of two types, viz, 
deposited by the account holders themselves and other 
collected by the Mohassil. Though the former type bears no 
cost against deposits mobilization but the later is costly. The 
mohassil are paid a fix amount per months and commission on 
the amount collected. Most of the depositors in order to avoid 
coming to the fund give the amount to the pigmy collectors. 
Due to high cost and lack of resources, the Muslim Funds are 
being able to cater to the needs of all the poor and deserving 
people. This also restricts them in attaining all their 
objectives. 
5. Loans backed by means 
The Funds provide loans of tow types, viz, against 
signatories of two members to the staffs and the other against 
gold and silver ornaments. The former type of loan has no 
problem in allocation. The needy staffs get the loans by two 
signatory on the loan application. But the later type, which is 
for the masses are backed by gold and silver ornaments and 
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also some Funds advances only on gold ornaments, due to 
apathy of Muslim masses, could not afford. The deserving 
people due to their pathetic condition do not have these types 
of securities. The loans given are also less than the value of 
the security, 60% - 80% of the value, which is less than the 
requirements of the loans. 
6. Deposit Mobilisation 
The deposit mobilised by the Fund in the form of deposit 
or Ammanah collection is very less if we compare it with the 
population of the city or district in which the Funds are 
located. Even the deposits mobilized by the mohassils are less 
productive. The people seems to be less inclined towards these 
funds as they do not earn any amount against their savings as 
given by the commercial banks. And also in case of taking 
loans have to keep securities with the Funds. The Funds are 
not dealing in providing near money such as, bank draft, 
travellers cheque, and demand deposits etc, these services are 
provided by commercial banks that come under the regulation 
of R.B.I, the apex bank of the country. The dealing of the 
Fund is only in cash, which is very risky from security point 
of view. 
7. Deposit Utilisation 
The deposits at the funds are ammanah or safe custody, 
without any return. The Funds have to keep substantial cash in 
hand because most of the depositors keep their cash for over 
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night transaction, safe custody or get rid of currency of 
smaller domination. They visit the Funds frequently for cash. 
So the Funds are left with less cash at their disposal for 
earning. Even, in order to attain their objectives have to grant 
maximum amount as loans against securities and earning on 
loans is very less only a small amount as service charge. The 
earning of the Funds from deposits at commercial bank is less 
due to lack of deposit at funds. The securities kept against 
loans are unproductive as it is ammanah and cannot be traded 
with. 
8. Problem of Regulation 
Most of the Muslim Funds are working autonomously 
without any control or help of any agency. They follow their 
own policy and objectives, except a few are connected to 
FIFO, which is the only agency in this regard. It only has a 
limited objective and due to lack of fund and maintenance 
problem could not connect all the Funds working in the 
country. Their self-working is their strength and weakness of 
the Funds. 
9. Probiem of Transparency 
Transparency can also be considered as one of the major 
problem of the Funds. The information regarding working, 
only the members of the Funds know problems and 
achievements. Though most the funds get their accounts 
audited every year, except a few, non of them publish their 
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annual report. They regard this as extra cost burden to the 
Funds. Those who publish in any year show only their 
achievement during the year, 
4.17 Economic Problems of Muslims 
The economic conditions of the Muslims have been 
discussed in the previous chapter. It is evident that Muslims 
are by and large subject to poverty and distress. What are the 
factors causing hindrance to economic development was 
discussed by the manager and staffs of the funds. Muslims, as 
perhaps other backward social groups have quite a few 
economic problems. The various economic problems are: 1) 
low income; 2) poor housing conditions; 3) no savings but 
loans; 4) credit problems; 5) inadequate work; 6) 
unemployment; 7) un-remunerative land holdings. When 
enquired these problems and asked who are responsible for the 
poor economic conditions of these people? They pointed out 
five factor responsible for their backwardness. These are: 
(a) Muslims themselves: 
There are four important factors under this 
category. These are (a) Self; (b) Muslims Leaders; (c) 
The Muslim rich people; and (d) Muslims Organizations. 
Muslims themselves are the cause of backwardness 
because of their laziness, large size of the family that 
neutralize whatever increased income is bought to the 
family, in the case of the low income family with large 
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number of children has made their conditions 
unbearable. There are others reasons of backwardness of 
Indian Muslims. They are extravagance spending, 
neglect education and aspiration. Spending above one's 
means is one of the reasons for the backwardness of 
Muslims. Of course, this is perhaps a universal truth. 
Spending lavishly and not stopping avoidable 
expenditure is bound to lead to ruination. It is said that 
Islam opposes extravagance in private or public life. Bur 
still Muslims violate the Islamic principle and face 
problem in life. 
(b) Fate: 
Some of the Muslims attribute their backwardness 
to fate. The common experience is 'why to blame 
anybody for our backwardness. It is after all our 
kismat(fate). Who are human beings to give or not to 
give? Even a leaf of a tree will not move without the 
will of God. When that is the case, what can anybody 
else give us? ' Those who do not agree with the doctrine 
of fate argue that it is only through our efforts that they 
can get what they want. Of course, God meharbani 
(grace) should be there. 'God helps those who help 
themselves', seems to be the motto of some Muslims, So 
the Muslims should have fait in the first view but should 
practice the second view in order to survive in the 
modern globalize world. 
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(c) The Hindus: 
Some Muslims also hold the Hindus accountable 
for their backwardness. They argue that some of the 
Hindus had no sympathy for the Muslims. On the other 
hand, they had prejudices against the Muslims. They 
look at Muslims with suspicion. The effects of partition 
of the country are still strong. Frequent communal 
tensions create psychological fear among the Muslims. 
Thus, according to these Muslims the Hindus have 
stalled the progress of Muslims. 
(d) The State Factor: 
The Muslims by and large hold the government 
also responsible for the backwardness of Muslims. The 
government has no specific programmes for the 
Muslims. The general programmes are ineffective and 
inadequate. Also the government machinery is unhelpful. 
Corruption, red-tape and favouritism affect the poor 
Muslims also, besides the other poor. Muslims officers 
are indifferent and afraid of helping the Muslims even in 
deserving cases. 
(e) Muslim Elite and Organizations: 
The elite has a tremendous social responsibility in 
improving the conditions of their people. This is a duty 
cast on them by Islam. Even when one is not financially 
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sound, one can help the backward people in many other 
ways. But the backward Muslims are highly critical of 
rich Muslims as well as the Muslims leadership. It is 
viewed among Muslims, the Muslims political leaders 
promise many things against their votes but are not seen 
after they are elected. Social organizations have a key 
role to play in developing the backward people in 
particular. Often each caste group or religious groups 
have its own associations. Hope soar high among the 
members that these organizations would help them. But 
if the organizations disappoint them, then people's 
confidence in the association is lost. So the Muslims 
elite and organizations should help in eradicating 
poverty, illiteracy and unemployment. 
4.18 Educational Problems of Muslims: -
The educational problems were discussed not only with 
the manager and staffs of the Muslim Funds but also with the 
depositors present at the funds during the period of visit at the 
funds. They pointed out various educational problems, which 
according to them were hindering the development of the 
community. According to their views the educational 
problems of the Muslims can broadly be examined in the 
following heads. 
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1) Problems of illiteracy and reverted illiteracy. 
Illiteracy and educational backwardness of the Muslims 
is historical development. The Muslims were far off from 
modern education during British rule, a period when necessity 
of education was felt with due importance. There are various 
reasons of illiteracy and educational backwardness of the 
Muslims. These are: 
a. Historically Muslims were alien from modern education 
due to conservatism and anti-British feelings. 
b. Economic problem was the main constraint in the list of 
reasons for illiteracy. In spite of the fact that the primary and 
secondary educations are free in the states, the parents have 
the feeling that they are unable to provide infrastructural 
facilities viz. books, pencils, dress etc. of education to their 
children for sending them to schools. 
c. Lack of awareness among the Muslim masses regarding 
the utility and importance of modern education in 
contemporary times. The need of domestic works forced the 
children to assist their parents. 
d. The tendency of the most of poor Muslim parents is to 
get their children employed at an early age. The parents have 
a desire that their child may assist them to supplement their 
meagre income. Thus they do not find any reason to engage 
them in education instead of earning at the initial stage. 
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e. For eradication of illiteracy and spread of education 
among the Muslims there is a need to motivate and mobilize 
the masses regarding schooling of their children. But 
unfortunately there is no organized effort either from the 
government or from the educated people to do so in proper 
ways. 
The usual growth of educated unemployed also helps 
generate a negative attitude towards modern education among 
the Muslims. 
2) Problems of Pre- Primary and Primary Education. 
Pre- primary education is also called as nursery 
education, which is generally confined to urban areas and 
particularly among the educated and better placed urbanities. 
There are also lacks of staff and improper functioning of 
primary schools are the important reasons for aloofness of the 
parents towards their children's schooling. There are various 
constraints of pre-primary education among the Muslims. 
These are: 
a. Poor economic condition of the village people. 
b. Lack of interest in pre-primary schooling. 
c. Lack of awareness among the parents regarding utility of 
pre-primary schooling. 
d. In adequacy of teachers and poor buildings. 
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e. For eradication of illiteracy and spread of education 
among the Muslims there is a need to motivate and mobilize 
the masses regarding schooling of their children. But 
unfortunately there is no organized effort either from the 
government or from the educated people to do so in proper 
ways. 
The usual growth of educated unemployed also helps 
generate a negative attitude towards modern education among 
the Muslims. 
2) Problems of Pre- Primary and Primary Education. 
Pre- primary education is also called as nursery 
education, which is generally confined to urban areas and 
particularly among the educated and better placed urbanities. 
There are also lacks of staff and improper functioning of 
primary schools are the important reasons for aloofness of the 
parents towards their children's schooling. There are various 
constraints of pre-primary education among the Muslims. 
These are: 
a. Poor economic condition of the village people. 
b. Lack of interest in pre-primary schooling. 
c. Lack of awareness among the parents regarding utility of 
pre-primary schooling. 
d. In adequacy of teachers and poor buildings. 
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e. Uncommitted teachers, lack of classroom and good 
educational facilities. 
3) Problem of Vocational, Technical and Higher education. 
It is observed that the participation of Muslims in 
vocational and technical education is very insignificant. The 
reasons are: 
a. Poor economic condition of a majority of the Muslims. 
b. Inability to be successful in competitive examinations 
required for admission in vocational and technical 
colleges. 
c. Lack of coaching centres in the areas for the preparation 
of entrance examination of such courses. 
d. Absence of reasonable scholarships for deserving 
meritorious students. 
e. Lack of contact and communication between educated 
and uneducated sections of the Muslims community. 
4) Problems of Drop-out 
Drop-out is an important educational problem which 
resulted to stagnation and wastage of human resources. 
Different survey report shows the maximum drop-out among 
the Muslims in India. The reasons of such drop-out cases are: 
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a. Involvement of the children in household and to work as 
child labour for meagre earning. 
b. More children within a family and cost of education for 
them. 
c. Lack of interest in education among the parents and 
children. 
d. Lack of educational environment both at school and also 
at home. 
e. Illiteracy and poor education among the parents. 
f. Early age of marriage of both the girls as well as the 
boys. 
5. Problems of Women's Education 
Literacy rate of Muslim women is lowest when compared 
with the other communities. The reasons for educational 
backwardness of the Muslim women are stated below. 
a. Lack of awareness among the parents as well as among 
the Muslim masses regarding importance of Women's 
education. 
b. The practice of pardah and early age marriage of the 
Muslim girls. 
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c. Negligence of the parents regarding girls schooling and 
involvement of the girls in domestic works at an early 
age. 
d. The problems of getting suitable marriage partner for 
educated maidens and demand of higher dowry from 
educated and established bachelors. 
e. Lack of separate educational institutions and hostel 
facilities in schools and colleges for Muslim girls of 
remote areas. 
f. Lack of job opportunities at the cost of education. 
Overall Constraints in Muslim Education 
The contributory factors for educational backwardness 
of the Muslims and constraints in educational upliftment 
among them are as follows: 
a. Historical Factor 
1. The educational backwardness of the Muslims is a 
historical development. The Muslims were far off from 
modern education during British rule, a period when necessity 
of education was felt with due importance. 
2. Alienation from modern education among Muslims was 
initially due to conservatism and anti-British feeling. Between 
eighteenth and nineteenth century there were several religious 
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political movements against British to resist the forces of 
western culture. Consequently, the modern education, which 
was started by British, was completely bypassed by the 
Muslims of that period. 
3. There was also a setback in Muslim educational 
upliftment immediately after partition of the country. Due to 
partition middle class was disintegrated and masses become 
rudderless. A large chunk of educated Muslims in Bengal 
migrated to East Pakistan, and as a result the masses lost their 
ambitions and entered into conservative shell once again. 
b. Situational Factor 
1. The educational backwardness of the Muslims is to a 
large extent perpetuated by socio-political atmosphere of the 
country. Muslims are a cultural minority in India. The 
majorities are undoubtedly resourceful in adopting themselves 
to the emerging institutions than the minorities. This has 
created an inferiority complex among the Muslims and which 
affects their urge for education. 
2. A minority group attitude to education depends much 
upon perception of its own status. The perception depends on 
elements of history, language, culture and religion. Further 
the perception is affected by frame of reference- local, 
regional and national. The main problem in education of a 
cultural minority arises when its knowledge and skills appear 
to conflict with the skills and values of a majority or when the 
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minority lacks the resources and needs help from the majority. 
All these are at least partially applicable in the context of 
educational backwardness of the Muslims. 
3. Time to time communal riots that happened in the 
country have had an unsettling effects on the Muslims as these 
weakened their mentality to improve themselves educationally 
and socially. 
4. In contemporary times the socio-political atmosphere 
and recreational diversities are creating obstacles toward 
educational attainment of the children. 
c. Economic Factor 
1. Poor economic condition is the most vital reason for 
educational backwardness of the Muslim masses. Poverty of 
the vast bulk of the Muslim people is basically due to their 
low income and high expenditure owing to growth of 
population and uneconomic habits. 
2. For various socio-economic reasons the persistence of 
child labour is rather high among the Muslims. This in turn is 
acting as hindrance to educational upliftment of the 
younger's. 
3. Due to poor economic condition and ignorance about 
contemporary reality the Muslim people are unable to 
maintain a necessary budget for education of their children. 
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d. Socio-Cultural Factor 
1. Majority of the Muslim people possess the most 
traditional view, which is basically pessimistic and 
conservative with regard to acceptance of modern education. 
It is very often stated that the modern education is not their 
goal and thus it is less important to them. 
2. The education of the parents is very important for 
providing guidance to their children. But unfortunately as 
majority of the Muslim students are first generation learners, 
so they failed to get such help from their illiterate guardians. 
Thus, the Muslims society is lacJcing the cultural environment 
for growth of education among them. 
3. The overall socio-economic backwardness of the Muslim 
community creates loss of nerve, frustration and low levels of 
aspiration. The persisting cultural elements in Muslim society 
infuse among them a world view characterized by passivity, 
fatalism and tend to make them traditional bound. All these in 
turn are supposed to work as hindrances toward educational 
upliftment in Muslim society. 
4. The rules of pardah observance for the Muslim women 
and so also the practice of their early age marriage hinders 
them from availing of educational opportunities offered to 
them by the large society. 
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5. Majority of the Muslim people possess the most 
traditional view, which is basically pessimistic and 
conservative with regard to acceptance of modern education. 
It is very often stated that the modern education is not their 
goal and thus it is less important to them. 
6. The incipient nature of middle class in Muslim society 
and lack of dedicated political elite in Muslim community are 
also the important reasons for educational and overall 
backwardness of the Muslims. In contemporary times there is 
not a single Muslim leader of local, regional and national 
reputation who has worked for educational upliftment and 
social reform of his co-religionists. 
Thus, it is seen that the barriers against educational 
upliftment among the Muslims are intricate and complex in 
character, as these are characterized by various situational and 
cultural factors. 
In the light of above discussion it is clear that necessary 
measures have to be taken to ameliorate the educational 
backwardness of Muslims. The development of any country 
depends much upon the development and utilization of its 
human resources i.e. the talents and potentialities of all 
sections of the society. 
Cdapter -V 
Conclusions and Policy Implications 
5.1 Summary: -
The present chapter while summarising highlights major 
conclusions and makes suggestions, which have policy 
implications. 
Voluntarism has a long history in India and its 
philosophy continues to influence our development dynamics. 
There has been tremendous growth of voluntarism and the 
NGOs long before independence. In the post independence 
planning era various experiments have been made starting 
with the Community Development Programme in the First 
Plan to the *people's Institution' in the Eight Plan to Micro-
Credit in the Tenth Plan. In view of the official recognition 
received by the NGOs due to their exemplary results shown as 
an indispensable instrument of economic development and 
transformation, the present research work highlights their role 
in socio-economic development of Indian Muslims. 
Before independence, voluntarism emerged out of 
philanthropical and charity considerations and various 
nationalist thinkers and social reformers initiated experiment 
for socio-economic development of the poor and downtrodden 
people. 
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After the planning was adopted and people's 
participation through NGOs was recognised and earnestly 
recorded in the Plan documents, voluntary sector flourished in 
the country. There was large-scale growth of voluntary 
organizations in the country. At the same time, the 
phenomenon of voluntary people's participation as a 
development alternative has gained momentum and the NGOs 
have become aii important force in the development process. 
These NGOs have mitigated the costs of developing countries. 
The theoretical foundation for the emergence of 
voluntarism is provided by the sociological theories. These 
theories touch upon various aspects of behaviour leading to 
the emergence of voluntarism. Jonathan Turner has 
synthesized the theories of social interaction to explain as to 
how voluntary action starts with the need and becomes a 
routine. 
Since NGOs enjoy certain distinct advantages over 
Government Organisations such as: -
1. Proximity to local people 
2. Flexibility in approach 
3. Commitment to certain ideals or objectives 
4. Ability to mobilise and use local resources 
5. Democratic build up free from bureaucratization and 
politicization etc. 
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The NGOs can play a very useful role by: -
1. Supplementing the government efforts towards overall 
development in the economy. 
2. Encourage self-help and self-reliance among the masses. 
3. Demonstrate the optimum use of the available local 
resources. 
4. Professionalise voluntarism. 
However, these are the primary roles and depending 
upon the typologies of the NGOs, new roles may be assumed 
by them. Different thinkers have suggested various typologies. 
There are numerous examples of the Government 
incorporating the ideas generated by the NGOs in different 
sectors. Moreover, the Government departments have tried to 
involve NGOs in their programme implementation expecting 
to reach the beneficiaries. But the relations of the NGOs with 
the Government have not always been cordial as there are 
laws governing the funding and functioning of the NGOs. The 
Government of India established The Council for 
Advancement of People's Action and Rural Technology 
(CAPART) in 1986 with the twin objectives of promoting 
NGO involvement in rural development and also promoting 
technological innovations through NGOs. There are other 
bodies also such as Central Social Welfare Board, National 
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Wastelands Board, which like CAPART provide financial 
assistance to NGOs. Approximately 90 percent of funding to 
the NGOs in India comes from foreign sources. Although 
some NGOs prefer funds from government agencies as it saves 
them from various cumbersome formalities and time, and at 
the same time government funding provides them the 
legitimacy that they require and protects them from 
harassment by local vested interest, political or otherwise. 
However, the dependence on Government funds leaves NGOs 
susceptible to changes in Government policy and may result in 
programme modiHcation to accommodate official funding 
priorities, or cooperation by the Government. Most of the 
NGOs seek a blend of funding from Government funding 
agencies and the foreign sources. 
When we look at the data in chapter three, on education 
by NSSO, we find that Muslims have improved in higher 
education in urban areas but they have remained at the lowest 
level in rural areas, after a gap of more than 10 years. 
The S5^^ round of NSSO has brought out certain all India 
and state wise facts regarding the status of employment among 
Muslims and other important communities in the country 
which throw a more comprehensive and global light on 
Muslims engagement in economic activities at the all India 
level and their income through this engagement as against 
other main communities of the country. Individuals are 
engaged in three major forms of employment viz., self-
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employment, regular wage or salary employment and as casual 
labour in rural as well as urban areas. 
As the table indicates, highest proportion of Muslims, 
both in rural and urban India, are engaged in self-employment 
enterprises. In self-employment are included all those 
economic activities which are organized and pursued by the 
individuals at their own and which range from any cultivation 
and agriculture related activity conducted in one's own farm, 
or individual activity in a household or in a bigger unit or any 
activity relating to trade and commerce including small shops 
and vendors, transports service etc. Among self-employed 
Muslims at all India level almost 50% are engaged in 
agriculture activities and the remaining 50% are pursuing non-
agriculture self-employment activities. Engagement of the 
largest number of Muslims, among the three major 
communities, in self-employment indicates that Muslims are 
unable to get wage employment in the job market both in 
organized as well as unorganized sectors and so to eke out a 
living for their families they have no choice but to go for self-
employment which may often be stated with least amount of 
investment. In a majority of case of self-employment not very 
handsome returns are earned by these people so their 
economic condition remains quite weak. 
Self-employment may also not necessarily require any 
particular educational qualification and even if one is 
educated, self-employment activity may not necessarily 
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commensurate with the type and level of education one has 
acquired thus often making the educational attainment as of 
little use in generating or enhancing one's income for the 
household. 
5.2 Suggestions Regarding Muslims Funds: -
Though Muslim Funds are well spread through out India. 
144 of them have been identified by Bagsiraj, though there 
may be more operating in various nooks and corners of India. 
However their operational size and reach is too small to have 
a wide spread impact on the economy or society of Muslim 
India. To have an impact on Muslim society, financial and 
moral support is required. 
Muslim Funds were established to solve some of the 
socio-economic problems of poor Indian Muslims. The model 
consists of mobilizing savings of Muslims and providing 
interest-free loans against the security of jewellery or 
movable assets. The cost of providing loans is generally 
recovered from the beneficiaries as Service Charge. 
Muslim Funds mobilize spot Deposits and provide 
interest-free loans. Most of the interest-free loans are given 
only against the security of gold. Where as at least 35% of 
Muslims, possibly more are living below the poverty line in 
India. They do not have gold or assets to secure interest-free 
loans, though they need the Qard-e-Hassan loans most. 
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Muslim Funds have been enhancing economic welfare of 
people and creating favorable social impact not only on 
Muslims but also non-Muslims. However, Muslim Funds on 
the whole are catering to only 3%-5% of non-Muslims, which 
they need to increase to make a greater socio-economic impact 
in the coming years. 
In most of the Muslim Funds women beneficiaries of 
interest-free loans out-number men beneficiaries. However, 
the overall membership or patronage of Muslim Funds is very 
less in comparison of Muslim population. There is a need to 
popularize through propagation and Muslim support. 
Muslim Funds are generally promoted and managed by 
amateur social workers rather than professionals, hence their 
operations are generally not well organized or very efficient. 
Their staff is also untrained. They even do not follow a 
uniform accounting and monitoring practices. But they have 
been auditing their accounts by professional Chartered 
Accountants. 
Muslim Funds have ample cash reserves and even fixed 
assets. Despite the fact that Deposits of Muslim Funds are 
Spot or Current Deposits, they must improve their 
development works and reduce idle cash balances. Excess idle 
cash does not serve either the cause of Muslim Funds or 
people. 
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Muslim Funds are not very particular about the purpose 
for which they extend interest-free loans. Those who can offer 
security of jewellery get the loans. These loans are generally 
used more for consumption purposes rather than economic 
progress. It is advisable for Muslim Funds to provide purpose-
based loans, with greater emphasis on small business loans for 
the self-employment and poverty alleviation of poor. 
Muslim Funds are in effect Islamic Non-Government 
Organizations, but in practice they are not able to adopt the 
posture of NGOs because of the rigidity of their 
Managements. In fact Muslim Funds can receive grants from 
national as well as international NGOs, and also from State 
and Central Governments, if they ensure interest-free loans to 
Indian living below poverty line. Central and State 
Governments, as well as NGOs who are subsiding and funding 
several schemes for the benefit of those living below poverty 
line can be persuaded to assist Muslim Funds also with cost 
subsidies or grants. While the Union Government has been 
subsidizing air tickets of Indian Hajies for years, certainly 
there should be no difficulty or hindrance in the way of 
seeking any help. 
It has been proved in Bangladesh that Micro-Credit 
Institutions' (MCIs) can be very effective vehicles of poverty 
alleviation. In my view a district and state-wise interlinked 
1 See, Kabir Hassan (2000) and Habib Ahmad(2000). 
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chain of small Muslim Funds can be developed by combining 
the model of MCIs of Bangladesh. With its effect as an 
effective means of generating self-employment opportunities 
by providing interest-free loans for those living below poverty 
line, as a poverty alleviation measure that has become so 
much necessary in this era of globalization. 
Many of the problems of Muslim Funds of India are 
emerging from lack of Regulatory Authority. Lack of 
transparency, diverse accounting and auditing practices, 
difference in calculation and collection of Service Charges, 
problems of doubtful and bad debts and so on, can be solved 
v/ith the help of Regulatory Authority. Perhaps there will be 
hype and cry from Muslim clergy, as they do not like 
government regulation on Islamic principles, meant 
exclusively for Muslims. Moreover it is difficult for the 
secular Government of India to promote Muslim Funds on 
Islamic principle. 
5.3 Conclusions for Muslim Funds: -
In this section some broad conclusions will be drawn 
regarding Muslim Funds. 
As in Annex 1, there are about 150 well-founded Muslim 
Funds in India. Though they are more concentrated in few 
states, they are to be found in most of the Indian states. 
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working on the principle of non-profit, welfare oriented 
economic institutions. 
Muslim Funds are generally providing interest-free loans 
only against the security of gold jewellery. As nearly 35% of 
Muslim living below poverty line in India cannot be expected 
to provide gold or any security. They can be assisted with 
only Zakah and Sadqah grants. Therefore it is necessary for 
Muslim Funds to arrange for mobilization as well as disbursal 
of Zakah and Sadqah funds, so that Muslims living below 
poverty line can find organized relief and succor. 
The deposits of Muslim Funds are very short-term 
current deposits, as there are frequent withdrawals by the 
depositors. These Muslim Funds in the mobilization of these 
deposits are reaching saturation because long-term depositors 
expect rightful returns. Hence public deposits can be 
increased, by distributing profits to depositors based on 
Profits and Loss sharing Investments. 
Muslim Funds as a whole are employing rather 
unqualified, untrained and low paid staff. Little do the 
management of Muslim Funds realize that incompetent, low 
paid staff, in the long run increases the costs of institutions 
rather than reducing them. Arrangements should be made for 
the orientation and training of their staff, so that their 
professional competence is enhanced. 
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There are various areas of Muslim Funds that require 
further in-depth research, such as fund mobilization and 
deployment policies, tools and techniques of profits earning 
and non-profit earning etc. 
In a democratic set-up creation of an active lobby for 
iiasioning with the government and policy making authorities 
is essential, for getting the grievances heard and redressal of 
their problems. So Muslim Funds require a strong Federation 
to represent their problems effectively and seek desirable 
changes or exemptions in the policy. The Federation can be 
also helpful in disseminating necessary information to all 
Muslim Funds in attaining uniformity as well as 
standardization of their accounting and internal-auditing. It 
can also monitor and co-ordinate the progress of Muslim 
Funds. 
5.4 Upliftment of Muslims through Education: -
The responsibility of educating the Muslim masses 
should be shared both by the government as well as by the 
literate /educated and economically well to do members of 
this community. For removing educational backwardness and 
also for educational attainment of the Muslims following 
mechanism may be suggested. 
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a. Action to be taken by the government 
i) To encourage the Muslim Voluntary Organizations 
for opening educational institutions, especially 
pre-primary and primary schools. 
ii) Government should take necessary steps to open 
more girl's schools and colleges in semi-urban and 
rural areas. It is also necessary to recruit the lady 
teachers to run these institutions. 
iii) Sufficient incentives should be given to the needy 
parents Xo prevent early drop-outs. Children should 
not be allowed to drop-out before high school 
level. 
iv) Since Muslims are disappointed because of failure 
in securing jobs by their educated boys and girls, 
so necessary measures have to be taken to 
encourage them for healthy competition, 
v) Incentives to be provided to open more educational 
institutions by the community and to provide 
reasonable scholarships to deserving and 
meritorious students. 
b. Action to be taken by the Muslim Organizations 
i) Initiative to be taken to open vocational and 
technical courses in Muslim managed madrasas and 
schools. 
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ii) Educated persons must organize coaching classes 
for those who are preparing for various 
competitive examinations, 
iii) Effective action must be taken to reduce drop-outs 
in all educational levels, 
iv) Financial aids to be provided to the deserving 
students particularly those who are unable to 
continue their studies due to economic reason, 
v) Community must encourage and assist women's 
education, 
vi) To organize training programmes for village based 
cottage industries, 
vii) Effective steps to be taken to prevent early age 
marriage of the girls by mobilizing the masses 
about its negative consequences, 
viii) Measures to be taken to provide valuable 
information regarding the available educational 
facilities and current employment opportunities. 
5.5 Publication of Census and NSS Socio-economic Data -
community wise: -
There is a severe lack of reliable data on the socio-
economic condition of minorities. This results in minority 
community internalizing subjectively, the feeling that the 
state is not concerned about their deteriorating socio-
economic condition; at the same time any government 
intervention to improve the lot of minorities is trivialized as a 
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vote catching device. Like population, socio-economic data 
should be published community wise- both in the census and 
relaxant national sample survey (NSS) so that the socio-
economic rationale of governmental intervention to help 
minorities could be understood by citizens of the country in 
the proper perspective. The data will help in the formulation 
of suitable strategy. 
For centuries Muslims have been living in the midst of 
Hindus and other communities and over time have become an 
inseparable part of the Indian society. However, the Muslim 
community of India has become an object of curiosity and 
"expert" comments are very often made on the state of Muslim 
society on the basis of impressions which have no scientific 
validity whatsoever. Evaluations, in all honesty, should be 
rooted in the authenticity of data on the ground realities, 
which should be empirically verifiable. 
5.6 Efforts to strengthen Economic Activities among 
Minorities: -
Government efforts are being made in terms of measures 
to improve availability of capital. Creation of National 
Minority Development and Finance Corporation (NMDFC) has 
been a landmark beginning. Present state financial 
endowments and ventures for future replenishment of capital 
of NMDFC as well as the state channeling agencies, however, 
do not inspire confidence in their long-term sustainability. 
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Presently, sources of fund of NMDFC are restricted to 25% 
equity capital contribution from the central government and 
75% equity contribution from the state governments. The poor 
financial health of the state governments further erodes the 
confidence in the sustained availability of resources with the 
NMDFC. So that measures should be taken to strengthen the 
financial availability of NMDFC by the central Government. 
5.7 Sensitisation of the Delivery System: -
There has been sufficiently given importance in different 
government programmes that concerted monitoring from the 
district to state level is required to make the programs reach 
the minorities. Many government programmes started in 80's, 
a desirable results are yet to materialized. So the Government 
of India may, in the ministry of welfare, create a separate 
minority cell headed by an additional secretary to Government 
of India who will not only be responsible for schemes and 
programmes of the ministry but also for coordination with 
other ministries with a view to enhance their participation. 
5.8 Empowerment By Government: -
Any government worth its name, that seeks to empower 
the minorities in its attempt towards development and socio-
economic progress must genuinely focus upon its backward 
and forward linkages and must therefore: 
• Review the existing approaches and strategies; 
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• Identify those areas for minority upliftment 
required immediate attention; 
• Device mechanism leading to effective 
implementation of government schemes; 
• Make efforts for redressal of inequities and 
imbalances; 
• Resolve the identity crisis which can prove to be a 
major hurdle in the cause for common bonding; 
• Foster a positive political will to implement 
safeguards for protection of the rights of 
minorities. 
5.9 Development Through Waqf Institution: -
Waqfs like many other institutions established by 
Muslims can be utilized as Non-Governmental Organizations 
(NGOs) for ensuring participation of minority communities in 
the government sponsored schemes. Waqfs are organization 
registered under Waqf Acts and are like other NGOs, which 
are registered either under the Societies Act or the Trust Act. 
Schemes run by the government through the NGOs, facilities 
given to NGOs for schemes on literacy, primary education, 
women and child development, family welfare etc. should be 
entrusted to Waqf institutions that want to take up these 
activities as NGOs. 
Improvement in the balance of influence of Indian 
Muslims on the process of social and economic transformation 
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of their country must be of the broader objectives of any big-
push effort for the economic advancement of Indian Muslims. 
It is the essential condition, therefore, that the deterioration in 
the employment pattern of the Muslim minority must be 
checked immediately, and the forces must be set to operate for 
increasing their participation in the corporate and the small 
scale organized sector as well as in important services 
included in the tertiary sector. 
Indian Muslims, rather, need such Hnancial intermediary 
as could ensure greater security and a good package of 
supportive services to the entrepreneurs, along with providing 
less risky-high yielding investment opportunities to the 
savers. At the same time it should act as an instrument of 
creating public enthusiasm for greater saving and investment, 
and should bring the savers and investors closer to each other 
in the business so that a larger part of the Muslims population 
is brought under the category of entrepreneurs. 
Speaking for India, it may be of great help if a large 
number of educational scholarships be made available to 
Muslims youths to study both within the country and abroad. 
Some Muslim educational institutions at the lower, medium 
and higher levels may be selected and assisted in developing 
the needs of the community. 
The large numbers of urban awqaf properties in India 
have a tremendous potential of generating funds for the socio-
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economic and educational betterment of Indian Muslims, if 
adequate funds are provided for their development. 
The present study reveals that the economic problems of 
Indian Muslims are very wide, acute, complex and deep 
rooted, they cannot be solved by patch works. They need 
concreted efforts and short and long term wide range planning 
to improve the whole situation. 
(Bi6Ciograpfiy 
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Appendix -1 
Questionnaire Schedule for NGOs (Muslim Funds) 
A schedule was prepared to study the profile of the selected NGOs 
covering the following aspects: 
1. Name of the Institutions: 
2. Address: 
3. Year of Establishment: 
4. (i) Registered with: (ii) Year of Registration: 
5. Number of Branches, if any: 
6. Area of Operation: 
7. Functions Performed: 
a) Mobilisation of Resources: 
b) Utilization of Resources: 
c) Expenditure on Welfare: 
8. Management Structure of the institution: 
9. Number of Staffs: 
10. Value of Fixed Assets if any owned by the Institution: 
1 l.Main Problems faced by the Institution: 
12.Suggestions, if any: 
Appendix - 2 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Institution 
Commercial Welfare 
Association 
Islamic Welfare 
Society 
Islamic Welfare 
Society 
Muslim Fund 
Toor Bait-ul-maal 
Anjuman Muavinul 
Millat 
Islamic Welfare & 
Interest-free Society 
Muslim Fund 
Islamic Bank 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Address 
6-2-20, Hanamkonda, 
Warrangal-506011 
New Jama Masjid, Jagtial, 
Karimnagar 
Madina Library, Jama Masjaid, 
P.O Godavri Khami, Karimnagar 
Balo Baisi, P.O. Krihna 
nandapur, Dist. Cuttak-754135. 
Moti Galli, Hyderabad. 
625/1, BaazarNoor 
Khan, Hyderabad. 
52-22, Kumool-508001 
Slchar, Dist. Kachar 
H Area Road, QRS 88 
Bistutpur, Jamshedpur. 
Jamia Masjid Jamshedpur 
Meherma, P.O. Mandir 
Vidhya Peeth, Dist. Bhagaipiir 
Chil Mil, via Rajdhura, Dist. 
Begusarai 
Madarsa Arabia Islamia, 
Jahanabad, Dist. Gaya. 
Jahaz Kita, p.o. box Bisrampur 
chak, via Basant Rai, Dist. S.P. 
Samdeegha Bettaiah 
Dist. Champaran. 
Khatuahi, via Panjawara 
Dist. S.P. 
Kharwa, p.o. Jamuna, 
via Dami Joor, S.P. 
Ketpura, p.o. Bishambar chak, 
via Basant Rai, Dist S.P. 
Jawari Masjid, Karbala Chowk, 
Ranchi. 
Rupni p.o. Jamunia 
Damijour, Dist. S.P 
Ropaspur, Dhamsian, via 
State 
Andhra Pradesh 
Andhra Pradesh 
Andhra Pradesh 
Andhra Pradesh 
Andhra Pradesh 
Andhra Pradesh 
Andhra Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
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22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund Trust 
Imdad-E-Bahmi 
Muslim Fund 
Islamic Intrest-Free 
Loan Welfare 
Scheme 
Anj uman-E-Imdad-
E-Bahmi 
Anj uman-E-Imdad-
E-Bahmi 
Narapuram 
Antyodaya Kendra 
Islamic Welfare 
Society 
Islamic Welfare 
Society 
Islamic Welfare 
Society 
Islamic Welfare 
Society 
Islamic Welfare 
Society 
Islamic Welfare 
Society 
Islamic Welfare 
Society 
Islamic Welfare 
Society 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fimd 
Nadyami, Dist Dar 
Jamat-e-Ulema Office, 
Alam Gunj, Patna 
Momey, Damijour, Dist S.P. 
Banholi, via Pureni, Dist 
Bhagalpur 
Balsaar, p.o. Khirwar, via 
Pather Gama, Dist. S.P. 
Balsaar,p.o. Jamunia, 
via Damijour, S.P. 
Begusarai 
Pokhrera,via Raipur 
Dist. Sitamarfai 
HawwariMasjid, Karbala 
Chowk, Ranchi- 834001 
Syed Manzil,Sultan 
Ghani, Patna-800006 
Near Moorvi Tankara, Memon 
Jamat Khana, Mandri ate, Baroda 
Suka Bazaar,post Madosa, 
Dist. S.K 
Sharam Sadhna Raopur, 
Varodara 
Asar Galli, Bijapur. 
20, Nehru Road, Bhatkal. 
Near Head Post Office, 
Bagalkot. 
Shivaji Circle, Shivajinagar, 
Bangalore 
P.O. Box no. 19, Bhatkal. 
Near Khuf Thana Masjid, Cow 
Bazaar, Bellaiy. 
Bila Soodi Qarz Scheme, 
Raichur. 
Bila Soodi Qarz Scheme, 
Sidhanoor, Raichur dist. 
Katra Medhai, Dist Prathapgarh 
Darul Uloom, Balha Manorath, 
p.o Rasoolpur, via Janakhpur 
BLhar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Bihar 
Gujarat 
Gujarat 
Gujarat 
Kamataka 
Kamataka 
Kamataka 
Kamataka 
Kamataka 
Kamataka 
Kamataka 
Kamataka 
Madhya 
Pradesh 
Madhya 
Pradesh 
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44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
Janirath Muslim 
Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Islamic Bait-ul-maal 
Noor Bait-ul-maal 
Bila Soodi Society 
Furqaan Bait-ul-
maal 
Muslim Fund 
Islamic Interest-free 
Loan& welfare 
Scheme 
Madrasatul Baqiat 
Bait-ul-maal 
Tamilnadu 
Islamic Bait-ul-Maal 
Islamic Bait-ul-Maal 
Islamic Bait-ul-Maal 
Bait-ul-Maal 
Islamic Bait-ul-Maal 
Bartin - nafe 
Bait-ul-Maal 
Islamic Bait-ul-Maal 
Muslim Fund 
Deoband 
Interest-free Loan& 
welfare Society 
Muslim Fxmd 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Road. 
SN152, Plot no. 59, Madri Road 
Nayapura, Melegaon, dist. Nasik. 
Madani Masjid, Madni Road, 
Nayapura, Melegaon, dist Nasik. 
Naya Bazaar, Kaimtee, Dist. 
Nagpur. 
Phatakpura, Zafar Manzil, 
Khangaon. 
97-486,Ghorpadepeth, Pune 
Post Marul, Dist. Jalgaon 
Nalagaon, Dist. Latur 
Rawiwarpeth, Jama Masjid, 
via Satara 
Sherwani Gate, Maler Kotla-
148023 
Arabic College, Vellore - 632004 
314, Qaide Millat High School 
Road, Triplicane, Chennai-
600005 
Porbabur. 
Taj Block, Vaniyambadi- 635751 
1, Patchiappa, Choti Street, 
Chennai 
Jamia Masjid, Coonoor-643192. 
Muthu Rawther, Emerson, Watch 
House, Coonoor - 643102. 
Mufeed-E-Aam Shopping 
Complex, Kaniyambadi Street, 
Vaniyambadi. 
Post Office Street, Malvishram, 
North Arcot Dist. 
230, Netaji Road, Old Oeth, 
Krishnagiri. 
Deoband-247554. 
222, Gupla Gunj, Lucknow. 
Shaikot, Bijnoor Dist 
Purana Bazaar, Maput Dist. 
Gaziabad. 
Mohalla Rampura, Najibabad, 
Maharashtra 
Maharashtra 
Maharashtra 
Maharashtra 
Maharashtra 
Maharashtra 
Maharashtra 
Maharashtra 
Punjab 
Tamilnadu 
Tamilnadu 
Tamilnadu 
Tamilnadu 
Tamilnadu 
Tamilnadu 
Tamilnadu 
Tamilnadu 
Tamilnadu 
Tamilnadu 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
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68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
Muslim Imdadi 
Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Bait-ul-maal 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund Trust 
Jadeed Islamic Bait-
ul-maal 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Milli Society 
Milli Imdadi Society 
Milli Imdadi Society 
Milli Imdadi Society 
Muslim Welfare 
Trust 
Anjuman Shabab-E-
Islam Society 
Bijnoor 
Nawab Gunj, Safarra Bazaar, 
Muzaffamagar. 
Basi Kiratpur, Dist Bijnoor. 
Madrasa Tayyaba, 
Muzafifamagar, Jansath Dist. 
Madni Masjid, Chaman Road, 
Kupa Gunj, Azamgarh. 
Mohalla Bazaar, Shairikot, 
Dist. Bijnoor. 
Near Masjid, Seohara, 
Dist. Bijnoor. 
Madrasa Ahayul Uloom, 
Mubarakpur, Dist. Azamgarh. 
Madrasa IshatuI Uloom, Pura 
Maroof, P.O. Kurthi Jafarpur 
Madrasa Sadia Eaimul Uloom, 
Adari, p.olndra Dist Azamgarh. 
Anjan Shaheed, Dist Azamgarh. 
Mohalla Qazipura3unoor. 
Mohalla Pouroyan, Barout, 
Meerut. 
35, Ajmal Khan Road, Dehradun. 
Silgarh Dawa Khana, Rani 
Chowk, Gorakhpur. 
Zair Billa, Ghazipur. 
Najibabad-246763 
Nagina, Dist. Bijnoor. 
Chandpur, Dist. Bijnoor. 
Mahtoor, Dist. Bijnoor 
Upper Court, Buland Sahar. 
Turkuman Gate, Aligarh. 
Basi Kiratpur, Dist. Bijnoor. 
Quazipura, Dist Bijnoor. 
Aitia Thok, Dist Gonda. 
Behraich. 
Fatehpur. 
Khurja 
Gunjunjdara, Etah. 
Kacheri Road, Lukhnow. 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
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97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
Quami Imdadi 
Society 
Quami Muslim Fund 
Milli Imdadi Society 
Muslim Imdadi 
Society 
Muslim Fund 
Muslim Fund 
Quami Amanath 
Society 
Islamic Finance 
Azheekode 
Islamic service Fund 
Islamic service 
Charitable Trust 
Interest-Free Trust 
Islamic Bank Faisal 
Kodhni Islamia 
Akharana Sangam 
Koohangodi Muslim 
Welfare Society 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Qasba Namoura, 
Dist. Bijnoor. 
Nagina, Dist. Bijnoor. 
Qaiser Gunj, Dist. Behraich. 
Ahmed Tola, Kannauj. 
Basti Kiratpur. 
Sarandah, Posr Pench Panda, 
Dist. Hoogli. 
20/1, Farha Lane, Calcutta. 
p.o. Azheekode, Dist. Trichur. 
Muttafiqui Halqa, Kinalur, 
P.O.Kozhikode 
Vatamapalli, Farooqnagar, P.O 
Vadanapalli, Dist. Trichur. 
Islamic Center, Ponari- 679577 
Islamic Service Bereau, 
Karmavampay, P.O. Kozhikode 
P.O. Kodhni, Dist. Malappuram. 
Jamat-e-Islami Office, 
Koohangodi P.O. Dist. 
Malappuram. 
Jamat-e-Islami Aina, Tellichery 
Branch Main Road, Tellichery 
Jamat-e-Islami Hind hokil Unit, 
Dist. Cannannore 
Jamat-e-lslami Muttafiq 
Halqa, Mekkaraparamba 
Dist. Malappuram. 
Nanmanda, Dist. Calicut 
Jamat-e-Islami Nilambar Unit, 
Alathur Halqa, P.O. Niambur, 
Palghat 
Jamat-e-Islami Hind Muttafiq 
Halqa, Day Bazaar, Entyad, Dist. 
Trichur. 
Jamat-e-Islami Alathur Halqa, 
Palghat. 
Jamat-e-Islami Kanjeerapalli Dist. 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
West Bengal 
West Bengal 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kelara 
Kelara 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
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119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Kidiyathur Area 
Islamika Sahaya 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi Tarbiyyathi 
Muslimeen 
Islamic Service 
Society 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Sahaya Nidhi 
Bait-un-Nas'r 
Charitable Trust 
Palisha Rahitha 
Sahaya Nidhi 
Alattil Palisha 
Rahitha Sahaya 
Nidhi 
Kodiyathur Area 
Islamika Sahaya 
Nidhi 
Welfare Society 
Irshad Islamic 
Finance 
Kodoor Muslim 
Samskarika Samiti 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Welfare Society 
Kottayam. 
Jamat-e-Islami Muttafiq Halqa, Kerala 
Punnayarkalam Dist. Trichur. 
Islamic Cultural 
movement, Cannannore 
Jamat-e-Islami Muttafiq 
Halqa, Uduma, Cannannore. 
Najathul Islam 
Trust, Idakanakkad, Emakulam. 
Vellyakode, P.O. Malappuram. 
Jamat-e-Islami Muttafiq 
Halqa, p.o. Kodiyathur, 
via Mokkam,Kozfaikode. 
Jamat-e-Islami Hind, 
Tirur Branch, Tirur 
Badruddinpalli, Punnayurkulam. 
Palisha Rahitha Nidhi, P.O. 
Ponnari. DisL Malappuram. 
Kannkkya, via 
Cherukara, Mal£q)puram. 
Jamat-e-lslami Hind, 
P.O. Kawavapodi, Koduvalli. 
Santhinagar, Tennal, Telchery 
Koduvalli, Kozhikode. 
Elattil P.O. 
Koduvalli, Kozhikode. 
Cheruvadi, P.O. Mavoor, 
Dist. Kozhikode 
Nanmanda, Kakoor, 
P.O.. Kozhikode. 
Corporation, Melatoor 
P.O. Malappuram. 
P.O. Kodoor, Vadaka 
Manna, Dist, Malappuram 
Kondotti, c/o, Masjidul 
Ehsaan, Kondotti. 
Saalamathnagar, Puthur Pallikal. 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
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139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
Koorigadu Welfare 
Society 
Isa-Athul Islam 
Charitable Society 
Idea Welfare 
Society 
Welfare Society 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Palisha Rahitha 
Nidhi 
Koorigadu, Indianoor P.O. 
Kottakkal via, Dist. Malappuram. 
Alathoor-678541. 
Alathala p.o. Aluva - 683564 
Kodikini, Dist. Malf^puram. 
Islamic Welfare Society, Ponani. 
Masjidun-Noor, Zdappal, 
Malappuram. 
Krcala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
Kerala 
APPENDIX - 3 
BRANCHES OF MUSLIM FUND: NAJIBABAD. 
s 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
Branches 
Head Office 
Main Branch 
Kotdwara 
Sahanpur 
Mumbai 
Nawab Rd. 
Delhi 
Barahpur 
J.F. Delhi 
Jalalabad 
Pathanpura 
Jama Masjid 
Delhi 
Kotwah' 
Bhanera 
Nangal 
Ghaziabad 
Bachraon 
Raipur Sadat 
Bhagoowala 
Seohara 
Khalayan, 
Delhi 
Chand Bagh 
Delhi 
Address 
Rampura, Najibabad. 
Rampura, Najibabad. 
J.B.Marg, Kotdwara. 
Jhanda Chowk, Sahanpur, 
Dist Bijnoor 
2/3, Anees Chamber, 
Camac Road, Mumbai 
5998, Basti Herphool 
Singh, Delhi 
Main Market, Barahpur, 
Dist. Bijnoor. 
15/240, Jafferabad, Delhi. 
Qazian Street, Jalalabad, 
Dist. Bijnoor. 
Pathanpura, Najibabad. 
2616, Churiwalan Matia 
Mahal, Delhi. 
Main Market, Kotwali, 
Dist. Bijnoor. 
Main Market, Bhanera, 
Dist. Bijnoor. 
Soti Ka Nangal. 
Dist Bijnoor. 
Bhatta Abu Khan, 
Ghaziabad. 
Moh Paish (Moradabad) 
Thane. 
Near Masjid Qureshyan, 
Raipur Sadat. Dist. 
Bijnoor. 
Near Jama Masjid Bhagoo 
wala, Dist. Bijnoor. 
Sardar Bazar, Seohara, 
Dist. Bijnoor. 
B665, DDA Colony, 
New Delhi. 
A-39, Chand Bagh 
Delhi. 
State 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
Maharashtra 
Delhi 
UP 
Delhi 
UP 
UP 
Delhi 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
Maharashtra 
UP 
UP 
UP 
New Delhi 
Delhi 
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22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
Khureji, Delhi 
Okhla, Delhi 
Subnigran, 
Najibabad 
Moradabad 
Kashipur 
LakriParaw 
Behat 
Chhutmalpur 
33/6, Khureji, Delhi. 
Murari Road, Batla 
House, New Delhi. 
Near CPM Office, Majeed 
Gunj, Dist. Najibabad 
Mansoori Mkt., Maqbara 
Road, Moradabad. 
Moh Aali Khan, Kashipur. 
Lakri Paraw, Kotdwara. 
Gandhi Chowk, Behat. 
Chhutmalpur. 
Delhi 
New Delhi 
UP 
Maharashtra 
UP 
UP 
UP 
UP 
